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Note from the Editor
I had an extraordinary experience at the end of this baseball season. I attended Derek Jeter’s last game
at Yankee Stadium. The extraordinary thing wasn’t merely Jeter’s unbelievable, Hollywood-scripted
storybook ending, but that it came at the end of an unbelievable storybook career. All throughout, Jeter
has given us moments that have made us in the stands and press box turn and ask each other, “Did
you see that?” “Can you believe that?” You literally don’t believe it sometimes. “He did what?” But we’ve
been here, bearing witness to these moments, his whole career. We try to leave a written record for the
historians who will come in future generations, who didn’t see him play, trying to explain what he was
like—not “how good” he was or “how bad” he was, but how he was. 

Simple, right? No. It’s difficult to strive for accuracy when a player continually defies belief. We find
ourselves constantly swept into the realm of emotion—of course, because if we didn’t care we wouldn’t
bother to research, analyze, and write about him. But when belief comes into the equation, now we’re
talking about faith. It was a Tinkerbell moment in the ninth inning at Yankee Stadium on September 25,
2014. The fans were there to say goodbye to their idol regardless of the game’s outcome. The Yankees
had been eliminated from contention the day before. In the seventh inning we thought we saw the last
of Jeter, in a broken-bat, RBI-producing at-bat that gave the Yankees the lead. Kinda clutch. But David
Robertson, the closer, coughed up two hairballs in the ninth. Two homers let the Orioles tie the game
and let the Yankees bat again in the bottom of the inning. With Jeter due up third. 

So here’s a piece of history. I saw it. It happened like clockwork: Jose Pirela led off with a hit, was replaced
by pinch-runner Antoan Richardson, who was sac-bunted to second by Brett Gardner. Up came Jeter.
I call these moments “Tinkerbell” moments because it feels like if the fans clap loud enough, the
magic will happen. It doesn’t always; sometimes Mighty Casey strikes out. But this time, with his classic
inside-out swing, Jeter laced the first pitch into right, for a completely Jeterian walk-off game-winner.
What happened in that game is not in question: the world witnessed it. Yes, that really happened.

But we witnessed Jeter’s whole career. And yet the debates about him are only getting started. At the
very first SABR convention I attended (2002 in Boston), one of the first presentations I attended was
about who was the better shortstop: Jeter or Nomar. (Results were inconclusive at the time.) I don’t think
it’s a coincidence that the elements we debate about Jeter-as-player represent the things we debate
most hotly in sabermetrics overall. Was he a “good” or “bad” fielder? We’re still trying to figure out the
best way to answer that question for all players. Advanced defensive metrics—that’s the cutting edge.
Jeter was often knocked for not being a power hitter. But how much weight to give to power in overall
player evaluation metrics like WAR, total player rating, et cetera—that’s the stuff that top saberme-
tricians are tinkering with right now, not just in Internet debates, but in the Decision Sciences
departments of MLB front offices. One thing that no one ever knocked about Jeter was his sportsmanship,
his demeanor, his “intangibles.” Can psychological “intangibles” be made tangible? Can they be meas-
ured? I predict that’s the frontier in player evaluation and development that will be bushwhacked next. 

As historians and sabermetricians, our role is dual: both record and interpret. We don’t just write down
numbers and names. That doesn’t tell the story. We tell the story. Sometimes we re-tell the story in light
of new information or new insights. In this issue Bryan Soderholm-Difatte looks back 100 years to how
George Stallings eked a championship from the 1914 Braves. David E. Skelton, meanwhile, looks at how
the events at the end of the regular season in 1966 might have cost the Dodgers the World Series. At
the other end of the spectrum we have several papers on the subject of predictions and probability 
itself. What were the odds that Douglas Jordan, Stanley Rothman, John A. Richards, and Matt Haechrel
would all have their papers ready for publication at the same time? Slim odds. But sometimes that’s
how things work out. 

Sometimes amazing things happen. I’m honored to bear witness. 

– Cecilia Tan, Editor
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This story tells the tragic tale of Michael “Doc”
Powers, a catcher who played primarily for 
the Philadelphia Athletics and whose baseball 

career was cut short by his untimely death. Miscon-
ceptions about what caused his demise abound, but
can be laid to rest by this article. Ultimately, “Doc 
Powers Day” was organized by the American League
and hosted by the A’s to raise funds for his widow and
children, an extraordinary effort for its time.

A REAL DOCTOR
Michael Riley Powers was born in Pittsfield, Massachu-
setts on September 22, 1870.1 Unlike the majority of
baseball players called “Doc,” he earned the nickname
legitimately. After graduating from the College of the
Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts, and the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana, Powers
completed his medical studies at Louisville Medical 
College while playing for the Louisville Colonels. After
arriving in Philadelphia, he passed the State Board 
examination for doctors in Pennsylvania. Powers prac-
ticed medicine each offseason at an established medical
practice in Jeffersonville—a community located north-
west of Philadelphia—where he lived with his wife,
Florence, and three children.2 Using his medical skills,
Powers often treated teammates for minor injuries, also
gaining the nickname “Red Cross Mike.”3

BASEBALL CAREER
Powers played college baseball at Holy Cross and
Notre Dame.4 He made his major league debut on June
12, 1898, with the Louisville Colonels of the National
League.5 Powers was used sparingly by the Colonels,
appearing in just 34 and 49 games, respectively,
1898–99. He was sold to the Washington Senators on
September 16, 1899, and played in 14 games for the
Senators at the tail end of the season.

In March 1900 the NL jettisoned what it judged to
be weaker franchises: Louisville, Baltimore, Cleveland,
and Washington.6 Like many other players, Powers
found himself without a job and migrated to the newly-
named American League of Professional Baseball

Clubs—formerly known as the Western League—
which was categorized as a minor league circuit at that
time.7 He became the Indianapolis Hoosiers’ full-time
catcher, appearing in 110 games for a team that fin-
ished in third place.

During the 1900–01 offseason, American League
president Ban Johnson sought equal standing with the
NL. Achieving this end meant changing the geographic
configuration of the league, again dropping less robust
franchises and establishing new ones in the east. AL
teams in Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, and Cleveland
were kept, while Indianapolis, Kansas City, Buffalo,
and Minneapolis were replaced by clubs in Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington—cities with
populations large enough and locations favorable
enough to enable the AL to compete head-to-head
with the NL.8

“Doc” Powers became a player without a team for a
second time. Connie Mack was selected to manage the
AL’s Philadelphia club, which chose the nickname Ath-
letics because of its long and honored place in the city’s
baseball history.9 Mack scrambled to put together a 
roster in time for the 1901 season, and he signed several
players who were still under league control even though
their clubs had been eliminated. Powers then stayed on
the A’s roster—with one brief interlude—for the rest of
his professional baseball career.10

Powers was a light hitter at the plate and ponder-
ous on the bases, but he had a cannon for an arm and
possessed considerable prowess in handling pitchers.
David Jordan writes in his history of the Philadelphia
Athletics that Powers was “a man who could keep his
pitchers’ heads in the game.”11 Sportswriter George
Graham, who covered baseball in Philadelphia when
Powers played, wrote:

Powers was always a far better catcher than he
was credited with being. He wasn’t much of a hit-
ter—one of the poorest in the league, in fact—and
he was painfully slow on the bases, but behind
the bat he was alert-minded, he handled the mitt
well and had a great arm.12
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In 539 games over nine years with the A’s, Powers
notched a modest .213 batting average with only three
home runs. But Powers brought two assets integral to
success as a catcher—a canny baseball mind and
savvy baseball instincts. George M. Young, a Philadel-
phia sportswriter who reported on Powers during his
time with the Athletics, observed:

A brainy catcher is the guiding genius of a team…
It is usually the catcher who gives the delivery
signals to the pitcher and also tips off the pitcher
when to throw to bases. Also, it is he who places
the men in the field to play for a particular bats-
man…Such a man was the late “Doc” Powers.13

Powers also served another key role as personal
catcher to Eddie Plank—one of the greatest left-handed
pitchers in baseball history. Mack recognized that when
a catcher and pitcher develop a rapport, to maximize
the effectiveness and comfort level of the pitcher they
should be kept together. He used this formula with the
brilliant yet madcap Rube Waddell. Ossee Schrecongost
served as Waddell’s personal catcher—and roommate—
for six years. Like Waddell, Schrecongost was an
oddball with great fondness for alcohol.14

Powers caught 205 of Plank’s 282 starts, 1901–09.15

Plank presented challenges for any catcher, and the
ability to handle him was a primary reason Powers 
remained with the team despite his anemic hitting.16

Sportswriter Stephen O. Gauley described the difficul-
ties with Plank:

Perhaps Connie Mack and the rest of the Athletic
rooters figured Powers’s greatest value to the
team was in the fact that he was the only catcher
who could successfully hold Eddie Plank’s puz-
zling delivery…“Doc” handled everything Plank
could use without any apparent extra effort or
trouble. Plank is not the easiest pitcher in the
business to handle, as many a catcher who has
tried it will testify, but Powers apparently reveled
in Plank’s stubborn delivery. Crossfire “Doc”
seemed to fairly eat up, and no matter how hard
or low did some of Plank’s shoots go, Powers 
invariably mitted them, which other catchers
would have let slip away to the grandstand.17

Connie Mack gave Powers the singular honor of
catching the first game in club history on April 26,
1901, at the Athletics’ Columbia Park.18 Although the
A’s came out on the short end of a 5–1 score against
Washington, the team was off and running.19

Powers was the team’s primary catcher in 1901,
then took a back seat to Schrecongost from 1902
through 1908. Schrecongost was a fine defensive
catcher, with a lot more pop in his bat.20

The only brief interruption of this arrangement
came during the 1905 season, when injuries left the
New York Highlanders (also known as Yankees) need-
ing a catcher on a temporary basis. Mack “loaned”
Powers to the Highlanders for a short period of time.
Although unheard of today, this practice was not un-
common during the early twentieth century, and no
other clubs objected to this courtesy being extended.
Powers joined New York on July 13, 1905. Remarkably,
the Highlanders won 11 in a row with Powers on the
roster and then a 12th after he returned to Philadel-
phia on August 7, 1905.21

JOY TEMPERED BY DISQUIET 
After playing at Columbia Park for eight years, the Ath-
letics moved to a new ballpark at the start of the 1909
season. Shibe Park became the club’s home for the rest
of its stay in Philadelphia. The inaugural home opener
occurred on Monday, April 12, 1909, with Plank pitch-
ing and Powers catching. The splendidly successful
affair saw the A’s win over the Boston Red Sox, 8–1,
before a sellout crowd in a ballpark that was the crown
jewel of the league.22

The festive mood was diminished slightly by con-
cern over the health of “Doc” Powers who had become
ill during the game.23 One newspaper account reported:

The only thing that occurred to cast a shadow
over the joy of the fans was the seizure of “Doc”
Powers with acute gastritis in the seventh inning.
The redoubtable catcher, however, refused to
abandon his post behind the plate and though
suffering intense agony, pluckily stuck to it until
the end of the game. On the verge of collapse, he
was taken to Northwest General Hospital where
last night it was stated by the physicians attend-
ing him that he would probably be able to don a
uniform again in a few days.24

Stories filed by reporters immediately after the ball-
game were upbeat, with all estimating that Powers
would be gone only a short time.25 Later that night,
however, his condition worsened, and doctors judged
it necessary to operate.26 The operation started at
1:00AM on Tuesday, April 13, and doctors discovered
that Powers was suffering from intussusception.27

Intussusception, which happens rarely in adults, 
is a disorder in which part of the intestine slides 
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telescopically into an adja-
cent part of the intestine,
often preventing food or
fluid from passing through
and cutting off the blood
supply to the blocked sec-
tion.28 The lack of blood
causes the tissue of the in-
testinal wall to die, which
can result in perforation of
the intestine and infection of
the abdominal cavity—a life-
threatening condition that
requires immediate medical
attention.29

THE DEATH OF “DOC” POWERS
Surgeons found that the intussusception had caused
more than a foot of intestine to become gangrenous,
which they removed. Afterwards, “[Powers] was re-
ported to be in a serious condition with even chances
of recovery.”30 He rallied after the operation, which
created optimism for several days that he would 
recover. A Sporting Life columnist observed, “The des-
perate operation at first bid fair to be successful.”31

The hope was short-lived. After a week, the ab-
dominal pain and symptoms of obstruction recurred. A
second, more intrusive operation was performed on
April 20: Another blockage had formed and the gan-
grene had spread. Doctors cut out the blockage and
infected area and created an artificial anus in the 
abdominal wall. For a brief period, Powers was able
to eat food and showed other signs of recovery.32

But on the morning of Sunday, April 25, his condi-
tion again deteriorated. A third operation  revealed he
was experiencing acute dilatation of the heart.33 The
prognosis was grim.34 Powers was given blood trans-
fusions and oxygen, but doctors judged he was near
death and wouldn’t live another day.35 Father Kinslow
of Philadelphia’s St. Elizabeth’s Church was called to
Northwest General Hospital on the morning of April 25
to administer the last sacrament. A newspaper reported,
“At any minute [Powers] may be called upon to obey
the mandate of the Inexorable Umpire, but He will find
the noble athlete ready for the command.”36

Powers gamely held on throughout April 25, lapsing
in and out of consciousness. At 9:14 on the morning of
April 26, “Doc” Powers passed away. According to one
newspaper account, Powers, who with his medical
training knew of his impending doom, cried out just 
before dying, “I’ve got no pulse…no pulse!”37

WHAT KILLED “DOC” POWERS?
Confusion existed at the time
about what caused the death
of Powers. Some of it was
based on the initial misdiag-
nosis of his condition as acute
gastritis and the forecast of a
full recovery. The Philadelphia
Inquirer acknowledged the
“many conflicting reports”
and to set the record straight,
printed an explanation by one
of the surgeons who assisted
in the operations.38 The ac-
count is reproduced here in
its entirety because it pro-
vides information important

in refuting misconceptions that exist to this day about
what killed the Athletics’ redoubtable catcher. 

At the conclusion of the ball game on Monday,
April 12, Powers was found to be suffering from
interssusseption [sic]39 of the bowel, which can
probably be better described in homely language
as like the tuck put in a man’s shirt sleeve to
shorten it when it is too long.

Interssusseption is a condition found most fre-
quently in children and in individuals who have
more or less gaseous intestinal distension, and
can occur while peacefully lying in bed as read-
ily as while strenuously exercising. The mortality
is usually very high; it being regarded as a gen-
erally fatal condition. 

The need for an operation on Powers was man-
ifested by the fact that he had a mass in the right
lower portion of his abdomen, giving excruciat-
ing pain, and the opening made into the
abdomen over the site of the mass revealed the
fact that the lower end of the small intestine had
slipped into the colcum [sic] or upper end of the
large intestine, rendering about fifteen inches of
intestine devoid of blood supply by pressure,
and consequent gangrene of this portion of the
intestine.

Efforts to reduce this interssusseption or, in
plainer language, to restore the intestine to its
normal condition, were unavailing, and the fif-
teen inches of intestine involved were cut out and
the ends of the severed intestine were united,
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with the result that the obstruction was removed
and the patient’s symptoms for a week were such
as to lead all to believe in his ultimate recovery.
At this time, however, symptoms of obstruction
recurred and it was found necessary to perform a
second operation. An artificial anus was then 
established in the abdominal walls at the seat of
the original operation, when the obstruction com-
pletely disappeared and the patient improved and
partook of nourishment satisfactorily until Sun-
day morning, the 25th instant, when suddenly he
developed acute dilatation of the heart with col-
lapse. During the day a considerable quantity of
liquid was introduced into his circulation directly
through openings in his veins; oxygen was ad-
ministered continuously, but under neither did he
respond and death resulted at 9:14AM Monday.40

Intussusception—the disorder and medical compli-
cation arising from it—caused “Doc” Powers to die.41

MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT POWERS’S DEATH
Despite credible, definitive explanations for cause of
death—offered at the time of his death by attending
physicians and separately by Northwest General 
Hospital—multiple misconceptions persist about what
killed Powers.42 The two most prominent claims both
stem from the day of  April 12: either an injury suffered
during the game or a sandwich—or sandwiches—
Powers ate before or during the game.

The “sandwich” theory originates in newspaper 
articles written after the game but before surgery had
revealed the true nature and extent of the malady. One
article, for example, offered this account:

Powers ate a few sandwiches before the game,
and these, with the undue excitement the “Doc-
tor” labored under during the game, brought on
the attack which did more to knock him out than
any of the foul tips shot off the Bostons’ bats.43

The author of this piece did not cite a source for the
“sandwiches” assertion.44 Another version of this claim
read, “was said then to have been caused by a sand-
wich he ate while the game was in progress.”45 Still
another contended the sandwich had “failed to digest
properly.”46

Despite being fundamentally wrong, the sandwich
theory probably formed in the fertile minds of reporters,
conjuring a causative link between eating a sandwich
and his subsequent ailment. Food poisoning is not men-
tioned explicitly by reporters, but the presumption may

have seemed reasonable on a prima facie basis to the
writers. Specifically:

• Powers ate a sandwich—perhaps several sand-
wiches—either before or during the game.47

• Some sources identify it as a cheese sandwich.
It could have contained pathogens such as sal-
monella or listeria that cause food poisoning.48

• Foodborne illness—generically referred to as
food poisoning—was one of the most common
gastrointestinal ailments in America in 1909,
as it remains to this day.

• The symptoms Powers experienced—abdomi-
nal pain, nausea and vomiting—are commonly
associated with food poisoning, and in some
cases can be severe enough to require hospi-
talization.

• Physicians attending to Powers in the hospital
at first assessed his illness as acute gastritis,
which is often attributable to food poisoning.49

The press corps reported the least disconcerting,
physician-endorsed interpretation of evidence on hand:
Powers had eaten bad food, experienced acute gastritis,
and was taken to the hospital to treat the problem. They
were wrong, but reporters could not have been expected
to imagine that Powers was fatally ill with a rare disor-
der none of them likely had ever heard of.

The “sandwich” theory lacks empirical corrobora-
tion from primary sources, was not cited in physicians’
statements on etiology, and was quickly discounted
once the true nature of the ailment became known. Yet
the theory has persisted so long as to now enjoy a 
veneer of legitimacy, despite the surgeons announcing
the very next day that Powers was suffering from 
intussusception, not acute gastritis.

The second hypothesis—the “injury” theory—
comes in two variations: Either he injured himself
when he dove for a foul ball or he crashed into a wall
while chasing a foul ball.50

The origin of these explanations is difficult to pin-
point. Philadelphia-area newspapers did not include
in their reporting on the April 12 game any on-field 
injury for Powers. Even if he had crashed into a wall
or made an arduous dive for a foul ball, neither act
was so extraordinary as to warrant mention in game
coverage. Despite this, the idea that Powers “was per-
haps the first major league baseball death traceable
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directly to an on-field injury” appears on numerous
websites.51 They mistakenly assume that the need for
three intestinal surgeries was caused by on-field injuries
and then post-surgery infections (i.e., peritonitis) ulti-
mately led to his death.52

Yet none of the medical reports issued on his condi-
tion—either before or after the first operation—
identifies internal injuries. No such injury is cited in
statements by the hospital or attending physicians as a
causative factor. As in the case of the “sandwich” the-
ory, the spurious basis for this explanation gives pause
to wonder how it has remained even superficially legit-
imatized. 

The “sandwich” and “on-field injury” explanations
lack empirical merit and should be dismissed as 
baseless. Their falsity is made clear when they are eval-
uated within the context of what is known medically
about the cause and course of intussusception, and of-
ficial, documented statements made by doctors and the
hospital on the illness and death of Michael Powers.

What is critical in understanding how Powers died
is that the symptoms of intussusception probably 
appeared intermittently with varying intensity for sev-
eral weeks or months before April 12.53,54 The physical 
examination and surgery make that indisputably clear.
The mass doctors detected in the lower right portion 
of his abdomen was palpable, and its size enabled
them to locate quickly the source of the excruciating
pain he was experiencing.55 When they did operate,
surgeons discovered that Powers had 15 inches of gan-
grenous intestine.56 That the gangrene had spread to

that great an extent further demonstrates that intus-
susception had been present and progressed over a
period of time. The mass and gangrene did not just
form and expand on April 12.

Even if Powers ate a spoiled sandwich or injured
himself going after a foul ball on Opening Day, neither
act caused intussusception to occur, nor did either 
affect the disorder’s current state, rapidity of develop-
ment, or onset of severe symptoms.57 As the attending
physician’s statement affirms, agonizing pain associ-
ated with intussusception can begin “while peacefully
lying in bed as readily as while strenuously exercis-
ing.”58 The food Powers ate and the physical activities
in which he engaged on April 12 were irrelevant to 
the ailment’s advanced state and the deadly menace 
it posed.

The intussusception from which Powers was suf-
fering was a severe, preexisting, and undetected
disorder. The fact that pain associated with his disor-
der became intolerable on April 12 was a coincidence,
and its timing was not dependent on what happened
to Powers that day. The claim—or even suggestion—
that Powers was the first major leaguer to die from an
on-field injury is erroneous, not supported by the facts. 

THE GREAT UNSOLVED MYSTERY
There is one mystery associated with “Doc” Powers
that will never be solved. No record exists that Powers
alerted anyone about abdominal pain or any other dis-
comfort prior to April 12. Medical knowledge of the
disorder’s development leaves little doubt that he must

WARRINGTON: A Ballpark Opens and a Ballplayer Dies
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have encountered some symptoms well before Opening
Day.59 With his training and experience as a physician,
it is highly improbable that Powers would not have 
noticed a “mass” had begun forming in his abdomen.
Doctors noted it readily, which prompted them to 
operate at site.60

Given the great likelihood that Powers would have
experienced pain and noted the mass, why did he not
consult a physician when remedial action could have
been taken? That Powers, himself a medical man, did
not act sooner to preserve his own life is a great
tragedy.61 Perhaps, like many people, he hoped the
problem would go away on its own.62 Whatever signs
Powers received that something was wrong, he chose
to ignore them until it was too late to treat the ailment
successfully.63

GRIEF AND A FUNERAL
The death of “Doc” Powers was a great blow to the
Philadelphia Athletics, major league baseball, and the
City of Philadelphia. A distraught Connie Mack was
quoted as saying:

Powers was the most popular man of the Athlet-
ics, and his loss is felt keenly by his teammates
individually and collectively. To me his death
comes as a great personal shock. He was the only
player left of the team which opened the first
American League championship season at Co-
lumbia Park, and there existed between us a bond
of friendship that makes the separation doubly
hard to bear.64

Flags at Shibe Park and down Lehigh Avenue at the
Phillies’ National League Park were immediately low-
ered to half-mast. The Athletics announced that team
players would wear knots of black ribbon on their 
jerseys for 30 days, and that the flags at Shibe Park
would stay at half-staff for the same period.65

The Athletics’ Board of Directors met on April 27
and adopted a resolution that read in part:

That in the passing away of Mr. Powers this club
has lost a valued companion, counselor and
friend. His public career was a worthy exemplar
of whatsoever is most praiseworthy in the na-
tional game which his efforts adorned and
dignified. He was manly, loyal, discreet, courte-
ous and capable. He inspired confidence on the
playing field, warm friendships among his asso-
ciates and profound affection in his own
cherished home circle.66

Messages poured into the Athletics’ offices from
other major league baseball clubs expressing grief, 
offering condolences to his family, and asking that 
floral arrangements be purchased on their behalf for
the funeral. Every AL club—and Philadelphia and
Brooklyn of the NL—sent a wreath.67

The body was moved from Northwest General 
Hospital to the home of close friend George E. Flood so
that family, friends, and fans could pay their respects.68

Newspapers reported that Flood’s parlor, where the
body lay in repose, was filled with flowers. One par-
ticularly striking, albeit macabre, arrangement was
provided by the Sporting Writers’ Association of Phila-
delphia. According to one eyewitness, “It was a
diamond of carnations laid out on a field of green
ferns. Directly across the diamond were immense 
letters in white roses spelling ‘OUT.’”69

The funeral took place at St. Elizabeth’s Roman
Catholic Church on April 29.70 The Athletics’ game
scheduled that day against Washington was postponed
so players from both clubs and team officials could 
attend the service.71 In addition, players from the
Phillies and visiting Dodgers also were in attendance.
The church was packed to capacity, and according to
newspaper accounts, seven thousand people over-
flowed onto surrounding streets because they were
unable to gain admittance.72

The celebrant of mass was Reverend Francis L. Carr
of St. Patrick’s Church in Norristown, Pennsylvania,
who was a personal friend of Powers. Carr told the
congregation:

Dr. Powers lived and died a good man, and my
prayers and those of every priest in this diocese,
I am sure, are that Our Lord and Our Savior, Jesus
Christ come to the aid of the wife and helpless
children. Eternal rest to his soul.73

The pall bearers were Jack Coombs, Harry Davis,
Danny Murphy, Simon Nicholls, Eddie Plank, and Ira
Thomas. Powers was laid to rest at the New Cathedral
Cemetery.74 The body remained there for only a
month. It was moved and reinterred at the St. Louis
Cemetery in Louisville, Kentucky.75

Philadelphia’s Evening Times newspaper started a
subscription movement to obtain $1,000 in sums not to
exceed $25 from any single donor in memory of Powers.
The money was to be used to endow a bed at Northwest
General Hospital for use by any professional ballplayer
who was injured during a game or whose illness was 
directly attributable to playing in games during the 
regular season. The needed sum was soon raised.76
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“DOC” POWERS DAY
Major league baseball players did not have pensions
when Powers died.77 Although he was a physician,
playing baseball had interfered with his ability to de-
velop a thriving practice.78 Aware of this, Connie Mack
approached AL president Ban Johnson about sponsor-
ing a benefit at Shibe Park to financially aid the Powers
family, including establishing an education fund for
his three children.79 Johnson agreed, and June 30,
1910, was selected for the event because the four “east-
ern” AL teams—Philadelphia, Washington, Boston and
New York—were off that day and could participate in
the benefit game.80

To encourage attendance at what was officially
called “‘Doc’ Powers Day,” the Athletics mailed thou-
sands of postcards advertising the event.81 Tickets could
be purchased at Shibe Park, Gimbels department store,
and Spalding’s sporting goods store. The admission
prices were a dollar for a reserved seat in the pavilion,
50 cents unreserved, and 25 cents for a bleacher seat.82

Two primary activities were scheduled: a series of
baseball skills competitions and an exhibition game.
The competitions were as follows:

• Running – Going to first base on a bunt; circling
the bases; 100-yard dash for players weighing
under 200 pounds; 100-yard dash for players
weighing over 200 pounds (called the “heavy-
weight” class), four-man relay base running
(i.e., one player running from home to first;
the second player from first to second; the
third player from second to third, the fourth
player from third to home), each relay team
representing an individual AL club.

• Throwing – For accuracy, distance, and novelty.

• Batting – Fungo hitting.83

The first and second place finishers in each of the
above events, except relay base running, received a 
silver trophy cup. The four men comprising the win-
ning team in relay base running would each be
presented a cup.84 The trophies were provided by the
Athletics.85

The winner in going to first base on a bunt in the
shortest time was Harry Lord of Boston.86 He did so in
31⁄5 seconds. Five players—Eddie Collins, Frank Baker
and Morrie Rath of Philadelphia, Tris Speaker of
Boston, and Hal Chase of New York—tied for second
place, covering the distance in 32⁄5 seconds. A drawing
was held to determine who would win the second
place cup, and Chase’s name was chosen.

First place in circling the bases most quickly was
captured by Collins, who accomplished the feat in 141⁄5
seconds. There again was a tie for second place, with
Jimmy Austin of New York and Tris Speaker traveling
the distance in 143⁄5 seconds. After a toss of a coin,
Austin was awarded the trophy cup.

Austin also won a first-place trophy, winning the
100-yard dash for players weighing below 200 pounds.
He crossed the finish line in 103⁄5 seconds, with Harry
Hooper of Boston capturing second place.

For the “heavyweight” class, Jake Stahl of Boston
took home the top prize, completing the 100-yard dash
in 104⁄5 seconds.87 Hippo Vaughn of New York came 
in second.

In the relay base running competition, Philadelphia
and Boston tied at 143⁄5 seconds. The race was run a
second time, and both teams matched again at 142⁄5
seconds. A coin toss was used to identify the winner,
and the hometown crew took home the trophy cups.

In the throwing for distance contest, Hooper was
the class of the field. His ball went 356 feet, four
inches. Runner-up Speaker could only manage 345
feet, seven and a half inches.
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In throwing for accuracy, the day belonged to Pat
Donohue of Philadelphia. Germany Schaefer of Wash-
ington came in second.

The novelty throw was an evidently tough compe-
tition. Contestants were required to squat in the
catcher’s position behind home plate and throw a ball
over second base beneath a bar six feet high located at
the pitcher’s mound. Only Austin was able to accom-
plish the feat, winning another first-place trophy. 

Finally, Jimmy Dygert of Philadelphia captured first
place in the fungo hitting competition, with second
place belonging to Tom Hughes of New York.

The exhibition game between the Athletics and the
“All-American” team composed of players from the
other AL clubs was played with less than serious intent.
Called a “horse play game” by one reporter, both teams
made sweeping changes in their lineups each inning.
The crowd enjoyed the spectacle, nevertheless, with one
account noting that “the ragged playing of the league
stars was greeted with delight.”88 Limited to six innings,
the Athletics prevailed in the game, 5–3.89

The day’s festivities went beyond baseball. Clowns
made appearances on the field at Shibe Park and 
performed a series of humorous skits as part of the en-
tertainment. Schaefer and Boston’s batboy contributed
to the fun by doing a pantomime act that satirized the
antics of a big league pitcher-catcher battery.90

In addition, there was music courtesy of the Phillies.
Club president Horace Fogel arranged to have the
Banda Bianca Orchestra under the baton of Sig. Alfredo
Tomassino play a number of selections including the
overture from Light Cavalry and the sextet from Lucia.
Also performed was The Phillies, a march written by
Tomassino and dedicated to Fogel.91

The Sporting Writers’ Association of Philadelphia
supplied the judges for the skills contests, and sup-
ported the fundraising campaign by having a special
program printed for “Doc” Powers Day and selling it
for ten cents apiece. All of the proceeds from the sale
went to the Powers family.92 To encourage attendees
to buy the program, each copy was numbered, and
Florence Powers, who attended the event along with
her children, chose two of the numbers in a drawing.
One winner received a free pass to attend Athletics
home games for the remainder of the season, while
the other received a similar pass to attend the rest of
the Phillies’ home games in 1910.93

“Doc” Powers Day was called “a grand success” in
newspaper accounts. More than 12,000 people paid 
admission, including Connie Mack, to help swell the
fund benefiting the Powers family. Approximately
$8,000 was raised.94 Florence took the opportunity “to

thank my friends and the followers of the Athletic team
for their kindness on this day. I shall never forget it.”95

Athletics players appreciated manager Mack’s
labors, compassion, and generosity in assisting their
fallen teammate's family. Before the exhibition game
was played, they presented Mack with a large bouquet
of flowers at home plate. Eddie Plank made the pres-
entation.96

The staging of “Doc” Powers Day was a shining
moment. No obligation existed in professional base-
ball to assist a family financially after a player's death,
but extraordinary steps were taken by many caring
people—Mack, Johnson, players, sportswriters and the
public—to do just that. France C. Richter, writing in
Sporting Life, captured the importance of the occasion
when he praised the day as “successful financially and
artistically beyond any similar function in the history
of base ball—and thus goes to Philadelphia’s credit 
another unexcelled achievement in base ball.”97 �
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This year marks a century since the historic run
of the 1914 Boston “Miracle” Braves. They were
dead last in the National League on July 4, 15

games behind John McGraw’s pace-setting New York
Giants, who seemed well on their way to a fourth
straight pennant. They famously overtook the Giants
in early September, ultimately claiming the National
League pennant by a margin of 101⁄2 games. They
capped the year with a World Series sweep of Connie
Mack’s imposing Philadelphia Athletics—the very
same A's who had won four pennants in five years and
three of the four previous Fall Classics. This team of
destiny was managed by George Stallings who, like Mr.
Mack, gave directions from the dugout dressed in civil-
ian business attire. Stallings reportedly said, “Give me
a ball club of only mediocre ability, and if I can get 
the players in the right frame of mind, they’ll beat 
the World Champions.”1 Historical retrospection has
attributed the Braves’ 1914 “miracle” to more than just
team motivation, however. The accepted wisdom is
that Stallings had an epiphany about platooning and
that his use of platoons to wring the maximum pro-
duction from his roster was, in the words of Bill James,
nothing short of “revolutionary.”2

Until now, however, we did not have the means 
to prove that platooning made the difference. Thanks
to the painstaking work of researchers for Retrosheet,
comprehensive data on starting line-ups are now avail-
able for 1914 and reproduced at Baseball-Reference.com.
For the first time it is possible to dissect with precision
Stallings’s master manipulation of his outfielders.
Stallings employed a three-position rotation to cover
weaknesses and keyed the surge to overtake McGraw’s
Giants.

PLATOONING TO MASK WEAKNESSES
When Stallings assumed command in 1913, the once-
dominant (in the 1890s) National League franchise in
Boston had not lost fewer than 90 games since 1903,
when they lost 80 in a 140-game schedule. Recasting
the roster and proving a tough taskmaster, Stallings
immediately turned the team around, guiding the

Braves into fifth place with a 69–82 record. However,
even though a writer for The Baseball Magazine, the
preeminent publication on the sport at the time,
claimed the Braves had a sufficiently “formidable ball
club” to finish second or third in 1914, nobody 
expected them to beat the Giants.3 Pitching was a par-
ticular strength, headlined by right-handers Dick
Rudolph and Bill James, who won 26 games apiece,
and Lefty Tyler, who had 16 wins.  Rudolph went 20–2
and James 19–1 after July 4, while Tyler was 10–5.

Boston’s only position players of note were second
baseman Johnny Evers and shortstop Rabbit Maranville,
whose excellence on the field of play earned them first
and second in the Chalmers Award (most valuable
player) voting in 1914. Both players are in the National
Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown but neither is
widely considered to have been one of the all-time
greats at his position. Maranville, in his second year as
the Braves’ shortstop, was young, energetic, and feisty,
while Evers was a thirteen-year veteran acquired from
the Cubs for being sage, savvy, and ultra-competitive. It
was his arrival that spurred some writers to preseason
optimism about the Braves. With Maranville and Evers
anchoring the middle, Stallings’s infield was set for the
season. Butch Schmidt, in his first full major league 
season, started all but 11 games at first base. Third base
was covered by Charlie Deal until the arrival of Red
Smith, acquired from Brooklyn in a midseason trade 
because he was a much better hitter than Deal. Hank
Gowdy caught 115 games, second in the league only to
the Giants’ Chief Meyers. 

Stallings's outfield, however, was a mess. Preview-
ing the season for The Baseball Magazine, writer Fred
Lieb projected that fourth place was the best that could
be expected of the Braves because “you can’t do much
with an outfield composed of Connolly, Mann and
Griffith.”4 Joe Connolly, Les Mann, and Tommy Grif-
fith had been rookies in 1913. Connolly played in 126
games, Mann in 120, and Griffith in only 37, having
not joined the big club until August. The left-handed-
hitting Connolly showed the most promise in the
batter’s box that season. He tied for the team lead in
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home runs with five, led the Braves in RBIs with 57,
and his .281 batting average was the highest among
Stallings’s regulars. 

With limited major league experience among those
three, and poor talent to be found among their peers,
Stallings rotated the seven to eight outfielders he had
on his roster at any one time through the three posi-
tions. Stallings used a total of eleven different players
in the outfield that year. Stallings began the season
with three left-handed and three right-handed out-
fielders, one of whom—Oscar Dugey—could also
substitute at any infield position. He ended the season
with four left-handed and four right-handed outfield-
ers, two of whom—Dugey and Possum Whitted—
could also play in the infield. (See Table 1.)

Connolly continued to be the only truly productive
outfielder, at least as measured by wins above re-
placement (WAR) with 3.8. Though he appeared in
only 121 games in 1914, he led the team in home runs
with nine and had the highest on-base and slugging
percentages on the Braves. His 65 RBIs were third on
the team to Maranville and Schmidt, but the shortstop,
playing in all but two of Boston’s games, had nearly
200 more plate appearances and the first baseman,
playing in 147 games, had 145 more plate appearances
to knock in six more runs than Connolly. Smith was
the only batter in the lineup to hit for an average
higher than Connolly’s .306, but Smith had nearly 200
fewer at bats with the Braves. Even though Connolly
played in only 121 games, and almost never against

left-handed pitching, he was still the team’s best and
most dangerous hitter, according to the offense com-
ponent of WAR.5 The ten other players used in the
outfield by Stallings in 1914 had a collective player
value 0.2 wins less than a replacement-level player;
only left-handed Les Mann (1.5 WAR) and left-handed
Larry Gilbert (0.6 WAR) and the right-handed Whitted
(whose 0.9 WAR with Boston—he began the year in
St. Louis—included 26 games in the infield) had even
marginal value for a major league player by the WAR
metric. Stallings’s brilliance was to have the insight to
play them all in a way to give his team comparative
batter-pitcher advantages from game-to-game, and
even take account of pitching changes within games. 

The Braves played 158 games on their way to a
94–59 record, including five that were tied when called
because of darkness or weather. Platooning at all three
outfield positions, Stallings’s starting lineups had at
least two of his three outfielders batting from the op-
posite side of the starting pitcher’s throwing arm in all
but 11 of the Braves’ games, and 44 times during the
season—28 percent of their total games—all three
starting outfielders had the platoon advantage against
the opposing pitcher. Les Mann started 111 games in
the outfield, the most of any Braves outfielder, 94 of
them in center, followed by Connolly with 105 starts,
all but two in left field. Larry Gilbert was third with 56
outfield starts, 48 in right field. All three played for
Boston the entire season.

The turning point for the Braves that made their
1914 miracle possible was June 28, with
the team mired in last place and the
season already a major disappointment
based on preseason expectations. June
28 was an off-day because Boston city
ordinances prohibited playing baseball
on Sundays, but they apparently did not
prohibit baseball transactions. On that
day the Braves traded right-hander Hub
Perdue, who had tied Lefty Tyler’s 16
wins for most on the team in 1913 but
was struggling badly this season, to the
St. Louis Cardinals for outfielder Ted
Cather and utility player Possum Whit-
ted, both right-handed batters. Five days
later, the Braves traded with the Phillies
for the left-handed batting Josh Devore,
who had once been a regular for John
McGraw in the Giants’ outfield. And on
August 23, the Braves acquired another
left-handed batting outfielder, Herbie
Moran, in a cash transaction with the
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TABLE 1.
Left-Handed Batting Outfielders, 1914 Boston Braves

v right-handed v left-handed season totals
starting pitchers* starting pitchers* with Braves**

Joe Connolly 102 GS 9/53/.312 3 GS 0/7/.265 121 G 9/65/.306
Larry Gilbert 41 GS 2/11/.250 15 GS 3/9/.309 72 G 5/20/.268
Herbie Moran 33 GS 0/2/.293 7 GS 0/2/.161 40 G 0/4/.266
Josh Devore 27 GS 0/2/.230 4 GS 1/1/.200 51 G 1/5/.227

Right-Handed Batting Outfielders, 1914 Boston Braves
v right-handed v left-handed season totals

starting pitchers* starting pitchers* with Braves**
Les Mann 60 GS 2/12/.193 51 GS 2/22/.308 127 G 4/34/.247
Possum Whitted 34 GS 0/14/.233 23 GS 2/17/.306 66 G 2/31/.261
Ted Cather 5 GS 0/5/.301 29 GS 0/17/.286 50 G 0/27/.297
Oscar Dugey 3 GS 1/2/.167 15 GS 0/7/.205 58 G 1/9/.193
Jim Murray 5 GS 0/7/.324 21 GS 0/3/.184 39 G 0/12/.232
Wilson Collins 1 GS 0/0/.200 10 GS 0/1/.267 28 G 0/1/.257

* HR / RBI / BA for GS against right-handed or left-handed starting pitchers include any at bats 
against relief pitchers regardless of handedness. Splits totals may not equal season totals because 
of incomplete data. 

** Season totals for Whitted, Cather, Devore and Moran are only for the games they played after 
being traded to the Braves.



Cincinnati Reds. Boston was a half-game out of first
place on the day they acquired Moran. 

Although none of the four was better than a mar-
ginal big league player that year according to WAR, each
of those transactions proved instrumental in shoring up
the Braves’ outfield. Cather and Whitted essentially re-
placed right-handed outfielders Jim Murray and Wilson
Collins in Stallings’s outfield rotation. Murray was
picked up from the minor leagues about a week into
the season and moved into the right-handed half of the
right field platoon, starting 21 games against southpaws
and five against right-handers. Murray had had a long,

distinguished career in the minors, but this was only his
third time in the big leagues, having also played briefly
for the 1902 Cubs and the 1911 Browns. He was no more
successful this time, hitting only .232 in 39 games for
the 1914 Braves and a mere .184 in his starts against
southpaws, where his platoon advantage proved to be
anything but. Collins, whose only prior big league 
experience was 16 games with the Braves the previous
year in which he got only three at bats, started 10 games
against southpaws in 1914, also mostly in right field,
without making much of an impact. Once Stallings had
Cather and Whitted in hand, Murray and Collins were
expendable. Neither played in another major league
game after July 10. Used by his manager almost exclu-
sively against lefties, Cather hit .297 in 50 games for the
Braves, making 34 starts. Whitted started 37 games in
the outfield and another 20 in the infield (mostly second
base), batting .261. On the strength of 11 extra-base hits,
a .293 batting average and 26 RBIs in September and 
October, Whitted ended the season as a daily regular in
Stallings’s lineup, playing most often in center field,
starting in the team’s final 34 games—21 against right-
handed starting pitchers—batting mostly clean-up
against lefties and righties alike. 

The acquisitions of Devore and Moran were just as
consequential. Tommy Griffith had started the season
as the left-handed bat in Stallings’s right field platoon,
but after 16 games in which he hit an abysmal .104,
Griffith was sold to Indianapolis  in mid-May. This left
Stallings with Connolly and Gilbert as his only two left-
handed hitting outfielders for nearly seven weeks until
he picked up Devore on July 3.  Playing both center and
right fields, Devore started 31 games for the Braves in
the summer and fall of 1914, almost exclusively against
right-handed starting pitchers, although his batting 
average of .227 was not much to brag about. Since right-
handed pitchers in baseball outnumbered southpaws by
nearly three-to-one, trading for Devore gave Stallings
more flexibility to both platoon his starting lineup and
make in-game substitutions. It surely did not hurt,
therefore, to add Moran as a fourth left-handed out-
fielder as the Braves began their stretch run. Moran was
a constant in Stallings’s lineup from then till the end of
the season, starting in 40 of the Braves’ remaining 49
games; lefties took the mound against the Braves in all
nine of the games he did not start. 

MIXING ’EM UP
Stallings was superb in how and when he rotated his
outfielders into the lineup and into the games they 
did not start. Of the players that he platooned in 1914,
only the right-handed Mann and Whitted started a 
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Right-handed hitting utili-
tyman Possum Whitted was
acquired in June. On the
strength of 11 extra-base
hits, a .293 batting average
and 26 RBI in September
and October, Whitted ended
the season as a daily regu-
lar in Stallings’s lineup,
batting mostly cleanup.
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Left-handed hitting Joe Connolly, pictured here with Rabbit
Maranville, was the only truly productive outfielder. He led the team
in home runs and had the highest on-base and slugging percent-
ages on the Braves.
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significant number of games against pitchers throwing
from the same side they hit. Although each started
more games against righties, Stallings’s inclination to
platoon both players was spot on. Mann hit .247 for
the season, but only .193 in 76 games against righties,
while in the 51 games he started against lefties he hit
.308. Including 31 at bats for the Cardinals before
being traded, Whitted batted .215 against righties in
1914 compared to .286 against lefties, against whom
he hit both his home runs.6

Unlike with Mann and Whitted, Stallings rarely
saw fit to start one of his left-handed outfielders when
a southpaw started against Boston. It was conventional
wisdom even a century ago, as it is today, that left-
handed batters have more difficulty hitting southpaws
than right-handed batters do against northsiders.7 In 
the first half of the season, when neither Murray nor
Collins was making much of a contribution, Stallings
started Larry Gilbert in 15 games against lefties. After
Whitted and Cather joined the club, Stallings rarely
started a left-hander in his outfield when a southpaw
took the mound until he did so with Moran in seven
games in the September–October stretch. Gilbert, with
a .268 average on the season, batted .309 in games
started by lefties, including four he did not start.
Moran batted .293 in games started by right-handed
opponents, but only managed .161 versus lefties.

Stallings’s unwillingness to use the left-handed Joe
Connolly against lefties, meanwhile, mystified at least
one baseball writer at the time because Connolly was
the Braves’ most dangerous and potent hitter, certainly
against right-handers.8 While that writer made sure to
say the left-handed Connolly “never had any trouble in
hitting the southpaws in the minors,” Stallings begged
to differ. Connolly started only three games against left-
ies, but Stallings inserted him into 16 games after the
opponent’s left-handed starter had been replaced by a
right-hander reliever, usually as a pinch hitter who then
stayed in the game to play left field. In three of those
games, he was later removed when another southpaw
came in to pitch. Connolly batted .304 coming off the
bench when a right-hander came into the game; his av-
erage in the games he started against right-handers was
.312, and all nine of his team-leading home runs were
against righties. It is also worth noting that Stallings 
removed Connolly from 16 games, most often due to
the insertion of a left-handed reliever. 

Connolly’s entire major league career was as a 
platoon player for Stallings, who never gave him the
opportunity to play regularly against southpaws. From
1914 until he left baseball in 1916, Connolly started in
207 games for Boston, but only five when a left-hander

took the mound. Appearing in a total of 42 games
started by a lefty those three years, Connolly hit only
.258 in 62 at bats, compared to a robust (for the era)
.296 with nine home runs against righties. Lefty-righty
splits are not available for Connolly’s rookie season of
1913, but the fact he appeared in only 126 games and
that otherwise it was almost all right-handed batters
who played in left field suggests Stallings decided in his
very first year as Braves manager that Connolly (how-
ever successful he may have been hitting southpaws in
the minor leagues) was so fundamentally flawed a hit-
ter against left-handers that he was unlikely to improve. 

Besides platooning his outfielders in the starting
lineup from the very first day of the season, Stallings
also often replaced his outfielders during the game 
depending on circumstances, particularly when the 
opposing team brought in a reliever who threw from 
the opposite side of the day’s starting pitcher. In all,
Stallings made in-game outfield substitutions 87 times
during the regular season. Many of these substitutions
occurred as soon as a pitching change was made, with
the replacement player taking his position in the field
rather than waiting to pinch hit for the starting out-
fielder when his turn came to bat against the new
pitcher. The Braves faced a left-handed reliever in 23 of
the 102 games started against them by a right-hander,
and a right-handed pitcher came in to relieve in 24 of
the 56 games started by a lefty. Not including pinch 
hitters for the pitcher who did not stay in the game in a
double switch, Stallings substituted for a position player
at least once in 84 of the Braves’ 158 games—58 times
in games started by a right-hander against them, and
26 times in games started by a lefty. However, not all of
Stallings’s in-game position player substitutions were
necessarily to counter a pitching change.  

THE BRAVES’ COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
By platooning his outfield, Stallings was able to max-
imize the offensive possibilities of his starting lineup
regardless of whether the opposing starting pitcher
was righty or lefty. This was particularly important be-
cause the 1914 Boston Braves had the third lowest
offensive WAR (16.1) as a team in the National League;
the five teams with more potent offensives averaged
20.5 offensive wins above replacement. What made
his outfield platoon rotation so effective, however, was
quite likely Stallings’s ability to take advantage of the
fact that two of his infield regulars—first baseman
Butch Schmidt and second baseman Johnny Evers—
were both left-handed batters. No other National
League team had more than one infield regular who
batted from the left side.9 This meant that Stallings
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usually had four or five left-handed bats in his lineup
against right-handed starting pitchers. Most other
managers, with only one left-handed batting infielder
at most, and generally wedded to the same starting
outfielders game in and game out, could count on no
more than three left-handed batters against right-
handed starting pitchers. When 71 percent of National
League games were started by right-handers, Stallings’s
outfield platoon plus Schmidt and Evers batting from
the left side gave Boston an advantage of no small 
import. 

It is therefore not surprising that with Evers and
Schmidt in the lineup every day that they were healthy
and Connolly the Braves’ most dangerous hitter, Boston
faced as many left-handed starters—56—as any other
National League team.10 In 80 of the 102 games where
the Braves faced a right-handed starting pitcher,
Stallings had at least four left-handed batters in his
lineup, and in 14 of those games Stallings started five
left-handed position players: three outfielders, Evers,
and Schmidt. In eight other games against right-handed
starters, all three outfielders in Stallings’s starting lineup
batted from the left side, but either Schmidt or Evers
was sidelined because of an injury or being rested. In
four straight games at the end of August and four
straight games at the beginning of September, opposing
right-handed starting pitchers were faced with a batting
order whose first five hitters were all left-handed: Moran
leading off, Evers, Connolly, Gilbert batting clean-up,
and Schmidt. By the same token, in 39 of the 56 games
the Braves faced southpaw starters, Stallings overloaded
his line-up with at least six right-handed batters—usu-
ally with three right-handed outfielders—leaving daily
regulars Evers and Schmidt as the only lefties in the 
batting order. 

Stallings’s outfield mixing
and matching gave the Braves a
platoon advantage in his batting
order of at least four of eight po-
sition players in 86 percent of
their games, and a platoon ad-
vantage of at least five in 44
percent of their games. The only
National League team to exceed
the Braves in proportion of
games in which the opposing
starting pitcher had to face at
least four batters with a platoon
advantage was the St. Louis
Cardinals, who benefited from
having two regulars who were
switch hitters (second baseman

Miller Huggins and outfielder Lee Magee), their every-
day right fielder (Owen Wilson) being a left-handed
hitter, and player-manager Huggins using a lefty-righty
platoon at one outfield position most of the entire sea-
son. While every team was able to bat at least four
right-handers in every game they faced a southpaw
starting pitcher, it was rare for teams other than Boston
and St. Louis to start four left-handers in a game
against right-handed pitchers. Consequently, no other
team came close to the Cardinals and Braves in having
a platoon advantage of four batters or more in the
overwhelming majority of their games. (See Table 2) 

As Table 2 also shows, the payoff for the Boston
Braves was that their 31 victories in games started
against them by lefties was the best in the league, and
even more significantly, in games started against them
by right-handers, the Braves’ 63–35 record was by 
far the best winning average (.643) of any National
League team.11 Those won-lost records take into 
account all pinch hitting and position player substitu-
tions Stallings made when a relief pitcher of either
handedness was brought into the game against his
team. Only the American League champion Philadel-
phia Athletics had a better record against right-handed
starters. Why? Because Connie Mack had the advantage
of five left-handed batters among his core regulars—in-
fielders Eddie Collins and Home Run Baker, outfielders
Amos Strunk and Eddie Murphy, and switch-hitting
catcher Wally Schang—none of whom he made part
of any platoon when writing out his starting lineups. 

In the crucible of a World Series against the heavily
favored Philadelphia Athletics powerhouse, Stallings
stayed with what worked during the season. Connolly
and Moran, both left-handed, started only three games
in the Braves’ World Series sweep. As he had in all but
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TABLE 2.
% G vs. right-handed starters vs. left-handed starters
PA-4 GS PA-4 Record GS PA-4 Record

Cardinals 92% 101 88 54–44 .551 56 56 27–28 .491
Braves 86% 102 80 63–35 .643 56 56 31–24 .564
Dodgers 48% 98 18 46–52 .469 56 56 29–27 .518
Cubs 37% 100 2 51–48 .515 56 56 27–28 .491
Reds 31% 122 13 43–77 .358 35 35 17–17 .500
Giants 29% 117 6 62–54 .534 39 39 22–16 .579
Pirates 27% 121 6 52–66 .441 37 37 17–19 .472
Phillies 23% 128 9 60–68 .469 26 26 14–12 .538

PA-4: Platoon Advantage of at least four position players in starting line-up batting the opposite hand 
of the starting pitching.

Record is the outcome of the game regardless of whether the starting pitcher was involved in the decision. 
Some W-L records do not add up to GS because of ties in games called because of darkness or weather.



three games all season, Stallings benched Connolly in
Game 2 when southpaw Eddie Plank took the mound
for Philadelphia, starting the right-handed Ted Cather
in left field instead. Stallings also benched Moran in
that game in favor of the right-handed hitting Les
Mann in right field. And in the fourth and final game
of the Series, Connolly was pinch hit for, and then 
replaced in left field, by Mann as soon as Athletics’
right-handed starter Bob Shawkey was relieved by lefty
Herb Pennock in the sixth inning. With the Braves in
front when it came Moran’s turn to bat for the first
time against Pennock, Stallings elected to keep him in
the game.12 Whitted, who had started every game
since September 8, played every inning of all four
games in center field, never mind that the Athletics
started three righties. 

REVOLUTION, EVOLUTION, OR EVOLUTIONARY REVOLUTION?
George Stallings’s undeniable genius in using his out-
fielders in a platoon system to surprisingly win it all in
1914 is generally considered a revolutionary advance
in managerial strategy.13 Although the term itself did
not come into vogue until much later, “platooning” up-
ended the prevailing wisdom that, barring injuries or
poor performance, seven of the eight position players
in the starting lineup should be the same from day-to-
day (the understandable exception being inevitably
banged-up catchers) and, for that matter, mostly play
every inning of every game.14 The bench players
rounding out big league rosters were there more for
emergencies to substitute for an injured regular, to give
a regular an occasional day of rest, or to take over if
the incumbent at a position was ineffective. Teams that
were generally favored by the baseball gods with good
health and few injuries could rely on no more than ten
or eleven position players who would receive nearly
all of the playing time—four regular infielders, three
regular outfielders, typically two catchers, and one or
two versatile bench players to fill in wherever neces-
sary. To the extent teams had platooned at all before
Stallings’s Braves, it was almost exclusively at catcher,
because of the wear and tear inherent in playing their
position in an era before catchers’ armor offered much
in the way of protection. Virtually all teams until late
in the first decade of the century used at least two
catchers interchangeably, although both were usually
right-handed batters. In 1903 and 1904, the Giants’
left-handed batting Jack Warner and right-handed bat-
ting Frank Bowerman gave John McGraw the luxury of
a true lefty-righty platoon behind the plate.

Because of the compelling narrative of the Miracle
Braves, 1914 historically is considered the baseline year

for platooning. But had the Braves not made their 
miracle run, or perhaps even fallen just short, would
Stallings’s platoon stratagem have even been noticed?
This seems a fair question because, while starting
lineup data are not yet available before 1914, Retrosheet
data on position games played suggest George Stallings
also platooned at all three outfield positions the previ-
ous year, his first as Braves manager. Connolly played
124 games in left field in 1913, with right-handed bat-
ters accounting for all but four of the other 49 position
games played in left. Coincidentally, left-handed pitch-
ers started 40 games against the Braves that year,
according to Retrosheet, ten more than the total number
of games Connolly did not play—some or all of which
could have been after a right-hander was brought in to
replace the left-handed starting pitcher. Mann played
103 games for Stallings in center, but the left-handed
batting Guy Zinn played 34 games at the position in the
45 games left on Boston’s schedule after his contract
was bought from Double-A Rochester in mid-August.
The 11 games he did not play corresponds almost ex-
actly to the 12 when opposing teams started a southpaw
against the Braves.15 And after veteran lefty John Titus
broke his leg in July, Stallings appears to have platooned
the left-handed Tommy Griffith with the right-handed
veteran Bris Lord in right field, each playing 35 games
at that position.

Notwithstanding that Stallings’s outfield rotation to
gain a competitive platoon advantage against opposing
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Stallings, pictured here with Johnny Evers, revolutionized the use of
the platoon. 
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pitchers was a key element underwriting the 1914
Braves’ unexpected championship, there was surpris-
ingly little if any commentary at the time about his
insightful strategy. None of the articles in The Baseball
Magazine in 1913 (if Stallings did indeed platoon that
year, as seems likely), 1914, or 1915 mentioned it. The
magazine’s feature on the World Series praised Stallings
for winning it all with “a club of green players and dis-
cards from other clubs” and “with one of the strangest
assortments of misfit players we ever saw gathered 
together under one banner,” and observed that Stallings
had “performed the impossible” with a team that “had
no license” to win either the pennant or the World 
Series, but did not say how exactly he did it.16 The
closest any article came was the one on Joe Connolly,
which after noting that Stallings did not pencil him
into the lineup in games started by left-handers despite
his supposedly having hit southpaws well in his minor
league days, said: “We will, however, not attempt to
criticize the methods of Stallings, as his record speaks
for itself.”17 Stallings, in an extensive interview for that
publication recounting his team’s tribulations and 
ultimate triumphs in 1914, said nothing about pla-
tooning or how he used his outfielders. The closest he
came to that point was to give what has become the
now-standard trope about it being a team effort: “Ours
is no one-man team.”18 

So was Stallings’s failure to mention his strategy
on platooning an effort to keep a baseball secret to
himself? That hardly seems likely, since any profes-
sional manager would surely notice, and indeed by the
end of the decade, platooning was widely practiced.

Or was it perhaps that Stallings wanted to avoid call-
ing attention to the fact that his outfielders, collectively
and individually (with the possible exception of 
Connolly) were not very good? After all, even in the
deadball era, outfielders were expected to be major
contributors to their teams’ offense, and no matter
Stallings’s success in masking his outfield deficiencies
through the art of platooning, the preference would 
always be for outfielders who could hit well enough
to be in the starting lineup on a daily basis regardless
of the pitcher. In this regard, it should be noted that,
despite knocking off the two best teams in baseball—
the Giants and Athletics—Stallings did not stand pat
with his team that offseason. Instead, he moved to 
bolster the Braves’ outfield offense by trading for
Philadelphia Phillies slugger Sherry Magee, giving up
Whitted, Dugey, and lots of cash in the exchange. An
11-year veteran, the 30-year old Magee had led the 
National League in hits, doubles, and RBIs in 1914
while crashing 15 home runs—the third most in base-
ball—and batting .314. Although he hit only two home
runs on the season on account of the Braves’ home
field being far more expansive that the Phillies’ Baker
Bowl, Magee did in fact provide a stable, daily, potent
presence in the Braves outfield in 1915, playing in all
but one game.19 With a 4.8 WAR, Magee turned out to
be the best position player on the 1915 Braves. Stallings
continued to platoon at two outfield positions, with
Connolly the left-handed fixture in his left field rota-
tion and Moran the same in his right.

Or perhaps Stallings did not talk about his philos-
ophy on platooning in his remarks to The Baseball
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Catcher Hank Gowdy, pitcher Lefty
Tyler, and Connolly await their turn
at batting practice.



Magazine because it seemed to him so intuitively ob-
vious that he didn’t think it needed mentioning. While
he deserves credit for undeniable genius in using his
outfielders in a platoon system, rotating two players at
the same position was not so much unheard of before
this time as not practiced. Managers and players had
long had an inherent understanding that a batter hit-
ting from the opposite side of what hand the pitcher
throws has a better visual and reaction-time advan-
tage, and left-handed batters (same as today) seemed
to have a particularly difficult time against southpaw
pitchers. An argument can be made, therefore, that pla-
tooning two players (or sometimes more, as Stallings
did in 1914) at the same position to take advantage of
a right-handed/left-handed split became institutional-
ized by the collective wisdom of managers observing
and learning from each other, and becoming more
strategic in their thinking. If so, the foundation for
Stallings’s strategic innovation of platooning in his
starting lineup was his appreciation of the value of 
position player substitutions that managers had been
increasingly making to gain a batter-pitcher advantage
at critical junctures during games.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, managers
rarely replaced anyone in the starting lineup during a
game. Even pinch hitting was rare because pitchers for
the most part finished what they started and typically
would remain in the game in the late innings of close
ball games even if they were losing. By the end of the
first decade, however, managers had begun to use their
bench more strategically during games. Giants manager
John McGraw led this innovation, being much more in-
clined to pinch hit and/or pinch run at a key moment of
the game, which often required a defensive replace-
ment.20 By 1910 McGraw was making more than 100
in-game position player substitutions during the season,
more than double the league average, which had been
steadily increasing not only because of McGraw, but
other teams following suit. In his first year managing
Boston in 1913, Stallings replaced a position player in
the field 116 times, 57 in the outfield, eclipsing McGraw’s
113 substitutions that year.21 Given that he made an av-
erage of only 51 in-game substitutions when he managed
the New York Highlanders in 1909 and 1910, which 
was right at the league average, Stallings’s adoption of
the strategy was almost certainly to compensate for an 
offensively weak team. The 1913 Braves had the second-
lowest team offensive WAR in the National League. 

Once he became manager in Boston, Stallings took
the tactical advantages of position player substitutions
to their logical conclusion. If replacing a position player
at a critical moment during the game was a savvy

managerial move to gain a platoon advantage against
the opposing pitcher (whether the starter or a reliever),
then it made sense to seek such an advantage at a 
position of weakness—which, for Stallings, was his 
entire outfield—from the beginning of the game by
choosing his starter based on the throwing arm of the
starting pitcher. 

Without specifically mentioning platooning,
Stallings is said to have replied when asked about his
approach to managing, “Play the percentages,” which is
of course what platooning is intended to do.22 Because
managers were already “playing the percentages” to
give their team the best possible comparative batter-
pitcher advantages at key moments within games, the
strategy of platooning can be seen on its merits alone
as arguably less revolutionary than evolutionary. In-
deed, Stallings appears not to have been alone among
managers in adopting platooning as a strategy as early
as 1914 (if not earlier). The Cardinals were able to
achieve a platoon advantage of at least four players in
the starting lineup in over 90 percent of their games
because, in addition to two switch-hitters and a left-
handed right fielder, player-manager Miller Huggins had
an outfield platoon that included the left-handed Walton
Cruise paired with the right-handed Ted Cather (until
he was traded to the Braves) and then Joe Riggert. 

And then there was John McGraw. Even though
Stallings’s epiphany about platooning in the starting
line-up almost certainly occurred to McGraw, he does
not appear to have done so (except at catcher) until
1914—the year Stallings had such success with the
strategy, and quite likely a year after Stallings first used
the strategy—when he paired off rookie left-handed hit-
ting outfielder Dave Robertson with the right-handed
veterans Fred Snodgrass and Red Murray. After being
called up by McGraw in late May, Robertson started 68
games for the Giants in right or left field—not a single
one against southpaws. McGraw, however, still seemed
to prefer a set lineup and typically always had players
for all eight non-pitching positions he judged good
enough to deserve taking the field every game. Robert-
son was a regular each of the next two seasons, but was
reduced to a platoon role again in September 1917—this
time with former US Olympian Jim Thorpe—when he
had difficulty hitting left-handers.23 It was not until the
1920s that McGraw became baseball’s leading practi-
tioner of platooning in his starting lineup.

That more teams would pick up on the advantages
of platooning was likely inevitable, an evolutionary out-
growth, especially for managers who like Stallings did
not have eight position players they felt comfortable
starting every day, but had the Braves not won it all in
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1914, the concept would probably have remained rela-
tively obscure until some team did win using a platoon
system. What was revolutionary was how quickly other
teams adopted the strategy after 1914. The Braves’ suc-
cess in coming from far behind to win the pennant and
then take out the powerful Athletics ratified platooning
as a road to victory. And thus did George Stallings 
become the historical midwife of the strategy. 

CATCHING FIRE
While Stallings’ outfield platoon in 1914 was really mak-
ing a virtue out of a necessity, other managers took
notice of its advantages. By the 1920s, platooning was
widespread in major league baseball, and most teams

had a tandem lefty-righty couple playing at least one
position. Using designated players interchangeably al-
lowed managers to take advantage of their comparative
strengths and, perhaps more importantly, to mitigate
their weaknesses (such as an inability to hit lefties or
to play every day of the long hot summer). It should
be noted, however, that the overwhelming majority of
lefty-righty position platoons were in the outfield.
With the exception of first base, platooning in the 
infield was relatively uncommon—and very rare in 
the middle infield positions—both because most in-
fielders in that era were right-handed batters, and
because managers desired daily stability at such 
premium defensive skill positions.
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TABLE 3.World Series Platoons, 1915–25 

A.L. Players N.L. Players
Team Platooned  Team Platooned

1915 Boston C Pinch Thomas (LHB) Philadelphia none
Red Sox with Hick Cady and Phillies

1B Dick Hoblitzel (LHB) 
with Del Gainer

1916 Boston 1B Dick Hoblitzel (LHB) Brooklyn RF Casey Stengel (LHB) 
Red Sox with Del Gainer and Dodgers with Jimmy Johnston

CF Chick Shorten (LHB) 
with Tilly Walker

1917 Chicago RF Nemo Leibold (LHB) New York RF Dave Robertson (LHB) 
White Sox with Shano Collins Giants with Jim Thorpe

1918 Boston LF Babe Ruth (LHB), when Chicago none
Red Sox Ruth did not pitch, with Cubs

George Whiteman or Hack Miller 

1919 Chicago RF Nemo Leibold (LHB) with Cincinnati C Ivey Wingo (LHB)
White Sox Shano Collins Reds with Bill Rariden

1920 Cleveland 1B Doc Johnston (LHB) with Brooklyn RF Tommy Griffith (LHB)
Indians George Burns; LF Charlie Jamieson Dodgers with Bernie Neis

(LHB) with Joe Evans and Jack Graney;
and RF Elmer Smith (LHB) 
with Smoky Joe Wood

1921 New York none New York C Earl Smith (LHB)
Yankees Giants with Frank Snyder  and

CF Curt Walker (LHB) 
with Lee King

1922 New York none New York CF Casey Stengel (LHB)
Yankees Giants with Bill Cunningham

1923 New York none New York CF Casey Stengel or
Yankees Giants Jimmy O’Connell (LHBs) 

with Bill Cunningham

1924 Washington none New York CF Billy Southworth (LHB)
Nationals Giants with Hack Wilson

1925 Washington none Pittsburgh 1B George Grantham (LHB)
Nationals Pirates with Stuffy McInnis



Platooning was an obvious strategy for mediocre
or bad teams to try to compensate for the weaknesses
of individual players. While it was not intuitively ob-
vious that managers of very good teams would find
much merit in platooning, even if they nonetheless
sought platoon advantages in the course of a game,
managers with much stronger cohorts of players than
Stallings had with the Braves were quick to see the
value of platooning at a position of relative weakness
in their lineup—and every team had at least one. Start-
ing with Stallings’s 1914 Braves, every World Series
until 1926 featured at least one team that used at least
one position player platoon during the regular season.
They included all four of McGraw’s pennant-winning
teams from 1921 to 1924. 

Unlike Stallings, who had more of an inchoate mix-
and-match philosophy for platooning in his outfield,
most managers who platooned relied on a designated
tandem pair who split the position between them. This
seems an important point: as with a set lineup, most
managers who platooned required a semblance of sta-
bility in which they relied on certain pairs of players at
selected positions and players understood their roles
in the scheme. Of course, players’ understanding their
role is not the same as agreeing with such a division
of their playing time. As Bill James has suggested, the
fact that good players understandably resented the im-
plication they lacked the ability to be everyday players
helped to doom the widespread use of position pla-
toons as a line-up strategy by the end of the 1920s.24

The same downward trend was also true for in-game
position player substitutions. It would not be until
after the Second World War that position player game
substitutions and platooning would make a comeback.
The perpetrator: one Mr. Casey Stengel. �

To see the full information and methodology regarding starting line-
up platoons, see the Appendix online at http://sabr.org/node/32296.

NOTES
1. Stallings as quoted by Harold Kaese, The Boston Braves: 1871–1953

(Northeastern University Press, 2004), 138. 
2. Bill James, for example, writes in his book on baseball managers, 

“In 1914 Stallings platooned at all three outfield positions. [His team]
stunned the baseball world by surging to the 1914 pennant, then defeating
the mighty A’s in four straight. This event had tremendous impact on
other managers, almost revolutionary impact, as opposed to evolutionary.
Managers had platooned a little bit here and there since the 1880s, but
it was very rare...” Bill James, The Bill James Guide to Baseball Managers
From 1870 to Today (New York: Scribner, 1997).

3. William A. Phelon, “The Big League Pennant Winners,” The Baseball
Magazine (May 1914): 17–18.

4. Frederick G. Lieb, “How Will They Finish Next October?” The Baseball
Magazine (March 1914): 45.

5. Rabbit Maranville, with 5 wins above replacement (WAR), and Johnny
Evers, with a 4.9 WAR, both had a higher overall player value than 
Connolly’s 3.8 WAR, but a significant portion of their value was their
fielding. Connolly’s 3.9 offensive WAR was the highest on the team, 
with Evers second at 3.2. 

6. Player splits for 1914 at Baseball-Reference.com include how the batter
did in games started by a right-hander or a left-hander, including any
pitcher in relief regardless of which side he threw from.

7. See James Click in Baseball Between the Numbers: Why Everything You
Know About the Game is Wrong, ed. by Jonah Keri (Basic Books, 2006), 347. 

8. “For some reason [Stallings] withdraws Joe from the line-up when 
a southpaw is opposing the Braves,” wrote Samuel M. Johnston in, 
“Good Natured Joe Connolly: The Man Who Always Smiles,” The Baseball
Magazine (February 1915): 27. 

9. Giants’ second baseman Larry Doyle and Cardinals’ second baseman
Miller Huggins—a switch hitter—were the only starting infielders in the
National League besides Evers to bat left-handed and play at a position
other than first base. Brooklyn, Chicago, Cincinnati (until Dick Hoblitzel
was waived in mid-season) and Philadelphia had left-handed first base-
men starting regularly for them. 

10. Also facing 56 left-handed starting pitchers during the 1914 season
were the St. Louis Cardinals, three of whose regulars were either switch
hitters or a left-handed batter; the Chicago Cubs, whose left-handed
batting first baseman, Vic Saier, was one of baseball’s premier sluggers,
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Catcher Hank Gowdy, pitcher Dick
Rudolph, pitcher Lefty Tyler, outfielder
Joe Connolly, and Oscar Dugey (later
traded for Sherry Magee).
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knocking out 18 home runs (one short of the major-league lead); and 
the Brooklyn Dodgers, whose right fielder, Zach Wheat, was one of the
league’s premier left-handed batters.

11. The Cardinals, with a lineup of at least four left-handed batters in 88 
of the 101 games they faced a right-handed starting pitcher, had the
second-best record after the Braves against righties. 

12. Moran had only one hit in 13 at bats in the Series and Connolly only 
one hit in nine at bats. That Connolly had only one RBI in the Series 
was surely a disappointment, but that came on his sacrifice fly off right-
hander Bullet Joe Bush to drive home the tying run in the bottom of the
tenth inning of Game 3, which the Braves went on to win in twelve 
innings giving them a three games-to-none lead.

13. See, for example, Bill James’s discussion in The Bill James Guide to
Baseball Managers, 47.

14. According to Robert W. Creamer in Stengel: His Life and Times (Simon &
Schuster, 1984), his authoritative biography of Casey Stengel, who popu-
larized platooning when he managed the Yankees in the 1950s, the term
“platooning” was first used (“as far as I can determine”) by New York
Herald Tribune sportswriter Harold Rosenthal “to describe what Stengel
was doing.” (228).

15. Zinn’s contract was purchased on August 18. 
16. F.C. Lane, “Where the Dope Went Wrong,” The Baseball Magazine

(December 1914): 16–17.
17. Johnston, “Good Natured Joe Connolly,” The Baseball Magazine (February

1915): 27.
18. F.C. Lane, “The Miracle Man,” The Baseball Magazine (February 1915): 64.

Lane also made no reference in the article to Stallings’s outfield rotation.
19. The Braves played at Fenway Park, home to the Red Sox, for most of 

1915 until their new ballpark—Braves Field—was ready for baseball 
in mid-August.

20. New York Giants star pitcher Christy Mathewson (or rather, Mathewson’s
ghost writer) wrote about McGraw’s astute judgment in making these
kinds of decisions during games in his 1912 book, Pitching in a Pinch:
Baseball From the Inside (Penguin Classic, 2013).

21. The number of in-game position player substitutions made in the field 
in any given season is the difference between the total number of posi-
tion games by a team’s players and the total number of position games
started as calculated by the number of games played by the team 
multiplied by eight fielding positions. Pitchers are not included in this
calculation. Neither are pinch hitters who did not appear in the field. 
For example, position players on the 1913 Braves combined for 1,348
games, while the 154 games the Braves played that season, multiplied
by the eight fielding positions, total 1,232 position games started. The
116-game difference is the number of defensive changes Stallings made
during the season, either after having used a pinch hitter or pinch runner;
to insert a superior defensive player into the game; or to replace a player
who got hurt. These data can be found for each season on Retrosheet.

22. Stallings as quoted by Kaese, 139.
23. There is an interesting historical footnote on the machinations of both

platooning and position player substitutions. In the 1917 World Series,
which the Chicago White Sox won in six games, McGraw started Robertson
in all five of the games the White Sox started a right-hander. In the one
game McGraw wrote Thorpe into the starting lineup—Game 5, when
southpaw Reb Russell took the mound for Chicago—the Giants’ manager
sent Robertson up to pinch hit for him in the very first inning because
Russell, failing to get a single out, had already been replaced by a 
right-handed reliever. McGraw’s move worked as pinch hitter Robertson
singled to drive in a run—one of his 11 hits on his way to a .500 batting
average in the World Series—and remained in the game in right field.
Since the Giants were the road team and this happened in the top of 
the first, Thorpe did not even get the chance to play in the field. 

24. James, 89.
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The brothers Jay Hanna (“Dizzy,” also known as
Jerome Herman) Dean and Paul Dee (“Daffy”)
Dean are remembered as perhaps the greatest

brother pitching duo ever. Combining to win 49 games
for the 1934 St. Louis Cardinals, they won all four 
Cardinals' wins in the seven-game World Series. Well,
meet their older brother Elmer Monroe Dean, “Elmer
the Great,” “long recognized as the ace goober sales-
man of the Texas League” and “almost as celebrated in
his line as his younger brothers are as pitchers.”1

Born in 1909 to sharecroppers Albert and Alma
Dean in rural Arkansas, Elmer spent most of his child-
hood picking cotton and playing baseball with his
younger brothers.2 Both parents had athletic back-
grounds. “Ab” played third base on a semipro nine,
and Alma batted lead-off for her softball team. The
family worked as share-croppers and moved often, 
following the crops. In all they had five children, but
the first two died early. Jay and Paul followed Elmer,
in 1910 and 1912, respectively. 

Alma died of a severe case of tuberculosis in 1917,
leaving Ab and the boys to work the fields together.
Dizzy later remembered, “I never knew anyone who had
it as tough as my father did.”3 They stayed in shacks and
lived off the land, eating “plain grub,” as Ab called it—
”sowbelly and cornmeal when there was a little money;
sweet potatoes and peanuts when there wasn’t.”4

The boys played ball, usually barefoot, wherever
they could find an open spot, with a potato sack for
home plate, a rock wound with string for a ball, and
whatever kind of stick they could find for a bat. Elmer
usually caught his brothers’ pitches, or shagged flies in
the outfield. Sometimes they played pick-up games for
money, with the stakes reaching 50 cents or a dollar,
equivalent to a day’s wages.5 Elsie Brennen Wachtel,
who grew up on a farm neighboring the farm where
the Deans worked, remembers Dizzy had a rhyme for
the boys: “Poodle, Jay, and Paul—and that’s all.”6

Sometime in 1927 Elmer got separated from the rest
of the family. They had traveled to Texas to visit Dizzy,
who had just enlisted in the Army with a falsified birth
certificate. Elmer’s vehicle moved on, while Pa and

Paul found themselves stuck waiting for a long freight
train. They drove around for a while, but found no sign
of Elmer. Pa had no way to contact him, with no settled
residence or telephone. Mentally challenged from birth,
Elmer had never learned to read or write. But Pa did
not seem very worried and never notified the police.
“He’ll turn up someday,” he said confidently.7

About four years later, Elmer, now working on a
farm in Arkansas, noticed a newspaper picture of Dizzy
pitching for Houston in the Dixie Series of 1931. “That’s
my brother!” shouted Elmer. Others in the drugstore
with Elmer read him the story, and the druggist sent a
letter to Dizzy, who by then was barnstorming through
small towns in Missouri and Arkansas with brother
Paul. Paul and Dizzy went to reclaim their older brother.
“We liked to never get Elmer to go,” remembered Paul.
They packed him in their car with his possessions
stuffed in a pasteboard suitcase. Paul drove, and Dizzy
sat with Elmer in the back. “Diz just took that suitcase
and throwed it out the back of the car,” continued Paul.

“‘Hellfire, Jay, them was my clothes. Them was all
the clothes I got,’” responded Elmer. Dizzy promptly
stopped in town and outfitted Elmer with a new
wardrobe.8

Albert had moved to the Houston area, with Dizzy
playing for the Buffaloes in 1931, as Paul moved from
Springfield, through Houston, and eventually to Colum-
bus that year. Elmer had played some in the Ozark
League, and now saw his chance to join the Buffaloes
himself.

Houston team president Fred Ankenman had high
hopes of finding a third Dean brother, who might keep
up the Dean tradition. Elmer signed on in 1933, at least
for a tryout, as a six-foot, 185-pound outfielder who
batted left-handed and threw right-handed. In antici-
pation, Ankenman commented, “if you thought Dizzy
was dizzy, and if you can imagine his brother Paul was
strange, you ain’t seen nothing yet.”9

Elmer’s semipro experience in Arkansas was de-
scribed as “extremely semi.” He did not impress the
Houston brass. He appeared “far from a gazelle on his
feet and not too handy at catching and throwing,” and
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they rated his batting as not “up to the standard 
required of outfielders.” Manager Casey Selph worked
long and hard to make Elmer a pitcher.10 Though Elmer
remained unimpressive, with the Dean name “such a
good drawing card he probably will be retained until
the squad is cut to 16.”11

Though he called himself “a right smart country ball
player,” Elmer did not seem to fit anywhere.12 The team
did not issue him a uniform and left him behind when
they traveled to Galveston for their opening series. Be-
cause he “promised to furnish so much entertainment
for the fans,” Ankenman offered him a job as bat boy.
Elmer protested, and threatened to quit.13

“Batboy!” exclaimed Elmer. “Me, who taught my
kid brother Dizzy how to pitch.”14

Still hoping to keep a Dean in Houston, Ankenman
then offered Elmer a job selling concessions. “This
new field is wide open for a man with Elmer’s singu-
larity of aim and capacity of voice.”15 Elmer found
early success, then his sales started to drop. Anken-
man watched him one day and discovered that after
removing the caps, Elmer would wipe the soda bottles
with the same towel he used to wipe sweat from his
face. The boss quickly shifted Elmer to selling peanuts
and he soon became a star attraction at Buff Stadium.16

Elmer quickly gained recognition with his familiar
cry, “Get your goobers here, and I’ll tell you how I
taught Dizzy Dean to pitch. He’s my brother.”17

After his first season, Elmer had earned the recog-
nition as “probably the baseball fans’ most popular
peanut dispenser here [Houston] during the diamond
campaign.”18

One of Elmer’s biggest thrills on the field came that
fall. Dizzy came to Houston to pitch a benefit barn-
storming game, and Elmer hit a triple off his kid
brother. “It was the only real wallop off Dizzy, whose
team won, 9 to 1.”19 When not shouting at the crowds
about his goobers, Elmer liked to roam the tall build-
ings of the city, “indulging his hobby of riding in
elevators.”20 He also supported himself running er-
rands and working in a tire shop, down the street from
the bare apartment where he lived with his father.21

The next season, 1934, Paul joined Dizzy with the
big league Cardinals. Dizzy lobbied St. Louis general
manager Branch Rickey to find Elmer a job, too. Rickey
had recently hired his brother as a scout, and Dizzy
hoped for a clerical job in the front office for Elmer. The
eldest Dean brother stepped off the bus from Houston
in St. Louis only to find that his great reputation with
the Buffs had earned him a position hawking peanuts in
the St. Louis stands. St Louis headlines read, “Cards
Buy a Third Dean Pitcher—And it’s a Nutty Idea,” and,
“The Dean Brothers—Two Nuts and One Goober.”22

A Dean family meeting, reportedly led by Pat Dean
(Dizzy’s wife), determined that “Elmer, hawking
peanuts in the grandstand, would put Dizzy and Paul
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The original caption on this May 5,
1935 wire service photo read, “Elmer
Dean, brother of Dizzy and Paul, stars
of the St. Louis Cardinals, will pitch for
the House of David team of Muscatine,
Iowa, this summer. He is in the center
of the above photo, showing some of
his new teammates how he grips the
curve ball. He spent last season selling
peanuts at the Houston Ball Park, and
won a claim as the champion peanut
seller of the Texas League.”



in an undignified light.”23 Saying he did not much care
for St. Louis, Elmer soon returned to Houston “much
to the delight of peanut-conscious and pop-minded
fans at Buffalo Stadium,” without selling one goober in
St. Louis.24

Houston fans welcomed Elmer back. News accounts
reported “his stentorian cry of ‘ice cold soda water—
who wants one?’ has won him the rating of a champi-
onship contender in his chosen line.” He wore a hat
band clearly labeled “Elmer Dean.”25 According to Roy
Forrest of the Miami News, “Nobody could duplicate
Elmer’s lusty bellow—‘Buy a goober!’—which sold
thousands of pounds of peanuts.”26

Early in the summer of 1934, Dizzy and Paul staged
a short strike, seeking an increase in pay. Elmer
seemed to take this lead from his brothers, as he went
on strike soon after he returned to Houston. “I want
more money or I’ll let your goobers go stale,” he told
Walter Benson, director of concessions at the Houston
park.27 He missed only one day of work, then returned
to the grandstands.

One day in 1934, Casey Stengel, manager of the
Brooklyn Dodgers at the time, asked Dizzy if he had 
any more brothers. Diz replied, “We got another brother
named Elmer, and Casey, you ought to grab him. He’s
down at Houston, burnin’ up the league.” Stengel 
actually pursued the tip, until he learned that Elmer was
pitching peanuts for the Texas League club.28

When the Cardinals played the Detroit Tigers in the
1934 World Series, Pa Dean traveled to St. Louis for
games three, four, and five. Elmer stayed home at
Dizzy’s request, and since the Dean family could not
afford a radio of their own, he listened to the games at
a nearby gas station.29

In 1935, Elmer left his peanut pitching to join pro-
moter Ray Doan and his traveling bearded team, the
House of David, as a pitcher. Pa Dean came along also
to do promotional work and serve as team secretary.
Elmer played a bigger role in Doan’s promotional
schemes than he ever did as a pitcher. He took a lot 
of ridicule, as well. He usually batted lead-off, and
pitched the first inning, then would slip down to one
end of the bench and huddle in a corner the rest of the
game. House of David players regarded him more as a
team mascot than as a player. People mocked his name
“Elmer” and nicknamed him “Dippy.” He had left the
realm of “Elmer the Great.”30

Elmer returned to Houston to start the 1936 season,
hoping again for a diamond tryout. Sure that someday
he would play in the major leagues, he said he would
not go to the Cardinals. “It wouldn’t be fair to the other
teams to let all of the Dean brothers pitch for one

club.”31 When Ankenman did not leave him a uniform
that fit him, he worked out in his street clothes. He 
explained that if he did not make the team roster, he
planned to hold out, following the lead of his younger
brothers in St. Louis, for more money for selling soda
and peanuts.32 “I could show ole Diz and Paul some-
thing about baseball, if you’d give me a chance.” Dizzy
and Paul came to terms with the Cardinals, and Elmer
returned to his “ace peanut vending.”33

Early in the 1936 season, Elmer expanded his terri-
tory north, as he caught on with the Fort Worth Cats,
also in the Texas League. He peddled his wares in the
“Panther City” whenever the Buffs were on the road,
and return to Houston for their home games. The move
proved convenient for the Dean family as Pa Dean had
moved to Garland, Texas, outside of Dallas, to help
work his son Paul’s farm. Even in Fort Worth Elmer’s
“persistent selling talk and his shouts and laughter
never fail to attract the attention of the customers.”34

Also early in 1936, the House of David dropped
Elmer, reportedly because he could not grow an ade-
quate beard.35 Then before the end of the season, Elmer
saw his peanut sales come to an end, as the Houston
stadium gave him his “unconditional release.”36 Elmer
retreated to Paul’s farm and joined his dad farming,
still attempting to play some semipro baseball as a
pitcher for Dallas-area teams.37

Elmer spent the next twenty years sharing chores
on the farm with his dad. Within six months of his 
father’s death earlier that year, Elmer died September
24, 1956, following a long illness, leaving his brothers
Jay (“Dizzy”) and Paul as his only survivors.

The eldest Dean brother, sometimes known as
Goober or Poodle or Elmer the Great, made a distinc-
tive impact in baseball, even if not as a player on the
field. “The best doggone goober salesman that ever hit
Buffalo Stadium” lived his motto as an outfielder: “Be
thar when the ball gets thar.”38,39 �
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South Shields is a coastal town in Northern Eng-
land, located at the mouth of the River Tyne,
downstream from Newcastle upon Tyne. The

town boasts an economy built around shipbuilding
and coal mining, and produced the director Ridley
Scott and actor/comedian Eric Idle. The main sports
are rugby and soccer.1 So it may seem strange that a
story about the birth of baseball should start there, but
it was also in South Shields, in 1888, that Robert Hen-
derson was born. Henderson emigrated to the United
States and joined the staff of the New York Public 
Library in 1911.2 His fascination with the history of
games and sport led him to publish Ball, Bat and
Bishop in 1947, a book that would help unravel the
myth of Abner Doubleday’s 1839 invention of the game
in Cooperstown, New York, and open the door to the
notion that a myriad of other players, including Alex-
ander Joy Cartwright, developed it instead.3

While researching an article about the relationship
between baseball and the US Congress that was pub-
lished in the National Archives magazine (Prologue), I
came across several references to a commendation by
the 83rd Congress on June 3, 1953, officially recog-
nizing Henderson for proving Cartwright as the inventor
of baseball. In my position as an archivist in the Center
for Legislative Archives, a unit of the National Archives
and Records Administration, I had never previously
come across such a reference and decided it was worth
some more scrutiny. Specifically, Cartwright’s Wikipedia
page states: “Cartwright was officially declared the 
inventor of the modern game of baseball by the 83rd
United States Congress on June 3, 1953.”4 And his New
World Encyclopedia entry states: “Alexander Cartwright
II (April 17, 1820–July 12, 1892) was officially cred-
ited by the United States Congress on June 3, 1953,
with inventing the modern game of baseball…..In
1947 Robert W. Henderson documented Cartwright’s
contributions to baseball in his book Bat, Ball, and
Bishop, which the US Congress cited in recognizing
Cartwright as the inventor of the modern game.”5

Other sites, as well as several printed publications, re-
peat the same information, citing a variety of sources,

from the Wikipedia page to an article in the June 4,
1953, New York Times (more on that below). However,
there is no mention in the records of Congress to sug-
gest that any official credit was given to Cartwright or
Henderson, in 1953 or during any other Congress. 

The bulk of the records pertaining to both baseball
and Congress in the National Archives relate to the mul-
tiple challenges made to Major League Baseball’s
antitrust status, first conferred upon baseball in a
Supreme Court ruling in 1922. Every subsequent chal-
lenge to that decision has been settled out of court or
resulted in the Supreme Court upholding the original
ruling, leaving it to Congress to redefine that status.
Charged with such a responsibility, the House and the
Senate have held multiple hearings since the 1940s to
debate the matter, but have done little but issue reports
that either support the antitrust status or compel the
Court to overturn its ruling. There were four days of
hearings in May of 1953, before the Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce Committee, but no mention of
Cartwright or Henderson was made. Few other refer-
ences to baseball, on either the House or Senate floor,
during 81st and 83rd Congresses were made, one being
a Joint Resolution designating June 26 as National Base-
ball Day (a sentiment raised again on the Senate floor
by Bill Bradley in 1996—though the ’96 resolution does
mention Cartwright). Harold and Dorothy Seymour, in
their seminal work Baseball: The Early Years, published
in 1960, mention the report issued by the Cellar com-
mittee in 1952 that states baseball as “a game of
American origin,” with no reference to Cartwright or
Henderson.6

However, there is no mention in the Congressional
Record, House Journal, or Senate Journal recorded on
June 3, 1953, of Alexander Cartwright or Robert Hen-
derson. In addition, the US Serial Set contains no reports
or publications from the 83rd Congress (or any other
congress, for that matter) singling out Henderson’s
work or ratifying Cartwright’s position as THE creator of
baseball. The 1954 Official Baseball Guide, published
by The Sporting News, makes no reference either in its
1953 year in review. In addition, there is nothing in the
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June 3 or 10, 1953, editions of The Sporting News, nor
is there any mention in the June 3 or 4, 1953, editions
of the Washington Post or The New York Times. As men-
tioned above, there is an article in the June 4 Times of
that year about Robert Henderson, though not about
any kind of Congressional recognition.7 The June 4 
article is about Henderson’s retirement from the New
York Public Library, effective June 3, 1953, mentioning
his efforts to debunk the myth that Abner Doubleday
“invented” the game of baseball but leaving out any
mention of Alexander Cartwright.

In fact, Harold Peterson, who wrote the first real
Cartwright biography, argued in a 1973 letter to the
Times that Henderson, while establishing sufficient ev-
idence against the Doubleday myth, “never investigated
Cartwright.”8 Henderson had written about Cartwright,
but only as an integral part of a complex development
of the game, and never focused on his role beyond that.

The final nail in the coffin may be the concurrent
resolutions, recorded in the Congressional Record of
July 1957, and recommend by both House and Senate
that the Baseball Hall of Fame be recognized “since
Abner Doubleday conceived” of the game in Cooper-
stown in 1839. So, by 1960, the United States Congress
was still approving of the Doubleday myth at the same
time that Seymour, then the premier baseball histo-
rian, was publishing only the Celler committee’s
approval of that myth and nothing else. 

If Congress never credited Henderson’s “discovery,”
or cited Cartwright as the inventor of the game, then
where did such a rumor start? So far there has been no
conclusive evidence found of the rumor’s origin, but it
is possible that a combination of factors led it to make
its way into popular understanding of Cartwright and,
in turn, to an Internet “fact” that grew legs of its own.
The earliest mention found so far is in The Baseball
Chronology, published in 1991.9 Such a resource would
no doubt have proven useful in compiling data for sites

such as Wikipedia and other fact-based sites, but it is
not certain whether the proliferation of this rumor orig-
inated with that publication.

Wolfgang Saxon’s 1985 obituary of Robert Hender-
son details his service to the New York Public Library
and as librarian of the Racquet and Tennis club on Park
Avenue, his contributions to baseball scholarship, and
even his work with the Library Journal. Yet no mention
is made of Cartwright or Congress. However, Saxon
does cite another type of recognition, writing that 
“it was not until 1951 that the Official Encyclopedia of
Baseball capitulated and embraced Mr. Henderson’s
views.”10 Though the book in question—Hy Turkin and
S.C. Thompson’s Official Encyclopedia of Baseball—was
the first publication of a real baseball stats book, the
notion of Henderson’s work as being recognized by an
“official” entity could have contributed to the con-
struction of the rumor. Could it be that the confluence
in one author’s head of Saxon’s reference to the 1951
encyclopedia, the June 4 article on Henderson’s retire-
ment the day before, and the Celler committee’s report
led to the creation of this myth? 

Though the only Congressional attention to profes-
sional baseball during the spring and summer of 1953
focused upon the business of Major and Minor leagues
as well as the Congressional baseball game, it wouldn’t
be out of the question for Congress to have recognized
Robert Henderson at the end of a long and successful
career. Such recognition was commonplace on the
floors of the House of Representatives and the Senate—
however, no evidence exists of any recognition of
Henderson, Cartwright, or the origins of baseball. �
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What’s My Line? and Baseball
Rob Edelman

BASEBALL AND CULTURE

What’s My Line? was a popular primetime
game show which ran on CBS-TV from 1950
through 1967, with a daytime syndicated

version lasting from 1968 to 1975. Its format was sim-
ple and clever: a quartet of panelists questioned
individuals to determine their often unusual or un-
likely occupations, which ranged from the offbeat
(safety pin maker, skunk breeder, mattress tester, flea
powder seller, toupee manufacturer, zipper factory 
inspector) to the gender-bending (female doctor,
plumber, private detective, truck driver, butcher, bar-
ber, bartender, architect, cab driver, real estate agent,
horse trainer, wrestler). Each program also featured the
appearance of at least one mystery guest, a celebrity
whose face and voice were known to the masses, and
who was quizzed by the blindfold-wearing panelists.
These luminaries usually were screen, stage, or televi-
sion personalities who often comically disguised their
voices while responding to the panel. 

Occasionally, the mystery guests were baseball 
figures, primarily players but also managers or execu-
tives of renown. Unfamiliar or unheralded baseball-
connected individuals also appeared sporadically.
(Since the show primarily was produced in New York,
a majority of the guests were affiliated with the New
York nines.) These days, hearing and seeing sluggers
and hurlers from stars to scrubs as well as non-playing
baseball personnel is commonplace; they are familiar
to fans because they frequently are interviewed in a
range of venues. Such was not the case in the 1950s,
when television was in its infancy, and so it is fasci-
nating to observe the What’s My Line? baseball guests
out of uniform, garbed in suits and ties, and casually
comporting themselves. 

During its CBS run, the show was hosted by John
Daly, a noted journalist and broadcast personality.
While he is best-remembered as the What’s My Line?
master of ceremonies, Daly earned notoriety as the
first national radio correspondent to report on the 
December 7, 1941, Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
and the April 12, 1945, passing of President Franklin
Roosevelt. A range of famous faces sat on the show’s

panel; however, the “regulars” were a high-profile
journalist and syndicated columnist who specialized
in show-biz gossip but also was a chronicler of organ-
ized crime and politics (Dorothy Kilgallen), a humorist
and lecturer who co-founded the Random House pub-
lishing company (Bennett Cerf), and a stage and
occasional film actress and New York radio personal-
ity (Arlene Francis). As befitting the formality of the
era, the panelists most often were stylishly garbed in
evening wear. Daly usually referred to them by their
surnames, particularly when passing the interrogating
from one panelist to the next. Ever-so-appropriately,
he asked the female contestants if they should be 
addressed as “Miss” or “Mrs.”  

But the celebrity guest appearances were the
What’s My Line? highlight—and the initial one was
neither screen legend Gloria Swanson nor comic actor
Phil Silvers, not burlesque star-striptease artist Gypsy
Rose Lee nor clarinetist-bandleader Benny Goodman,
all of whom were on the show during its first year. It
was, instead, a New York ballplayer. Years before he
became an aging self-caricature on New York Yankees
broadcasts whose “holy cannoli” banter has been
deftly parodied by Billy Crystal, Phil Rizzuto was quiet
and serious-minded in his various What’s My Line?
appearances. Rizzuto’s initial gig was on the debut
episode, which aired on February 2, 1950. (Dizzy Dean
and Jackie Robinson followed The Scooter as 1950
mystery guests.) 

Rizzuto also appeared in that capacity almost 
exactly two decades later, on February 5, 1970, when
the Bronx Bombers were indeed bombing in the Amer-
ican League. They finished the previous season in fifth
place in the six-team American League East with an
80–81 record; meanwhile, the crosstown New York
Mets were the World Series champs.1 Panelist Soupy
Sales asked Rizzuto, “What kind of team the Yankees
gonna have this coming year, Phil?” His response 
reflected a time in New York baseball when the Mets
were superstars and the Yankees were also-rans: “Well,
it’s gonna be a lot better, Soupy. Actually, the Mets
have given everybody a lot of hope. You don’t think of



the Yankees as a second-division team, but we are
right now. And we figure if the Mets can have the ‘im-
possible dream,’ maybe the Yankees might be able to.” 

On October 7, 1956, a month-and-a-half after being
unceremoniously released by the Yankees and a year
before the Brooklyn Dodgers abandoned the Borough
of Churches for Los Angeles, Rizzuto was a guest pan-
elist. The mystery guest was Sal Maglie, who was
identified as “Pitcher–Brooklyn Dodgers.” Irony was the
hallmark of the back-and-forth between the blind-
folded Scooter and Sal the Barber: 

Rizzuto: “Do you deal in services?” 
Maglie: “I sure do.” 
Rizzuto: “Is it the type of service that I could
enjoy?”
Maglie: “Probably. Yes. I’d say yes.” (Laughter
was heard from the audience.) 
Rizzuto: “Do you work for a profit-making 
organization?”
Maglie: “I think so. Sometimes.” (More laughter
was heard.)

After it was established that the mystery guest was
a sportsman, the ever-astute Arlene Francis echoed the
sentiment of many when she asked, “If Mr. Rizzuto
were playing with the Yankees, where he belongs,
would he be nervous about you?” Maglie responded,
“I don’t think so.” 

Francis: “You know what I meant by that. 
I meant, are you on the opposing team?”
Maglie: “I’d say yes.”
Francis: “Are you a member of the inevitable
Dodgers?”
Maglie: “Uh huh.”
Francis: “Are you known to pitch a few now and
again?”
Maglie: “Once in a while.”
Francis: “I think probably we all know together
who this is. This is Sal Maglie.”

Yankee-Dodger dynamics 1950s-style were fre-
quently on display on What’s My Line? The September
28, 1952, mystery guest was manager Chuck Dressen,
whose Dodgers were about to face the Bronx Bombers
in the World Series. As Dressen’s identity emerged
during the questioning, the Bums’ determination to
best the Yanks was emphasized. Just before identifying
Dressen, Arlene Francis asked him, “Did you write an
article in the [New York] Post that said [the Dodgers]
weren’t going to blow it this time?” 

But the New York Giants were not completely over-
looked. On July 11, 1954, during the heart of the
baseball season, the mystery guest was Willie Mays.
After a round of spirited questioning, an animated 
Arlene Francis declared, “Well, sir, I think I’ve got you.
Did you hit your 31st home run today? Did you play
center field? Are you Say Hey Willie Mays?” (This par-
ticular contest was a near-record-breaker. Earlier that
day, the Giants split a doubleheader with the Pitts-
burgh Pirates, winning 13–7 in the opener and falling
5–1 in the nightcap. Louis Effrat, covering the games
in The New York Times, reported: “Home runs, for and
against, told the story of the opener. The nine circuit
wallops were one less than the National League record
for two clubs in a game. The six by the Giants, in-
cluding Mays’ thirty-first, were two short of the mark
for one club in a game.”2) Bennett Cerf then asked
Mays if he would utter what then had become his
nickname. (“I’d like to hear just how he says it. Do
one for us, will you Willie?”) Mays declined, and 
explained that “it’s just a phrase that I use [sic] when
I first came up” in order to greet those whose names
he had not yet memorized. It also was noted that Mays
momentarily would be heading for Cleveland to play
in the All-Star Game. 

Fourteen years later, on August 20, 1968, Mays reap-
peared on the show. He was greeted with loud cheers
and whistles and, after being identified, insisted that he
was “in show business. What do we think baseball is?
Baseball is show biz.” Host Wally Bruner (who had 
replaced John Daly) asked if Willie could break Babe
Ruth’s career home run record. “The Babe is 714, but I
don’t think I can reach it,” Mays responded. He noted
that he was at “569 or 570” and added, “If I can reach
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Phil Rizzuto was the mystery
guest on the debut episode
of What’s My Line? on Feb-
ruary 2, 1950.
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600, I’d be very happy about it. The way the pitchers
are coming along nowadays… I’m not getting any
younger. They’re getting younger. I don’t think I can
reach 714.” As he was asked if anyone else might, Hank
Aaron’s name was dropped. “I don’t think so…,” Mays
prognosticated. “If he can reach 600, or a little above
600…” Mays of course totaled 660 homers in his career
but he underestimated Hammerin’ Hank, who of course
bested the Babe with 755 dingers.

On September 6, 1953, Roy Campanella was the
mystery guest. After he was identified by panelist Steve
Allen, John Daly observed, “This is a great day in Roy’s
life... Roy hit his 38th home run today, which beat
Gabby Hartnett’s 19—what, 1930 Cubs record…” (Daly
was only partially correct. The Dodgers beat the Giants,
6–3, and Louis Effrat, writing in The New York Times,
reported that Campy’s dinger “set one major-league
record and tied another for catchers. Gabby Hartnett of
the 1930 Chicago Cubs held the previous homer mark
with thirty-seven. [His] two runs batted in tied Cam-
panella with Bill Dickey of the Yankees, who established
the record of 133 RBIs for a season in 1937.”3)  

On another occasion, eleven baseballers comprised
the “mystery guest.” (When two or more such guests
were present, their number was not identified—and it
was up to the panel to determine this.) The date was
June 24, 1956, and they all played for the Cincinnati
Reds, who had battled the Dodgers that day in a dou-
bleheader. Ted Kluszewski was the spokesman, and
was seated next to John Daly. Standing behind them
were Johnny Temple, Wally Post, Gus Bell, Frank
Robinson, Ed Bailey, Ray Jablonski, Smoky Burgess,
Roy McMillan, Johnny Klippstein, and Joe Nuxhall. 
These Reds mirrored the demographics of big-league
baseball mid-1950s-style as there were ten Caucasians,
one African-American, and no Latinos. After Arlene
Francis identified the guests, it was noted that the Reds
bested the Bums in both games by 10–6 and 2–1
scores. Bennett Cerf added that Ed Bailey had smashed
three home runs in the first game. (Bailey was not the
lone hero of the day. Kluszewski and Robinson also
homered. Nuxhall started and completed the second
game and John Drebinger reported in The New York
Times: “Until yesterday not a left-hander had pitched
and won a complete game against the Dodgers since
Sept. 16, 1954, when this same Nuxhall achieved the
feat.” Klippstein was not as fortunate. He started the
first game but only lasted into the fourth inning, when
he was replaced by ex-Dodger Joe Black.4) 

One of the more intriguing baseball personalities to
appear on What’s My Line? was Bonnie Baker, a guest
on August 17, 1952. Baker’s “line” was “Professional

Baseball Player,” and she was identified as the second
sacker on the Kalamazoo Lassies of the All-American
Girls Professional Baseball League. Given the conven-
tions of the era, once it was determined that Baker was
a “performer” who wore unusual clothing that did not
cover her entire body, the supposition was that her
artistry was of the striptease variety. Sex roles and 
assumptions certainly came into play when, after ex-
plaining her affiliation, John Daly noted, “For heaven’s
sake, I must get more interest in baseball” while
Dorothy Kilgallen pronounced, “I certainly think Mrs.
Baker is an argument for allowing women to play in
the big leagues.” 

Occasionally, a non-athlete, manager, or executive
made it into the What’s My Line? box score. One such
non-mystery guest was Mrs. Beulah Gellert, who ap-
peared on the July 29, 1962, broadcast. Gellert’s “line”
was: “Makes Baseball Bats”; she was identified as the
owner of the Adirondack Bat Company. Another was
Harry B. Latina, who on the April 16, 1961, installment
was identified as a “[Designer of] Baseball Gloves.” It
was explained that for four decades Latina had worked
for the Rawlings Sporting Goods Company and had
created gloves for Joe DiMaggio and Mickey Mantle,
among others. In a Smithsonianmag.com profile of
Rawlings glove designer Bob Clevenhagen, Jim Morrison
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Willie Mays appeared on the show twice, in 1954 and 1968. After being
identified on the second broadcast, he explained that he was “in show
business. What do we think baseball is? Baseball is show biz.”
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reported, “He is only the third glove designer in the
history of the company, following the father-son team
of Harry Latina, who worked from 1922 to 1961, and
Rollie Latina, who retired in 1983.”5 Given Latina’s pro-
fession, some panelist questions provoked audience
amusement. After it was determined that Latina’s
“line” involved something that was put on, Bennett
Cerf asked him, “Is this something that might be worn
in the bedroom?” Dorothy Kilgallen’s follow-up: “I
hate to dismiss Mr. Cerf’s romantic notions, but would
it be worn in the kitchen?” 

On September 25, 1960, Joane Westermark, another
non-celebrity guest, was identified as “Usher at Base-
ball Park (S.F. Giants).” Chuck Connors was a guest
panelists and, after it was determined that Westermark
resided in the City by the Bay, the ballplayer-turned-
television star quipped, “San Francisco… the only thing
I can remember recently that happened in San Francisco
[is that] the Giants died. And I don’t blame the Giants.
I blame the weather.” The Giants played their first 
game in the infamously windswept Candlestick Park on
April 12, and Connors’s remark reflected the ball yard’s
already controversial weather conditions and the fact
that, during the just-concluded season, the Giants were
a fifth-place ball club.6

A little over a year earlier, on September 13, 1959,
Branch Rickey was the mystery guest. The recent 

departure of the Brooklyn Dodgers and New York 
Giants for western environs had generated interest in
the formation of a third major baseball league. At the
time, Rickey was at its forefront, and he was introduced
as “President of New Continental Baseball League.” At
one point, Bennett Cerf asked him, “Mr. Rickey, how
’bout that third league?” Rickey’s response was: “In-
evitable as tomorrow morning.” But of course, with
the advent of major league expansion, the Continental
League ceased to exist. 

The October 23, 1960, What’s My Line? mystery
guest was Ralph Houk, the newly-hired New York Yan-
kees skipper who had replaced the venerable Casey
Stengel. Bennett Cerf asked him, “Mr. Houk, where do
you think Casey’s gonna end up?” Houk responded,
“Well, I know one thing. He’s gonna have a lot of
money wherever he ends up.” Ten days earlier, Sten-
gel’s Yankees had lost the seventh game of the World
Series to the Pittsburgh Pirates. Five days later, and
five days before Houk’s What’s My Line? appearance,
Stengel had been unceremoniously dumped by the
Yankees. Houk likely was referring to the news that
Stengel, then the highest-paid big league skipper, sup-
posedly had been given a profit-sharing disbursement
of $160,000 by his former employer.7

But who could have prognosticated that the seventy-
something Stengel was not through as a major league
manager? On April 15, 1962, the ever-charming Ole
Perfessor was a What’s My Line? guest. He then was
the first-ever skipper of the expansion New York Mets.
Two days earlier, on April 13, the Mets had made their
debut at the Polo Grounds, losing to the Pittsburgh 
Pirates by a 4–3 score.8

A prime example of how memories play tricks may
be found on the November 20, 1969, What’s My Line?
broadcast. The mystery guest was “Baseball’s Hall of
Famer Jackie Robinson,” and panelist Soupy Sales told
him, “One of the big thrills of my life… was in 1944.
And I was in the navy, and I went to the Coliseum 
on Saturday afternoon, and UCLA in their backfield at
the time had Jackie Robinson, Bob Waterfield, and
Kenny Washington. You played USC that day, and you
whipped ’em good.” This of course was misinforma-
tion, which Robinson quickly corrected. “I’m a little
older than that,” he explained. “I played with Kenny
Washington in 1939.”

The primary purpose of What’s My Line? was of
course entertainment of the lighthearted variety, and ac-
cidental humor was one of the show’s hallmarks. When
Ted Williams appeared as a mystery guest, on May 23,
1954, Dorothy Kilgallen asked him, “Would you de-
scribe yourself as a performer?” Williams answered in
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On June 24, 1956, Ted Kluszewski acted as spokesman for the “mys-
tery guest”—eleven members of the Cincinnati Reds.
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the affirmative. Kilgallen’s retort—“You have a very
nice voice. Do you sing?”—resulted in audience laugh-
ter and a resounding “No!” from Teddy Ballgame.
Then on October 7, 1962, the mystery guest signed in
as “Mister X.” He was Russ Hodges, and his “line” was
“Baseball Announcer (Currently Announcing World
Series).” This was a time in which space exploration
was much in the news and, regarding his profession,
Arlene Francis innocently asked, “Does [your work]
have anything to do with something that goes on in
outer space?” Hodges answered in the negative, and
elicited a hearty guffaw. Later on, John Daly placed
Hodges’s presence into the context of the time when
he observed, “…Russ was good enough to note that
he had not been seen much on camera for six or seven
years. [But] as you all know, Russ IS the Giants.” Ever
the proud New Yorker, Daly was not referring to the
San Francisco variety. 

On September 5, 1954, the mystery guest was a two-
headed monster: Sal Maglie, who then was pitching in
the Polo Grounds; and Duke Snider, who was patrolling
center field at Ebbets Field. When Bennett Cerf asked,
“You’re either a Giant or a Dodger, is that correct?,” it
was Snider who answered, “Yep.” But when he asked,
“Are you a teammate of Willie Mays?,” Snider answered
“Nope.” Minutes later, when Dorothy Kilgallen asked,
“Are you a Dodger?,” it was Maglie who answered

“Nope.” Finally, Arlene Francis figured out that the
“guest” was in fact one Dodger and one Giant. 

Snider returned as a mystery guest on January 12,
1958. Only here, the Bums no longer were in Brooklyn
and the former Duke of Flatbush was identified as
“Center Fielder: Los Angeles Dodgers.” After he was
identified, John Daly observed, “Well, Duke… [the
famed celebrity restaurateur] Toots [Shor] talks with
great melancholy about our Brooklyn Dodgers moving
to Los Angeles…” One of the panelists was actress
Laraine Day; from 1947 to 1960, Day was wed to Leo
Durocher, ex-skipper of the Dodgers as well as the
New York Giants. Was Day reflecting her husband’s
preferences (as well as her own) when she interrupted
Daly and emphatically observed, “Toots is a Giants
fan!” Daly chimed in, “He also likes the Dodgers,
though, but after the Giants.” “WAY after,” Day added.
“A Giant fan couldn’t possibly like the Dodgers.” 

Several years earlier, on May 31, 1953, Day also
was on the panel. Durocher was the mystery guest
and, given the circumstance, her questions were un-
intentionally funny. Day of course was blindfolded,
Durocher’s voice was disguised, and her first question
to him was: “Are you a man?” After it was determined
that Durocher was baseball-connected and affiliated
with the National League, Day asked: “Should I know
you? To speak to, I mean. If I met you on the street,
would I speak to you? That would mean you weren’t
working for Brooklyn.” John Daly piped in, “Yes, you
would know our guest… I’m quite sure, Miss Day.”
But it was Steve Allen who, soon after, correctly
guessed the identity of Leo the Lip.  

On January 13, 1957, Robin Roberts appeared—but
as a regular contestant rather than mystery guest. This
was because his “line” was not “Star Pitcher, Philadel-
phia Phillies” but “President of Frozen Shrimp
Company.” John Daly played along by asking Roberts
where he was from. Roberts responded, “Well, I’m from
Philadelphia most of the time,” and Daly quipped,
“…that’s funny. That’s a strange coincidence…” Could
there be two Robin Robertses in the City of Brotherly
Love? But Bennett Cerf, the first questioner, recognized
him immediately and asked, “Aren’t you the star
pitcher of the Philadelphia Phillies?” Over a half-
century later, Roberts recalled, “I was on television
once, on What’s My Line? The panel had to try and
guess my off-season job, which was with the Neptu-
nalia Seafood Company. I was president of Gold King
and we sold frozen shrimp. No one could figure out
what I did, but they sure came close.”9

Irony also was the order of the day when Joe DiMag-
gio was the mystery guest. The date was September 18,
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The October 7, 1962 guest was billed as “Baseball Announcer (Cur-
rently Announcing World Series)”—the Giants’ own Russ Hodges. 
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1955. His appearance was greeted with unusually loud
cheers, which reflected his mass popularity, and Ar-
lene Francis observed, “Nobody’s ever had a hand like
that but Eisenhower and Monroe.” Francis of course
was referring to Dwight Eisenhower and Marilyn Mon-
roe. The Yankee Clipper had been wed to Monroe, but
not for long: they married in January, 1954, and Mon-
roe filed for divorce nine months later. The Brooklyn
Dodgers clinched the NL pennant ten days before the
broadcast. Game One of the World Series was set for
September 28. At the start of this particular show,
Dorothy Kilgallen introduced a fellow panelist by quip-
ping, “On my left, the surprise pinch-hitter for the
Brooklyn Dodgers in the World Series, Mr. Fred Allen.”
It was a fitting reference. Allen, a popular radio per-
sonality, was one of the most celebrated humorists of
the 1930s–50s and was famed for his long-running faux
“feud” with Jack Benny, his good friend and fellow 
comedian. Allen scholar Alan Havig noted that his
“scripts were especially sensitive to goings-on in 
his own town, New York City. More than on any other
network radio program, the metropolis of Mayor
Fiorello La Guardia, Coney Island, immigrant neigh-
borhoods, the subway, and the Brooklyn Dodgers
played a continuing role on Allen’s shows.”10 Allen was
a What’s My Line? regular from 1954 until his death in
March 1956. 

The March 25, 1956, mystery guest was Ford Frick,
whose “line” was “Commissioner of Baseball.” Before
his profession was determined, Bennett Cerf asked Frick,
“Do you do any singing of any kind?” and Dorothy
Kilgallen wondered, “Have you and I ever danced to-
gether?” After he was identified, John Daly observed,
“…you occasionally hear nowadays… that baseball is
losing its popularity. Do you think there’s anything to
that?” The essence of Frick’s response easily might have
been spouted by Bud Selig in 2014. “Well, I’ve heard

baseball is dying,” Frick declared. “I don’t know what
constitutes death, but I would say it’s a lively corpse. 
Attendance in baseball today is 50 per cent higher than
it was before the war. There are twice as many colleges
playing, twice as many high schools. There are more
youngsters playing baseball than ever before in history.
No, I think we’re going to survive.” 

Seeing Frick, DiMaggio and the other baseball 
luminaries on the What’s My Line? episodes over a
half-century after their broadcasts is at once attention-
grabbing and illuminating. For one thing, their
interactions with the panelists are reflections of the 
attitudes of the moment, the spirit of the era. For an-
other, their presences are visual records of a place and
time in baseball history. �

Sources
Internet Movie Database: http://www.imdb.com.
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com.
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Baseball is great theatre. Indeed, baseball stories
have been fodder for Hollywood since the era
of silent films, both dramatic and comedic. But

baseball biographies in movies and TV-movies often
sacrifice facts to move the story forward at a watch-
able pace, increase drama, or provide comic relief. For
a sport whose patrons guard its history like sentinels
protecting a prince, baseball suffers an invasion against
the minutiae that make it a glorious game grounded
in lore, legend, and literature.

The movie 42 brought us the story of Jackie Robin-
son’s debut in the major leagues, complete with the
recreations of much-told stories in Robinson lore: 
the boycott initiated by southern-bred players on the
Brooklyn Dodgers, Branch Rickey’s “turn the other
cheek” meeting with Robinson, and the vicious bench
jockeying by Philadelphia Phillies manager Ben Chap-
man. When compared to historical accounts, 42 portrays
these scenes with accuracy. For example, after a
Phillies-Dodgers game, Chapman explains that his
racially charged verbal abuse of Robinson is nothing
new by comparing it to other instances that, in his par-
adigm, are part of the game. The Chapman scene
parallels the description in Wait Till Next Year by Carl
Rowan and Jackie Robinson: “You fellows want Robin-
son to become a real big leaguer, I suppose. Well, so do
we, and we’re treating him just the same as we do any
other player on a rival club. When we’re playing exhi-
bitions with the Yanks, Di Maggio is always ‘The Wop,’
and when we meet the Cards, Whitey Kurowsky (sic)
is ‘The Polack.’ The phils [sic] ball club rides the devil
out of every team it meets. That’s our style of base-
ball. We hand it out and we expect to take it too.”1

The climactic scene in 42 deviates from history,
using dramatic license to amplify the story’s tension.
In the movie’s climactic scene, Robinson faces Pitts-
burgh’s Fritz Ostermueller in a game that could clinch
the National League pennant for the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Although Robinson did hit a game-winning home run
off Ostermueller on September 17, it was not the
clinching game; the win merely reduced the Dodgers'
magic number to two.2

Early in the film, Ostermueller beans Robinson, an-
other exaggeration: Ostermueller hit Robinson with a
pitch at a Pirates home game on May 17, 1947, but the
ball struck Robinson’s arm, not head.3 (However,
Robinson may have prevented a beaning by throwing
up his arm.)

Ostermueller is a setup-payoff device in 42, setting
up a scene where the hero is defeated, so that a payoff
occurs later in the story when he overcomes the oppo-
nent. The payoff is Robinson hitting a home run off
Ostermuller. Here, the scene not only deviates from his-
tory, but from Robinson’s business-as-usual approach
to baseball, by depicting Robinson standing in the bat-
ter’s box after the climactic home run. This deviation
from baseball's unwritten rules of conduct rankled Bob
Ryan of the Boston Globe, who wrote, “But nowhere in
my extensive readings covering six decades of sports
fandom do I recall hearing about him clinching the 1947
pennant for the Dodgers with a home run in Pittsburgh.
I must have skipped those pages, because that’s what
Mr. Helgeland has him doing.... And get this: He has
Jackie watching the home run from the batter’s box. In
1947? Unimaginable.”4

In addition, for baseball purists, Ostermueller was
left-handed while 42 shows him as right-handed.

Jackie Robinson also features in Soul of the Game,
a 1996 HBO television movie focusing on Satchel
Paige, Josh Gibson, and Jackie Robinson as baseball
stands on the verge of integration. In this recreation,
the first meeting between Rickey and Robinson at the 
headquarters of the Brooklyn Dodgers includes a short,
portly fellow named Pete, depicted as a Dodgers scout
familiar with Robinson’s playing ability but who does-
n’t know Robinson personally. Rickey introduces Pete
to Robinson, who knows the scout only as a white
man in the stands at Negro League games with a stop-
watch in his hands.

In the real version of events, Rickey dispatched
scouts Tom Greenwade and Clyde Sukeforth to scout
Robinson at different times. Both were tall, lanky men,
and Sukeforth introduced Robinson to Rickey at the
meeting. Sukeforth met Robinson in Chicago, persuaded
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him to travel to Brooklyn, and recalled the events at a
meeting with Rickey in 1950. “You said ‘In Chicago next
Friday night, Kansas City Monarchs play in Comiskey
Park. I want you to see that game and especially do I
want you to see a shortstop named Robinson. I would
like for you to see Robinson before the game. There is
some doubt as to whether he has a really good arm. I
would like for you to speak to Robinson before the
game and ask him if he will throw the ball overhand
from the hole, his right, in the practice.’

“You told me you had good reports on the fellow.
You said you understood he was quite a ball player
and if I liked him and if his schedule would permit.
You told me that you wanted him to get away from his
team and see you without anybody knowing anything
about it. There was to be great secrecy, in that I was to
avoid any publicity if possible, but if asked was to give
my own name.”5

Another HBO production, the TV movie *61 show-
cases the 1961 chase of Babe Ruth’s home run record
by Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris, including the 
impact of the chase on Mantle and Maris, the Yankees,
and the press. Some events, though, are tightened to
move the story. For example, Bob Cerv appears as a
Yankee from the beginning of the story, when he was
actually peripatetic: on the Kansas City Athletics and
the New York Yankees for the 1960 season, drafted by
the Los Angeles Angels in the 1961 expansion draft,
then returned to the Yankees in a May 1961 trade.

The story culminates with Maris hitting his 61st
home run off Tracy Stallard of the Boston Red Sox
while Cerv and Mantle, both injured, watch on televi-
sion from a hospital room. Though they both suffered
injuries that sidelined them during Maris’s historic 
moment—Cerv had knee surgery and Mantle had an
abscessed hip—they did not watch the game together.

In a 2001 Hartford Courant article, Cerv said this of the
film: “You believed that? I knew Mick was there, but
we had private rooms. They had to be a little artistic.
They had to make a story. But I’d say 70 percent of the
stuff really happened.”6

Babe Ruth’s legend suffered a couple of changes to
his biography in The Babe Ruth Story starring William
Bendix. Wayne Stewart, a Ruth biographer, writes in
Babe Ruth, “For instance, it shows Ruth receiving a
$5,000 fine and suspension for missing a game be-
cause he took a child’s injured dog to a hospital for 
an operation—this is sheer fiction. The film even por-
trayed the home run Ruth dedicated for Johnny
Sylvester in 1926 as the ‘Called Shot’ of 1932. In the
maudlin death scene, Ruth is operated on by the same
surgeon who saved the life of the dog years earlier,
and, Ruth, who had a notoriously poor memory, 
recalls the doctor’s face from almost sixteen years be-
fore. The film also inaccurately shows Ruth retiring on
the spot just moments after hitting his final three home
runs in Pittsburgh, the last of which is actually shown
landing in the stands at Yankee Stadium.”7

Major League sacrifices verisimilitude in its portrayal
of a fictional Cleveland Indians team winning the Amer-
ican League East pennant in a one-game showdown
against the New York Yankees. Using a classic storyline
of misfits banding together to defeat a common foe,
Major League is entertaining, funny, and uplifting with
the championship decided in true Hollywood fashion
in the bottom of the ninth inning. There’s one problem.
The scenes depicting Indians home games, including
the one-game playoff, take place at Milwaukee’s County
Stadium. Sharp-eyed Major League fans will note the
logo for Milwaukee television station WTMJ on the
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Fritz Ostermueller gave up
a home run to Jackie Robin-
son late in 1947. The film
42 revised history to show
the homer clinching the
pennant for the Brooklyn
Dodgers. It didn’t.
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The movie 61* depicts Bob Cerv
in the hospital with Mickey
Mantle while they watch Maris
hit his historic home run. In real
life, both were hospitalized, but
not together. 
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scoreboard. There is, however, an overhead shot of 
a standing room only crowd at Cleveland’s Municipal
Stadium to give the audience a dramatic jolt.8 In Major
League II, Baltimore’s Oriole Park at Camden Yards sub-
stitutes for Municipal Stadium.9

On July 4, 1939, the New York Yankees held Lou
Gehrig Day to honor the “Iron Horse” after he was
sidelined by Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, the disease
that would kill him two years later. Gary Cooper re-
creates Gehrig’s speech in The Pride of the Yankees
with some refinements here and there. The Cooper
version begins, “I have been walking onto ballfields
for 16 years, and I’ve never received anything but
kindness and encouragement from you fans. I have
had the great honor to have played with these great
veteran ballplayers on my left—Murderers Row, our
championship team of 1927. I have had the further
honor living and playing with these men on my right—
the Bronx Bombers, the Yankees of today.”10

Gehrig never mentioned the phrases “Bronx
Bombers” or “Murderers Row” in his speech. Further,
the Cooper version takes liberties by excluding two
men who were mentioned by Gehrig: Jacob Ruppert,
the Yankees owner who had died six months earlier,
and Ed Barrow, “the builder of baseball’s greatest em-
pire,” according to Gehrig.11

One of the best-known lines in film history is
Cooper’s last line of the speech, “Today, I consider 
myself the luckiest man on the face of the Earth.” The
line is lifted verbatim from Gehrig’s speech, where it’s
the second sentence. Later in the speech, Gehrig says,
“Sure I’m lucky” before mentioning Ruppert, Barrow,
and Yankees managers Huggins and McCarthy. Then,
he repeats the phrase as he thanks the New York 
Giants for their gifts and his family for their support.12

Based on the eponymous book by Eliot Asinof, the
film Eight Men Out shows the events, controversy, and
consequences of the 1919 Chicago White Sox allegedly
throwing the World Series against the Cincinnati Reds
for financial gain. Though acquitted of “conspiracy to
defraud the public” in court, eight players suffered 
a lifetime ban from major league baseball—Eddie 
Cicotte, Oscar “Happy” Felsch, Arnold “Chick” Gandil,
“Shoeless” Joe Jackson, Fred McMullin, Charles
“Swede” Risberg, George “Buck” Weaver, Claude
“Lefty” Williams were banned by dint of the omnipo-
tence of the new baseball commissioner, Kenesaw
Mountain Landis: “Regardless of the verdict of juries,
no player who throws a ballgame, no player that un-
dertakes or promises to throw a ballgame, no player
that sits in conference with a bunch of crooked play-
ers and gamblers where the ways and means of
throwing a game are discussed and does not promptly
tell his club about it, will ever play professional base-
ball.”13

“Shoeless” Joe Jackson hit .375 in the 1919 World
Series and .356 in his career. After the “Black Sox”
scandal, Jackson played on semi-pro teams. At the end
of Eight Men Out, some fans debate whether Jackson
is one of the players on the field. Wearing a Hoboken
jersey, Jackson runs around the field like a gazelle in
a game against Hackensack. Playing the outfield, he
snares a ball destined for extra bases, then hits a stand-
up triple in his next at-bat.14

Hoboken and Hackensack did not have semi-pro
baseball teams.

In For Love of the Game, Kevin Costner plays Billy
Chapel, a forty-ish pitcher for the Detroit Tigers. On
the cusp of pitching a perfect game against the New
York Yankees, Chapel reviews his life with his girlfriend,
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The part of Cleveland’s Municipal Stadium
was played by Milwaukee’s County Stadium
in the movie Major League and Baltimore’s
Camden Yards in the sequel, Major League II. 
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Jane, as she prepares to leap across the pond known
as the Atlantic Ocean for a job in London. The day
after the game, Billy goes to the airport so he can catch
a flight to London only to find that Jane delayed 
her trip because the perfect game consumed her 
attention.15

In this fictional Tigerverse, the audience quickly
learns Billy Chapel’s former pitching prowess; a news-
paper headline praises his dominance in Game 1 of 
the 1984 World Series, though Jack Morris was the 
real hero of Game 1. Also, to the lament of Tigers fans,
no Tigers pitcher has ever pitched a perfect game. 
(Armando Galarraga came close in 2010, but umpire
Jim Joyce ruled that Indians batter Jason Donald beat
out a ground ball for an infield hit.)

Bernie Mac stars as Stan Ross in Mr. 3000, the title
stemming from Ross ending his career after his 3000th
hit so he can use the “Mr. 3000” moniker as a mar-
keting device. Playing for the Milwaukee Brewers, Ross
is a fan favorite. His former teammates, however, view
him as selfish because he retired during the middle of
a playoff race. When the Brewers retire Ross’s num-
ber, former teammates Robin Yount and Paul Molitor
opt to not attend the ceremony. 

The Baseball Hall of Fame realizes that statisticians
double counted three hits, thereby leaving Ross with
2997 hits. So, to maintain his marketing power as “Mr.
3000,” Ross returns to the Brewers. After getting two
hits, Ross has a chance to achieve the gloried 3000
number for a “second time,” but lays down a sacrifice
bunt so the Brewers can get a victory.

IMDB.com points out some continuity flaws, in-
cluding Ross stating that he played a game against the
Houston Astros. During the time referenced, inter-
league play did not exist during the regular season.
There is no evidence to suggest that Ross meant to
qualify the game as occurring during spring training.
Also, when Ross achieved what was thought to be his
3000th hit, he did it in 1995 at Miller Park. He might
have used a time machine because Miller Park opened
in 2001.

Though filmmakers take creative license to tighten
a storyline, dramatize a moment, or enhance a char-
acter, their films are no less appealing for baseball
fans. Whether it’s Billy Chapel pitching a perfect game,
Gary Cooper embodying the spirit of Lou Gehrig, or
Brad Pitt showing Billy Beane defying baseball’s en-
trenched modus operandi, baseball films show all
sides of a sport that has moments of drama and com-
edy, pathos and joy, and milestones and surprises.  �
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Both Ty Cobb and “Shoeless” Joe Jackson have been given the 
“Hollywood” treatment.
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On the morning of May 11, 1953, the fair citizens
of Waco, Texas woke up to a muggy day. Many
prepared themselves for the beginning of the

work week by downing their daily cup of coffee and
reading the latest edition of the Waco Tribune–Herald.
Sprawled across the front page were reports of intense
tornadoes in Minnesota, and the possibility of strong
winds and rain in their own area. Native American In-
dian legends, attributed to the local Huaco tribe,
prophesied that the bend in the Brazos River where
Waco resided would never be touched by a twister,
and so few, if any, Wacoans showed concern about
such calamities.1

Near the center of town stood Katy Park, home 
of the Waco Pirates, a Class-B affiliate of the Pittsburgh
Pirates. General manager and team skipper Buster
Chatham and business manager Jack Berger Jr. arrived
at their offices on Eighth Street and Webster to prepare
for that night’s Big State League game against the
Greenville Majors. Directly opposite the ballpark’s front
entrance rested a diesel locomotive that had long been
a source of irritation to Chatham due to its proximity.2

As the day wore on, and the skies grew increas-
ingly foreboding, thoughts of canceling the game grew
in the minds of the Pirates brain trust. At 4:10PM,
southwest of Waco near the town of Lorena, an unex-
pected and terrible F-5 tornado, approximately one-third
of a mile wide, touched down and began to cut a
north-northeast path. By 4:25 the skies above Waco
were so dark residents reported it was like night. Base-
ball-sized hail and steady rains began to pelt the
downtown area. By 4:37 the funnel cloud was on
course for the center of town, wreaking havoc as it
passed through the business district, toppling build-
ings and tossing vehicles around like Tonka toys.

Inside Katy Park, Chatham and Berger realized the
gravity of their situation and ran for their lives, taking
cover under the very same train that had been a thorn
in the side of Chatham. The locomotive would ulti-
mately shield them both from the devilish whirlwind.
Their beloved ballpark would not share the same fate.

In the wake of the terrible devastation, 114 were

dead, 597 injured, and the monetary damages topped
$41 million. Many of the survivors were buried under
collapsed structures and waited up to 14 hours to be
rescued. It was the deadliest twister in Texas since
1900 and one of the worst in US history. Among the
casualties was Katy Park. All that remained of the 
almost 50-year-old ball yard was twisted metal and the
splintered wood from the grandstands. Chatham, hav-
ing played for a couple of bad Boston Braves squads in
1930 and 1931, was no stranger to adversity.3 But for
all intents and purposes professional baseball in Waco
was finished for the 1953 season.4,5

RECONSTRUCTION AND REBIRTH
Though the leveled downtown area resembled a war
zone, Waco began the reconstruction process almost
immediately. Although homeless, team owner A.H.
Kirksey, who purchased the Katy Park in 1944 from
O.B. Perot, announced he would build a new concrete
and steel grandstand in anticipation of the Pirates 
returning for the 1954 season.6,7 In the meantime the
Pirates would play out the rest of the 1953 schedule in
Longview, Texas.8 On June 20, following a conversa-
tion with Pittsburgh Pirates general manager Branch
Rickey, Waco team president Jack Kultgen announced
that the parent club would sign a three-year agreement
to maintain their lease with Waco. On August 5 the
deal was consummated when a three-year lease was
signed guaranteeing the Pirates would return to the
new Katy Park following its construction.9 For a city
suffering such trauma, the news gave Wacoans some-
thing to cheer about.

As the 1954 season dawned, Chatham focused his
attentions on running the club as a full-time general
manager. One of the first orders of business was ad-
dressed when 31-year old Jack Paepke took over the
reins as manager.10 Paepke broke into organized base-
ball with the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1941 at Class-C
Santa Barbara of the California League and thereafter
quickly rose up the ladder, reaching as high as Double-
A Montreal (1946), and Triple-A St. Paul (1947–48)
and Hollywood (1949–51). Paepke’s managerial career
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got off to a rousing start in 1953 with the Brunswick
Pirates of the Class-D Georgia-Florida League, where
he served as player-manager; as he would in Waco. He
had led Brunswick to a second place finish and then
won the league playoffs.11 The Pirates officials were
confident he would work the same magic in Waco.

On Sunday, April 4, the Waco Pirates christened the
new Katy Park with a preseason win over their sister 
affiliate, the New Orleans Pelicans, 14–3.12 An enthusi-
astic crowd of 1,200 surveyed their new digs and were
rewarded with a taste of things to come. Fans were
greeted with several new amenities in their updated
ballpark including an attractive front brick and concrete
façade, new ramps separating the box seats from the
grandstand seats, stainless steel and glassed-in conces-
sion stand countertops, sparkling new metal seats, and
the league’s best lighting system.13 Stars of the evening
for the hometown club were catcher Bill Phillips, who
slammed a home run and drove in three runs, and third
baseman George Matile who went 2-for-5, plating a 
couple runs.14

There was good reason for optimism. The dis-
placed Pirates finished 1953 with a respectable 77–68
record, in fourth place—quite an improvement from
the 1952 team that went down as the worst in BSL 
history. Under manager Ted Gullic they had tallied a
29–118 record, 56 games out of first place.15 According
to the Associated Press, “Waco, a farm club of Pitts-
burgh and in the best position to meet the youth
challenge, is generally being favored to win the pen-
nant this campaign.”16 Indeed, the roster featured new
faces, including a bevy of young pitchers who would

make significant marks that season. Tops among the
group out of camp were right-hander Myron “Dick”
Hoffman (15–11, 2.64) at Hutchinson of the Western
Association (C), left-hander Don Kildoo (9–5, 2.25) at
Brunswick (D), lefty Roger Sawyer (22–5, 1.99) at
Hutchinson, and right-sider Ron Sheetz (12–5, 3.89)
at Bristol in the Appalachian League (D).17

Besides catcher Paepke, two Cuban-born position
players drew praise from local scribes: outfielder
Ramon Mejias (117 G, 8 HR, 42 SB, .325), who would
later play in the major leagues as Roman Mejias, and
slick-fielding shortstop Roberto Sanchez (104 G, 4 HR,
.235), both coming from Batavia of the Pennsylvania-
Ontario-New York League (D).18

Mejias in particular intrigued the parent Pirates.
Born in Central Manuelita on August 9, 1930, he pro-
gressed to his third year of high school before going to
work at his father’s side at 15 years old. Full of natural
ability, he excelled in the Pedro Betancourt Amateur
Baseball League in Cuba, and was later signed by Hall
of Famer George Sisler who was scouting talent in the
area. Mejias showed the propensity for hitting for av-
erage and power, had good speed on the basepaths,
and played his outfield position ably, all tools which
would serve him well on his climb to the big leagues.19

Both Mejias and Sanchez would have a significant
impact on the team’s success, but Mejias’s accom-
plishment would be far-reaching. He would achieve a
feat that few would ever approach and his deed would
ultimately go down as one of the greatest in the 
annals of minor league baseball history.
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Front Row (L-R): T.R. Taylor,
Roberto Sanchez, Larry LaSalle,
George Matile, Ron Sheetz, Ron
Boone, Jack Falls, Don Kildoo. 

Back Row (L-R): Bill Phillips, Fats
Hale (trainer), Oscar Rodriguez,
Jim Monohan, Myron Hoffman,
Ramon Mejias, Jack Paepke (man-
ager), Rex Babcock, Ernie Johnson,
Buster Chatham.
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A MAGICAL SEASON AND THE STREAK
Since its inception in 1947 the Big State League had
gained the reputation as a hitters’ league. High batting
averages and homer totals were not uncommon. Frank
Saucier of the Wichita Falls Spudders led the league in
1949 with a .446 average and Buck Frierson slugged 58
taters for the 1947 Sherman-Denison Twins. The league
was also famous for ex-major leaguers hanging on,
many as player-managers. The 1954 season was no 
exception with the likes of 49-year old Earl Caldwell,
Lon Goldstein (36), Sam Harshaney (44) George Haus-
mann (38), Al LaMacchia (32), and Fred Martin (39).20

On April 13 the Pirates opened their Big State
League slate against the Corpus Christi Clippers at
Schepps Palm Field in front of 3,567 enthusiastic pay-
ing customers.21 The park was known for its rock-hard
playing surface. The irregularly landscaped infield
made every ground ball an adventure for the infielders
and it lived up to its reputation. Many of the new faces
on the Pirates received a baptism by fire, committing
a total of seven errors, led by first baseman Sam
Cooper who booted a couple during the 12–10 loss.22

On April 16, the Pirates returned to the new Katy
Park and an estimated crowd of 2,500 rabid fans greeted
them with ample cheers. It had been almost a year since
the team had been forced to relocate to Longview and
the locals were happy to have their home team back.
The affable Jack Falls hit the first home run in the re-
built park and led the Waco attack, driving in four runs.
Ramon Salgado—in his second season with the club—
and newcomer Ron Sheetz combined for the 7–0
shutout victory over the Harlingen Capitols.23

The “Baby Bucs” started the season slowly, and after
experiencing two rainouts in Corpus Christi, dropped
four of their next seven games, including two losses
against the Temple Eagles, a team who would finish the
season with the BSL’s worst record. The poor early sea-
son play dropped the Pirates to 3–5 and into seventh
place. Paepke regularly tinkered with his lineups and
juggled the batting order, trying to find the right com-
bination. He also incorporated a rotating system of four
outfielders—Falls, Mejias, Oscar Rodriguez, and Ray-
mundo Zonta—looking for whoever carried the most
productive stick.

From April 24 through 28 the Pirates ran off their
first five-game win streak of the season including back-
to-back shutouts against the Tyler Tigers. Roger
Sawyer earned his second win of the year with a 4–0
victory. Ron Sheetz followed by coasting in a 10–0
blanking, aided by a Falls five-RBI explosion. 

The Pirates began picking up steam in May and kept
pace with Tyler, closing within percentage points of first

place. Although the offense took a blow when Paepke
broke his thumb in a May 6, 7–1 win against Bryan,
Oscar Rodriguez moved from the outfield to take his
place until a suitable replacement arrived.24 Matile re-
called, “He broke it from a foul ball off the bat. It came
back and hit the top of his finger and I was playing third
base and I went down to see what was going on. And
that thumb bone was sticking out the thumb. He really
broke it bad. And some guy was hollering, ‘Pull on it.’…
Jack was, ‘No you’ll pull it off.’”25

Several moves trimmed the Pirates roster down to
18 men, revamped the pitching staff, and bolstered an
already strong club. Three pitchers were optioned early
in May: Tom Smith to Hutchinson (C), Peter Furibondo
and Art Burkle to Billings (C).26,27 In addition, pitchers
Jess Leach and Robert Swanson were reassigned on
May 17, the former to St. Jean of the Provincial League
and the latter to Hutchinson (C). In their stead Waco
received Pete Nicolis from New Orleans (AA), Fred
Waters (a late arrival due to nursing a sore arm), and
Al Grunwald from Toronto (AAA) of the International
League.28 The Pirates also reacquired Bill Phillips from
New Orleans to handle catching duties and fill the void
left by Paepke. Grunwald, a first baseman by trade,
was the most interesting case. The parent Pirates had
sent him to the lower minors to begin his conversion
into a pitcher.29 Paepke would continue to utilize Grun-
wald's potent bat between assignments on the mound.

Paepke also began to cement his batting order. After
hitting eighth, “pepper pot” shortstop Sanchez was
moved into the leadoff spot, where he would remain
through the end of the season, and Mejias shook off 
his early season doldrums and was placed in the mid-
dle of the order. Both moves proved fortuitous and were
a major factor in fueling the team’s future success.

On June 5, behind Don Kildoo’s five-hit shutout,
the Pirates (33–18) upended Bryan, 3–0, and took first
place to stay. It was Kildoo’s fourth blanking of the
season; the defense turned four double plays.30 Al-
though Mejias went 0-for-4 he was about to embark
on a historic journey.

THE STREAK
On June 6, a sparse crowd of 603 gathered at the
Galveston ballpark to watch what seemed like another
nondescript contest. One would be hard-pressed to
find anyone who remembers attending the game.
Mejias’s record-setting trek began innocently, with a
single and triple during the 10–9 slugfest win. Mejias
was not the evening’s star. Instead it was his two 
teammates, Falls and Grunwald, who were the hitting
heroes with three base knocks apiece.31
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But Mejias built his streak. From June 6 through 26
he went on a tear, batting at a .488 (39-for-80) clip.
Mejias missed one game on June 23 after spending the
morning in the dentist’s chair.32 The Pirates won 16 of
the 21 games, improving their record to 49–23, three
games ahead of Tyler. Interestingly, Mejias had a few
close calls, gathering single base hits in 8 of the 20
contests.

In the June 27 edition of the Waco Tribune–Herald,
sportswriter Dave Campbell took notice of the streak
and Mejias’s effect on the “Baby Bucs” fortunes. In his
column, On Second Thought, he noted, “Three weeks
ago long-striding Ramon Mejias was hitting a spas-
modic .237 and the Waco Pirates were struggling to
stay out of fourth place in the Big State League. Today
Mejias is hitting an explosive .331 and the Pirates are
leading the pack with room to spare.” He added,
“Rarely in Waco Pirates history has a player improved
so much in so short a time.”33

The Pirates made a few moves to solidify their 
batting order around Mejias. Regular first baseman
Sam Cooper was released in mid-June (only to be later
signed by Austin.)34 Jim Monahan, who had been with
Waco in 1952 (.320, 13 HR), joined the club from New
Orleans (AA), and Paepke returned to action on June
19, spelling a weary Bill Phillips.35,36

Mejias began to receive national attention for his
consecutive game hitting streak in July. The Sporting
News first noted the streak at the 37-game mark in
their July 21 issue. After missing a July 13 match
against Bryan due to a viral infection, Mejias returned
the next night and legged out two infield hits to help
Waco get past the Indians, 8–3.37

With Mejias’s torrid batting and the league’s best
pitching, Waco was nearly unbeatable in July, going
27–5. On July 31, Waco fell to Austin, 9–4, but Mejias
laced a single and a double, extending his hitting
streak to 54 games. Mejias, who was smiling and am-
icable but spoke almost no English, was asked about
the streak. Through an interpreter, his teammate Oscar
Rodriguez, Mejias said, “No, I’m not too nervous.
Every game is just another game. I’d like to hit every
time I go up. But I can’t do that. I’m trying to hit in
every game the rest of the season.” Although the lan-
guage barrier was sometimes an obstacle to Mejias,
sportswriter Dave Campbell believed the lack of com-
munication served as a shield to divert pressure. As
Mejias approached Joe Wilhoit’s record of 69 straight
games with Wichita of the Western Association (A) in
1919, and Joe DiMaggio’s runner-up mark of 61 with
the San Francisco Seals (AA) of the Pacific Coast
League in 1933, he appeared to be handling all the 

attention well. By the conclusion of the month, the 
Pirates (79-29) had pulled 12½ games ahead of their
closest challenger, Tyler (67–42).38,39

August 1 found the Pirates in the second game of a
three-game set with Austin. Facing off against left-
hander Roger May, Mejias wasted no time and extended
his hitting streak to 55 games, picking up a single and
double during the Pirates 6–5 victory.40 Closing in on
DiMaggio for second on the all-time minor league hit
streak list, Mejias was increasingly feeling the pres-
sure. The press reported he was then one game short
of tying DiMaggio’s major league record of 56 games.

Fans expressed concern the streak could be halted
if Mejias were walked in each at-bat in a game, or con-
nected on a sacrifice fly. J.G. Taylor Spink, dean of The
Sporting News, did little to ease their trepidations by
stating, “Appearance in a game, and not official times
at bat, is the deciding factor.”41 However,  soon these
concerns would matter little. 

Robert McNeal, the next day’s starter, was a
solidly-built left-hander who had struggled all season.
He did not appear to be a difficult obstacle. McNeal
would finish the season 5–8 with a 4.06 ERA, but on
August 3 he was up to the task. 

It was the final game of a three-game set with the
Pioneers in Disch Field. The 883 in attendance eagerly
anticipated each at bat when Mejias approached the
plate. In the second inning Mejias flied out. He came
to bat again in the third and hit into a force play. In the
fifth frame Mejias hit a sharp grounder to third base-
man Hardie Nettles which was handled cleanly and
the throw just nipped Mejias at first base. Mejias got
his fourth opportunity in the eighth inning, facing new
pitcher Richard Roberson, but for the second time on
the evening Mejias hit into a force play. There was a
slim chance to bat again going into the ninth inning
with the Pirates leading, 4–2. If his teammates were
able to string something together, Mejias would be the
seventh batter up. With two runners on and two outs,
Falls stepped to the plate in hopes of continuing the
inning. Mejias crouched nervously in the on-deck 
circle, but luck wasn’t on his side this time. Falls
grounded into a force play at second base. Austin
failed to score in the bottom of the ninth inning and
the streak was over at 55.42

A consecutive streak of any sort involves a great
deal of ability and a measure of luck. Invariably, bad
pitchers have good stuff some nights and stop the best
batsmen, while the most skilled hitters make good
contact yet make an out. Nevertheless, it takes mental
toughness and skill to accomplish what Mejias
achieved and his statistics were impressive. During his
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amazing skein, Mejias (96-for-229) batted .419, with
19 doubles, 5 triples, and 7 home runs, while driving
in 67 runs and scoring 56 times. Of the 55 games he
took part in, Mejias only once had four hits. (In nine
games he had three hits, while 20 times he notched
two, and 25 times only one.) Waco won 45 of the 55
games in which he appeared, including win streaks of
8, 12, and 13. Some credit goes to his position batting
fourth behind Falls, who served as protection in the
batting order due to his fecundity with the bat. During
the aforementioned streak, Falls—who appeared in 46
games—batted .380 (71-for-187) and slugged 6 homers
while driving in 42 runs.43

FINISHING THE SEASON STRONG
The Pirates kept up their torrid pace as they approached
August. The success of the club had obviously drawn
the attention of Pirates general manager Branch Rickey,
who visited Waco and orchestrated two moves. On July
27, 19-year old lefty Roger Sawyer (14–6, 3.03) was op-
tioned to Class-A Williamsport of the Eastern League.
On the same day, Al Grunwald’s experiment to convert
him to a full-time pitcher took a twist when he was 
re-assigned to Class-C Billings of the Pioneer League.
The loss of the two hurlers not only thinned the start-
ing rotation, but the loss of Grunwald (4–1, 4.03, and 61
games, .292, 12 HR, 44 RBIs) left a void at first base.
The Pirates were assigned left-hander Larry Lasalle from
Burlington-Graham of the Carolina League (B).44 Rickey
was not done wheeling and dealing.

On August 3, the day after Mejias’s batting streak
was halted, the Pirates offense exploded for their high-
est run total of the year, crushing the hapless Temple
Eagles, 25–7. Mejias came back with a vengeance, tal-
lying four hits in seven at-bats and driving in three
runs. Jim Monahan led the visiting Pirates with 4 RBIs,
while Hoffman hardly broke a sweat in the complete
game win.

Despite a thin roster, the Pirates kept winning.
Paepke continued to be creative, using himself as an
occasional pitcher. Matile was moved to first base.
Falls was used a few times as a backstop and utility
man Ronnie Boone saw his playing time increase, fill-
ing a hole wherever needed. 

A great example of the attitude of the Pirates was
the August 8 matchup that pitted Waco against Tyler in
Katy Park. The “Baby Bucs” had fallen behind 12–7.
Going into the bottom of the ninth inning at 10:30PM,
the evening's crowd—including a disgusted Paepke
who retired to the showers—began to file out of the
ballpark. The situation was so bleak that infielder
Matile had been called on to perform mop-up duties.

However, the Pirates rallied and with two outs, 35-year-
old minor league veteran Joe Phipps found himself on
the mound trying to do his best Houdini act and 
escape from a jam. With Rex Babcock in scoring posi-
tion and Sanchez leading off first, Phipps hung his first
pitch to Jack Falls. Falls, who at this point of the sea-
son led the league with a .364 average, launched the
horsehide over the left field wall, giving Waco the 
13–12 win. The remaining faithful in the stands went
berserk.45

George Matile vividly remembers that game to this
day and shared his account of that evening:

Well, I hate to tell you this, but there was one
game (pause). I used to throw batting practice a
lot and we were playing, I think it was Tyler,
Texas. And we went into the ninth inning, and
we scored about seven runs and we were behind
twelve to six.  [scored six runs in the 9th inning
after falling behind 12 to 7].

Well, Jack got so disgusted with us, he left. He
went into the dugout and then took a shower. He
said, “Matile.” He said, “You go out and pitch the
last inning.” So I went out and threw the inning
and got three outs. We came back and scored
seven runs [six runs] and beat them. I’ve got a
one and oh record in organized baseball (laugh-
ing heartily). And that’s the only game I ever
pitched—that one time.”46

On August 14, the Pirates filled their need at first
base with a Waco native who had just been released by
the Army, T.R. “Tex” Taylor. Taylor was called on short
notice and made the long drive from his home to Galve-
ston to start at first base that night. Taylor’s return was
fortuitous as he was known as a slick fielding first base-
man and a decent hitter. In 1952, “Tex”  had hit .303 in
the Class-C Provincial League with St. John’s, Quebec,
and made the loop's all-star squad.47 Taylor said, “I got
home from the service and the phone was ringing. ‘You
gotta be in Galveston tonight. We don’t have a first
baseman.’ That was about 250 miles.”48

The Pirates did receive one last blow to their pitch-
ing staff when Fred Waters (12–4, 3.18) had to leave
the club for more scholarly pursuits.49 Tex Taylor 
remembers Waters leaving the team after his last start,
a 9–2 win over Galveston that upped Waco’s record to
92–37. “He left us because he had to teach school in
Kansas City.”50

Waco reached the 100-win mark on August 29. A
sparse crowd of 600 witnessed Monahan drive in the
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winning run in a come-from-behind win at Katy Park,
edging Harlingen 9–8 in 11 innings.51 The next evening,
Waco again eked out a one-run victory, 7–6. They tied
the BSL record for wins in a season, matching the 1947
Texarkana Bears’ mark. Fittingly, Sanchez, as he had
done so frequently all year, scored the winning run on
a Mejias base hit. Paepke, getting used to his new role,
earned the win in relief of Sheetz.52

By season’s end Waco had amassed 105 wins and
42 losses. The closest competitor, Tyler (92–55), fin-
ished a distant 13 games behind. Although the Pirates
did not lead the league in runs scored (939), they were
a close second to Corpus Christi (998). Jack Falls (.349,
22, 113), Roman Mejias (.354, 15, 141, 23 SB), Jack
Paepke (.314, 8, 48), and Roberto Sanchez (.301, 16, 130
runs, 26 SB) were the pacesetters in a balanced attack.

Pitching and fielding are the trademarks of many
great teams and the “Baby Bucs” were no exception.
Ron Sheetz (219 IP, 19–7, 2.67) led the team in wins,
followed by Don Kildoo (183 IP, 15–4, 3.39), Dick Hoff-
man (212 IP, 15–7, 3.42), Roger Sawyer (181 IP, 14–6,
3.03) and Fred Waters (116 IP, 12–4, 3.18). The staff was
so deep that the loss of Sawyer, Waters, and Salgado (87
IP, 7–4, 2.48) did not slow the club’s momentum.

The pitching staff was aided by the best fielding in
the league. The defense was solid up the middle, with
Rex Babcock at second base and Roberto Sanchez at
shortstop anchoring the infield. The Pirates led the
league in fielding average (.968) and committed only
184 errors, while turning the second most double plays
in the BSL (175).53

Tex Taylor assessed his teammates when he stated,
“The only thing that I can tell you is, when we ran
onto the field we expected to win. That was a lot of it,
you know. We expected to win.” He added, “We knew
we was going to win. We just didn’t know how. If the
other team got ten runs, we got eleven. If they got one
run, we got two. It was that kind of year for us. We
had better pitching than the rest of the league did. If
you check out those stats on our pitchers you will see
all of them had winning records.”54

THE PLAYOFFS
The Pirates opened the playoffs against a familiar
enemy, the Austin Pioneers. Austin, like Waco, was a
charter member of the BSL. They had finished the reg-
ular season with a 79–67 mark and were piloted by
38–year-old player-manager George Hausmann. The
former New York Giants infielder showed he still had
some “gas left in the tank” after batting .263, in 77
games.55

The best-of-seven series opened in Katy Park. The
Pirates got off to a good start, taking the first game.
Sheetz aided his own cause in the September 8 contest
by driving in a pair of runs and receiving assistance
from Falls and Mejias, who each hit home runs in the
6–4 win.

The next evening, Don Kildoo held the Pioneers to
five hits and earned the complete game victory, 5–2.
Austin, the lowest scoring team during the regular sea-
son, continued to struggle at the plate.

Austin surprised the Pirates by winning the next two
games, but Waco closed out the series, winning game
five in Austin, 11–8, then finishing off the Pioneers back
at Katy Field, 10–2, pounding four Austin hurlers for 17
base hits. Meanwhile, Corpus Christi, who finished the
regular season in third place, easily dispatched Tyler in
five games to advance to the championship.56

The Big State League championship kicked off in
Waco on September 15. Corpus Christi (87–60) fea-
tured the most potent offense in the league, led by left
fielder Dean Stafford, purchased from Galveston on
June 30,57 and shortstop John “Jack” Wilkinson ac-
quired from Temple in April.58 Stafford, who garnered
the BSL’s Triple Crown, collected 212 hits as the
league’s leading hitter with a .362 average, 38 homers
and 171 RBIs. Wilkinson was the team’s table-setter
having scored 151 runs during the regular season.59

The Clippers would soon prove up to the task, testing
the league-leading Pirates pitching staff.

The Clippers came out of the gate fast, grabbing
the first game from Waco, 6–2. Three Corpus Christi
pitchers combined to hold the Pirates to five hits,
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After six seasons  with the
Pittsburgh Pirates, Mejias
returned to Texas as a
member of the expansion
Houston Colt .45s in 1962.
He enjoyed his best season
batting .286 with 24 home
runs and driving in 76.
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while Stafford alone collected three singles and a
triple. Thirty-six-year-old Elwood Moore—7–2 during
the season—was the winning pitcher. Dick Hoffman
took the loss.

Game two featured Sheetz taking on 23-game win-
ner Jim Vitter. The Pirates touched Vitter early, tallying
three runs in the second frame on doubles by Paepke
and Babcock, a single by Matile, and an error. Ro-
driguez hit a solo home run in the third inning to
extend the lead and Sheetz did the rest of work, limit-
ing the Clippers to eight hits, one run. The Pirates had
evened the series with the 4–1 win.

After a well-deserved day off for both clubs, the 
series transitioned to Schepps Palm Field in Corpus
Christi for the next three games. Game three started
out with an explosion as the Pirates scored seven runs
in the top of the first inning. The Clippers clawed their
way back, scoring four in the third frame and three
more in the seventh, but fell short as Kildoo and
Sheetz combined to stop them, 8–7.

Game four found the Clippers whipping the Pirates,
16–6. Stafford crushed two homers and drove in seven
runs, putting a shock into the Waco pitchers.60 The 
Clippers then followed up the next night with another
beating, topping Waco 10–1. Elwood Moore—the 
“Pirate killer”—won for the second time in the series—
his ninth straight winning decision dating back to the
regular season. All of a sudden the Pirates looked in dire
straits. They were in need of otherworldly intervention
and it was about to come in a rather unexpected form.61

So far during the playoffs the Pirates' pitching bore
little resemblance to the group that had dominated the
BSL all season. But this team seemed to find ways to
win in  creative ways. In game six the pitching staff
was bone-tired, but the overworked Pirates did have
one secret weapon: Paepke. The players pleaded for
Paepke to take the mound for the game, and although
he initially resisted their pleas, he eventually agreed.
“Tex” Taylor remembers the events coming up to the
do-or-die contest. 

Well, the sixth game was the standout game…We
didn’t have any pitchers. The other guys on the
staff didn’t do much, you know. They couldn’t
trust them for a big ballgame. But we talked Jack
into pitching…He said, “they’ll crucify me if I
lose.” I said, “Jack we’re not going to lose if you
pitch.” They all talked to him and he was tired.
He’d been catching and driving 305 miles back 
at night, then the next morning. He had to pitch
that night. And he did pitch and he stuck it up
their butt.”62

Armed with his dazzling forkball, Paepke had the
Clippers waving ineffectually at his offerings. He shut
down Corpus Christi to even the series at three apiece.
The only base knock was a pinch-hit single by Kermit
“Luke” Luckenbach. The big blow of the evening came
from the smallest guy on the field when Roberto
Sanchez clubbed a grand slam in the eighth inning.
The final score showed Waco 8, Visitors 0. The stage
was set for a dramatic game seven.

In front of the largest crowd of the season—
3,316—Don Kildoo got the call to face the Clippers’ big
right-hander, Bill Tosheff. Both clubs traded zeroes
until the fourth when Babcock and Taylor hit back-to-
back doubles, putting the Pirates up, 1–0. Corpus
Christi tied the game in the top of the eighth on a solo
home run by Stafford. The Pirates answered in the 
bottom of the same inning  when, with Boone and
Falls on the bags, Paepke doubled, plating both. The
Pirates had prevailed, 3–1. The 19-year-old Kildoo was
masterful and pitched like a veteran, scattering three
hits, walking four, striking out nine. The jubilant
“Baby Bucs” rushed the field and the celebration was
on. The Waco Pirates had completed a magic season
and were the 1954 Big State League Champions.63,64

CONCLUSION
In 2001, as part of minor league baseball’s one hun-
dredth anniversary celebration, Bill Weiss and Marshall
Wright researched the 100 greatest minor league teams
of all time. Such legendary teams as the 1934 Los 
Angeles Angels, 1921 Baltimore Orioles, and 1937
Newark Bears topped the list. Coming in at No. 25
were Paepke’s Waco Pirates.65

Paepke’s leadership and adeptness at utilizing his
players were part of the team's success. “He was a
good leader,” said “Tex” Taylor. “We were just a bunch
of young kids and this was an old man’s league, and
a hitters league. Some of them were salty, but he
[Paepke] turned them around right fast. He just about
bit your head off, but he was a great guy Paepke
was.”66 George Matile also remembers that his skipper
had the adeptness to relate to his players, “Yeah, Jack
was a good guy. Jack Paepke was a good person and
he was fun to play with. He would joke with you, and
tell you a lot of things, and help you out.”67

The Waco club was also a close-knit group. Al-
though they were the youngest team in the league,
averaging 23 years of age, they played cohesively. “But
it was just a great bunch of guys. You never heard a
cross word from any of them you know…Normally on
a ball club there is a lot of squawking you know, but
that year they didn’t have it. They were a great bunch
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of guys and there will never be a team like that again,”
remembered Taylor.

There was probably not a player on the Pirates who
better typified Taylor’s description of his teammates
than Jack Falls. Always sporting a smile, and friendly
with his teammates, he led the club by example both
on and off the field. Danny Foyet played with Falls in
Gastonia, South Carolina in 1960.68 He described his
teammate and coach: “He was like a big brother to us.
He would do anything to help.” Foyet remembered
that when his spikes wore out early in the season, and
he didn’t have money to buy a new pair, Falls not only
gave Foyet a pair of his own spikes but also his per-
sonal glove.69 Although he did not receive the national
attention that his teammate Mejias did, Falls’s 1954
season ranks up there with his counterpart.

Propelled by the success of his consecutive game
hitting streak, Ramon Mejias (soon to be Roman)
made the jump to the big leagues the next season in
1955. Mejias was even named the Pittsburgh Pirates
opening day starting right fielder in front of Roberto
Clemente, although he would not hold his starting 
position long.70 Always well-liked by his teammates,
Mejias went on to a nine-year major league career, 
including stops with Houston and Boston. His best
season came in 1962 with the Colt .45s for whom he
played in 146 games, hit .286, stroked 24 home runs,
and drove in 76 runs.

Mejias was one of a trio of players from the “Baby
Bucs” who made the climb to the majors. Both Al
Grunwald and Freddie Waters also made the leap. The
Grunwald experiment worked: he made it to the big
leagues as a pitcher in 1955 although his stay was
brief. Grunwald appeared in three games for Pitts-
burgh, hurling 72⁄3 innings with a 4.70 ERA. Grunwald
returned to the minors, but came back in 1959 with
the Kansas City Athletics for six more games. Fred 
Waters appeared in two games in 1955 and returned in
1956 to the Bucs, appearing in 23 games with an 
impressive 2.82 ERA.

Jack Falls, despite his extraordinary season, did not
see his major league dream come to fruition. Falls had
a brief look at Class-AA New Orleans in 1956 before
being assigned to Class-A Lincoln, where he hit .262 in
131 games. He played through various towns in the
minor leagues, including a stop in his hometown 
Gastonia in 1959 and 1960. He finally hung up his
spikes in 1961.71

Sixty years have passed since the glorious season
championship of 1954. The Pirates played out their
agreement with Waco through 1956. It would prove to
be the last year that the city of Waco would host 

professional baseball. In 1957 the Big State League
died a victim of declining interest in minor league
baseball. However, the feats of the 1954 Waco Pirates
have not diminished. To this day locals recall that mag-
ical season and the Mejias batting streak. Paepke said
it best when he wrote, “It was a great year with a
bunch of young players. We all wanted to win, so we
did…I was really proud of all my players.”72 �
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Giving Up the Stars and 
Reaching for the Moon

The Rookie Debut of Wally Moon

Mark Randall

SPECIAL SEASONS

Opening Day, April 13, 1954, should have been
one of the best days of Wally Moon’s life. In-
stead, it was turning out to be one of his worst.1

The heavy-browed, lean-jawed, 24-year-old rookie from
Bay, Arkansas, was the starting center fielder for the St.
Louis Cardinals. But as he came to bat for the first time
in the big leagues, Moon was greeted by a harsh chorus
of boos from the hometown fans and chants of “We
want Eno! We want Eno!” from “seemingly every cor-
ner of the park.”2 Moon had to fill the shoes of longtime
Cardinals great Enos Slaughter, who had been traded to
the Yankees two days before the start of the season. The
trade shocked the city, and disgruntled fans let the 
Cardinals management and the newcomer know they
weren’t too happy. As a young boy growing up in
Arkansas, Moon had rooted for the Cardinals and
signed with the team in 1950 because of his admiration
of Slaughter. Now, he was replacing his favorite player.
“I guess there would have been catcalls at anybody 
who was to take the place of an old favorite like Enos,”
Moon said.3

Moon wasn’t even on the roster when the Cardi-
nals started spring training.4 The trade put “team
manager Eddie Stanky, who had advocated the trade,”
on the spot, but the spotlight glared with even harsher
intensity on Moon.5 “All of a sudden they told me that
I was going to be on the St. Louis Cardinals roster and
I’m going to open in center field Tuesday,” Moon 
recalled. “This was on a Sunday. I’m shocked, but I’m
excited.”6 Moon was given a cool reception the next
day during the team parade through downtown 
St. Louis. All along the parade route, fans carried signs
expressing their disapproval of the trade and shouted
at the rookie. Riding in an open convertible, Moon
couldn’t help but hear the calls directed his way.
“Everyone along that parade route was yelling ‘We
want Slaughter! We want Slaughter,’” Moon recalled.
“There was a huge picture on the front page of the
newspapers with Slaughter weeping in a towel. He had
been there seventeen years and was an icon and a
great player. I loved him as a young man listening to
him on the radio. So to replace a legend like that, there

was a lot of controversy, a lot of upset people. So I
made that parade route through downtown and was
not well received.”7

Moon, however, showed the fans that he belonged
in the lineup. The rookie outfielder stepped into
Slaughter’s shoes, smashing a home run in his first at
bat as a major leaguer. After outfielder Rip Repulski
flied out to first for the first out of the inning, Moon
connected on a 2–0 pitch from the Chicago Cubs’ Paul
Minner. The ball went over the roof of the right-field
pavilion in Sportsman’s Park, onto Grand Avenue.
Only one other Cardinal had debuted with a home run,
left-handed hitter Eddie Morgan, who hit one off Lon
Warneke of the Cubs in the 1936 home opener. By the
time Moon got to second base, the boos had changed
to roars of applause. “It was a huge, magnificent home
run for me,” Moon wrote in his 2011 autobiography,
Moon Shots. “And it took a lot of pressure off.”8 Moon
became a hitting sensation from that point on and
helped take away some of the sting of losing Slaugh-
ter. Moon batted .304 on the season (12th best in the
league), banged out 193 hits, clubbed 12 home runs,
scored 106 runs (sixth best in the league), led the Car-
dinals with 18 stolen bases, and was named NL Rookie
of the Year. Slaughter, by contrast, started in only 22
games in the outfield and batted only .248 in a limited
role for the New York Yankees. He missed over a
month of the season after crashing into the outfield
wall at Yankee Stadium, fracturing his wrist in three
places and was traded the next season to the Kansas
City Athletics. (The “Old War Horse” then rebounded
to hit .322 for Kansas City and was reacquired by the
Yankees for the waiver price on August 25, 1956. Al-
though he was used sparingly over the next four
seasons, Slaughter would go on to help the Yankees to
win three straight pennants and two World Series 
between 1956 and 1958.)

Wally Moon almost didn't get his chance. By the
time he arrived in the major leagues in 1954, Moon had
already earned both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree
from Texas A&M. After four years in the minors and
with a newborn child at home, Moon had determined



that if he did not make the Cardinals
roster in 1954, he would give up base-
ball and go back to teaching. He had
thrived in 1953 under manager Harry
Walker with the Cardinals’ Triple-A
team in Rochester. Walker was a 
former National League batting cham-
pion whose ten-year career in the
majors was spent mostly in the Car-
dinals outfield, alongside Slaughter
and Stan Musial. Walker was being
groomed as a big league manager.
Moon matured offensively as a Red
Wing, batting .307 with 12 home runs
and 61 runs batted in. “The baseball
gods were smiling on me when they
brought Harry Walker into my life,”
Moon recalled.9

Impressed by his performance at Rochester, the
Cardinals  suggested he continue to hone his skills in
winter ball. Excited about the possibility, Moon, with
his wife and infant son in tow, headed to Maracaibo
where he was assigned to Pastora de Occidente in the
Venezuela League. The team went on to win the
Venezuela League championship and would represent
the country in the Caribbean World Series in San Juan,
Puerto Rico. The Venezuela club wired the Cardinals
to ask if Moon could remain and got permission for
him to stay with the team for the World Series. Moon
was scheduled to report to the Cardinals minor league
camp in DeLand and because of the tournament would
be late reporting to spring camp. When the Caribbean
World Series was over, Moon wired the Cardinals for
instructions. General Manager Dick Meyer gave Moon
the option of reporting to either the club’s minor
league base in DeLand or St. Petersburg, where the 
big league club was working out, whichever worked
out best for him.10 Moon talked it over with his wife
and reached a critical decision. “Just two months in
Rochester and the winter in Venezuela made me real-
ize that I was no longer willing to keep dragging my
wife and child with me in pursuit of my baseball
dream,” Moon wrote in his autobiography. “I believed
I had the talent and I wanted the big club to take a
look at me and make a decision. I needed an answer
one way or the other.”11 Moon took Dick Meyer at his
word and decided to head to the Cardinals’ big league
camp in St. Petersburg.

The Cardinals held spring training in two stages in
those days. They had an early camp about 20 miles
from Daytona Beach at DeLand, Florida, for rookies
and players they wanted to look at. Then, after two

weeks, the team moved to St. Petersburg to start reg-
ular spring training. Because of the Caribbean World
Series, Moon recalled that "there were only a few days
left in the rookie camp and I knew that manager Eddie
Stanky already had left camp and wouldn’t even see
me.”12 After checking his wife in at the Cardinals head-
quarters at the Bainbridge Hotel in St. Pete, Moon
walked the half dozen blocks to Al Lang Field where
the team worked out and introduced himself to the
manager. Stanky was angry. “You were supposed to
report to Daytona,” Stanky said. “You weren’t sup-
posed to report here.” Moon explained the choice he
had been given and told Stanky, “Yeah, but you’re
here. They’ve seen me play. They know what I can do.
I want you to see me.” Stanky growled a bit, but liked
his spirit and told Moon that he could hang around
and work out with the Cardinals until they straight-
ened the situation out.13

It was a daring move for the young rookie. “I
showed up in St. Petersburg and said to the Cardinals,
‘You promised me a shot. I want to find out if I can
play in the big leagues. And I’m not going to sign a
minor league contract and go back to Triple-A base-
ball,” Moon recalled in a 2011 radio interview.14 Stanky
asked if Moon had his equipment and said Moon
might as well work out since he was there. Two left-
handed pitchers, Al Brazle and Royce Lint, were
throwing batting practice that day. Moon filled the
park with line drives. “I found my groove quickly and
I sent frozen ropes to right, center, and left fields,”
Moon recalled.15 Stanky called Moon out of the out-
field early during that first morning’s workout and sent
him to get outfitted with a spring uniform with the
number 20. “He made an impression on all con-
cerned,” Stanky said.16
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A gutsy decision on the
part of Wally Moon helped
him land a job in the major
leagues and led to the
trade of Enos Slaughter.
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Moon’s timing was perfect; the team was looking
to unload its aging star in Slaughter.17 The Cardinals
had finished in a tie for third place in 1953—22 games
behind the Dodgers—and new club president “Gussie”
Busch wanted to build a winner. Anheuser-Busch had
bought the team from Fred Saigh, who had become an
embarrassment to baseball after he had run afoul of
the Internal Revenue Service during the 1952 season.
Saigh was hit with a fine and given a fifteen-month jail
sentence.18 Busch set out on a long-range program of
building the team from the ground up. “The Cardinals
are trying to build a young ball club,” Busch said.19

Stanky knew the Cardinals had to be reshaped and
that Slaughter had to be replaced if the team was going
to be competitive. But until his replacement was
found, the club had hoped he had one more good 
season left in him.20

Slaughter had no idea his days with the Cardinals
were about to end. On December 28, Busch signed a
contract with Slaughter for the 1954 season. “After the
signing he said to me, ‘You’re a credit to the game, and
you’ll always be with me,’” Slaughter wrote in his 
autobiography.21 But going into spring training, Slaugh-
ter was about to turn thirty-eight and the “old man”
talk was already starting. He had been synonymous
with the Cardinals for sixteen years in a career marked
by brilliant fielding, clutch hitting, and a reputation for
hustle. Slaughter, whose lifetime batting average with
St. Louis was .305, was the last member of the color-
ful Gas House Gang. He had played against the Yankees
in the 1942 World Series and also in 1946 when he hit
.320 in the seven games against the Red Sox and
scored that Series’ most storied run. He had played
well in 1953, appearing in 143 games and hitting .291
while driving in 89 runs. Slaughter was excited about
the Cardinals’ chances against the Dodgers. Busch had
not only bought and renovated Sportsman’s Park, but
spent more than $300,000 in money and traded play-
ers for three minor leaguers.22 And during spring
training, the club gave $75,000 and two minor leaguers
to the Yankees for 35-year-old powerhouse right-
handed pitcher Vic Raschi. Slaughter saw the trade for
Raschi as a big plus, “But I wasn’t aware that the other
shoe was about to drop.”23

Slaughter faced competition in the outfield that
year in spring training from Joe Frazier, a journeyman
who had played in nine games with Cleveland in 1947
and had hit .332 at Oklahoma City, and from Moon,
who had hit .307 at Rochester. Slaughter was con-
scious of the situation, but everyone expected that he
would play his usual 140 or 150 games. “Even though
both of these outfield prospects displayed potential for

power, I wasn’t bothered by the situation,” Slaughter
wrote.24 He stopped at Moon’s locker one day and told
the young rookie, “Don’t worry. You’re not going to
get my job.”25

Meanwhile, Moon drove himself hard. “I gambled
on everything,” Moon told Sports Illustrated in 1957.
“If I hit a single, I’d go for two. If I had two, I’d go for
three. I tried to catch everything I had the slightest
chance for in the outfield. I ran every place. Boy, was
I tired that spring. I’d get home after practice and I’d
fall asleep on the couch. Bettye would wake me up for
supper and we’d eat, and I’d fall asleep again. That’s
the way it went all spring.”26 Moon went all 45 days of
spring training without a contract of any kind. The
Cardinals wouldn’t give him a major league contract,
and he wouldn’t sign a Triple-A contract. Fortunately,
he was in great shape from having played winter 
ball and was playing well. “I know I was making an
impression on Eddie Stanky and his staff,” Moon 
reflected.27 Stanky said little to Moon, but continued to
insert him into the lineup on a regular basis. 

Moon took it as a good sign when he earned a spot
on the travel squad which was heading to Los Ange-
les for a weekend series against the Chicago Cubs. “I
viewed my presence as a sign the team was beginning
to like what it was seeing from me,” Moon wrote.28 As
it turned out, Stanky had seen enough. “We’ve got at
least an outside chance to win the pennant,” Stanky
told reporters. “So if I think Moon can help us more
than another outfielder, he’ll stick as one of our 25
players. In other words, I’m not going to worry about
whether he’d be better off playing regularly in the 
minors than infrequently with us. If he can help, he’ll
stay.”29 When the team broke camp for its trek north to
St. Louis, Moon was invited along for the ride, although
the final regular season roster had not yet been deter-
mined. A few more cuts would have to be made. Moon
still did not know whether he was destined to become
a St. Louis Cardinal. Moon approached Dick Meyer
about a contract but was told, “We’re not ready to
make a commitment yet.” Asked what he should do
with his wife and child, Meyer replied, “If I were you,
I’d send them home to her mother.”30

The Cardinals played a series of exhibition games
with the Chicago White Sox as both teams traveled
north. Stanky mostly kept Moon on the bench, using
him as a pinch runner or as a late-inning defensive
substitute for Slaughter. Moon didn’t know it at the
time, but as it turned out, the club was “parading
Slaughter on an abbreviated farewell tour during the
team’s excursion in cities and towns in Cardinal coun-
try.”31 In St. Louis for the team’s weekend pre-season
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series with the Browns, Slaughter doubled off Bob 
Turley for the game-winner. It turned out to be his last
hit as a Cardinal. Slaughter was not in the line-up 
for the Sunday game. In the eighth inning, with the
Cardinals down 8–1, Stanky informed Slaughter that
general manager Dick Meyer wanted to see him. As he
changed into street clothes, Slaughter had no idea it
would be his last time in a Cardinals uniform. He
strolled up to Meyer’s office “completely unprepared
for the news I was about to receive.”32

Meyer gave it to him straight. “Eno, all good things
must come to an end,” Meyer said. “We’ve traded you
to the New York Yankees.”33 Slaughter was shocked.
He had always thought he would retire in a Cardinals
uniform. Tears gushed from his eyes “like water from
a broken pipe.”34

“It cut my heart out,” Slaughter recalled. “I cried
like a baby. I couldn’t help it. I’d been a Cardinal since
1935, and I don’t think anybody who’s ever worn a
Cardinal uniform was ever more loyal to it than I was,
or put out as hard as I did, or gave as much.”35

Slaughter joined Meyer and Stanky for a press con-
ference where Meyer announced that Slaughter had
been traded for outfielder Bill Virdon, pitcher Mel
Wright, and Emil Tellinger. The Old Warhorse was
seated with his hands on his knees, nervously unfold-
ing his handkerchief. “This is the biggest shock of my
life,” Slaughter sobbed. “To think that I spent nearly all
of my life with this organization and then they trade
me after I’ve given them everything I got. I didn’t think
it would ever happen to me. I’m not through. And I’ll
say this—I’ll be around when a lot of the guys they
got now will be gone. But you can tell ’em in New York
that I’ll give 'em 100 percent just as I did in the Cardi-
nal organization.”36 Many baseball writers speculated
that the Slaughter trade was part of the February 23
deal in which the Yankees had sold Vic Raschi to 
St. Louis for $75,000, but Meyer and Stanky denied it.
Meyer said the Yankees expressed an interest in
Slaughter around the time of the Raschi deal but were
told he was unavailable until they saw how he would
perform in spring training. The deal developed quickly,
he said, after the Cardinals left Memphis on their
homeward-bound barnstorming trip. 

Stanky said the trade had been made to make room
for Moon in the outfield. The 24-year-old Moon had
been impressive in spring training and Stanky felt he
was ready for major league ball. He also did not be-
lieve the 38-year-old Slaughter could adapt to a reserve
role. “A player like Slaughter just can’t stand sitting
on a bench,” Stanky told the press.37 Stanky also
pointed out that the club had other rookie outfielders

like Joe Frazier and Tom Burgess and “if I had Enos
sitting around I know I wouldn’t use them.”38 Meyer
and Busch admitted the trade was a gamble, but said
they felt it was a sound organizational move because
of the opportunity to give the younger Moon a chance
to play. “We realize this is a difficult thing from a 
public relation viewpoint,” Meyer said. “But we’ve got
a continuing obligation to have a top contender. 
We can’t buy a pennant. We have to build a cycle to
develop stars. We don’t think we’ve imperiled our
chances. But we realize we are taking a risk.” Busch,
in a prepared statement, added, “The Cardinals are
building a young ball club. We are looking for an or-
ganization that will give us strong teams and pennant
winners for years to come and we must look to the 
future. We have several very promising young out-
fielders with the Cardinals and in our system. They are
knocking on the door of the Cardinals right now and
we have to make a place for them.”39

Stanky predicted that if Moon lived up to his poten-
tial, he would soon make the fans forget about Slaughter.
“Moon has some flaws like the rest of us,” Stanky said.
“But he is the best prospect I’ve seen here in three years
outside of [Rip] Repulski. If he hits or makes the great
plays, he’ll have his own following too.”40

Meanwhile news of the trade had not yet filtered
down to the players. Moon had taken his time leaving
the field after the final exhibition game, fearing it might
be his last time wearing a baseball uniform. As he sat
in the clubhouse at Sportsman’s Park, he slowly un-
dressed and clung tightly to his No. 20 Cardinals jersey
before finally tossing it in a pile of soiled uniforms. He
had come so close. He had played hard in spring train-
ing and played well, but none of the signs looked good.
He had received less and less playing time as the season
opener drew close. “With the regular season opener just
two days away, all I’d gotten from team management
regarding my future with the club was a half-hearted
‘we’ll see,’” Moon recalled.41

Then one of the locker room attendants came up to
him and told him, “Stanky wants to see you.” A few
teammates looked at him as he got up to walk to the
manager’s office. He felt like “a dead man walking to
his baseball doom.”42 Moon was sure the manager was
going to tell him that he didn’t make the team. Moon
and his wife had already discussed the options if the
Cardinals chose to send him back to the minor
leagues. He had a wife and a young son to support
which was difficult on a minor league salary of only
$300 a month. But with a college diploma and a mas-
ter’s degree, they were prepared to return to Arkansas
where he could teach and coach. “Bettye was in full
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agreement,” Moon recalled. “If I didn’t make the 
Cardinals opening day roster I’d give up the dream and
devote myself full time to a career in education.”43

Fearing the worst, Moon closed his eyes, took a deep
breath, and walked into Stanky’s office. 

“Well,” Stanky said. “You’ve made the team.”
“Thanks Eddie,” Moon replied. “I won’t let you
down.”44 Stanky had one more bit of news. Not only
had he made the team, the club had traded Enos
Slaughter and he would be taking his place in right
field. “That’s it,” Stanky said. “Congratulations.” Walk-
ing back to the locker room Moon was congratulated
by several of his teammates. But there was a somber
silence that hung in the atmosphere as the club 
digested the news that Slaughter had been traded.

One veteran quipped, “It looks like the manager is
giving up the stars and reaching for the moon.”45 Stan
Musial saw Slaughter in the parking lot and the two
men looked at each other and cried. “We had spent a lot
of years together in the heart of the Cardinals lineup
and it was really sad for both of us to know that 
our one-two punch had been broken up,” Slaughter 
recalled.46

Cardinals fans were used to management trading
away good players. General Managers Dick Meyer, Frank
“Trader” Lane, and Bing Devine were forever trying to
pull off the one deal they thought would make a differ-
ence. But as Cardinal historian Bob Rains wrote,

“Unfortunately, at least until the end of the decade, 
almost every deal the Cardinals had attempted turned
out to be a mistake.”47 In 1951, the Cardinals traded Joe
Garagiola, Howie Pollet, and Ted Wilks and two other
players to Pittsburgh for Wally Westlake and Cliff Cham-
bers. The trade backfired as Garagiola had several good
seasons for the Pirates, while neither Westlake nor
Chambers turned out to be effective for the Cardinals.48

But the trade that produced the biggest fan reaction was
Slaughter's. Furious callers flooded the Cardinals’
switchboard, many threatening to cancel their season
tickets. Some cried as much as Slaughter. Busch had to
take the phone off the hook at his Grant’s Farm estate.49

Stanky also had to endure the barbs. “I’ve been a
so-and-so before and I guess I am a bigger so-and-so
now,” Stanky said. “But I can take it.”50 Fan reaction
was overwhelmingly negative. “I’m surprised and I def-
initely think it will hurt the Cardinals,” said a bartender.
“I think it is a very good move for the Yankees.” A sales-
man said the club was “crazy.” One taxi driver called
the Cardinals “stupid” and another said “that’s a dirty
deal.” The second cab driver went further: “Since they
got rid of Slaughter they just might as well get rid of
Stan Musial and the rest of the good hitters and give up
baseball.” One of the briefest comments came from a
cashier who said, “It’s lousy.”51 Bob Burnes, a columnist
for the Globe-Democrat, wrote that while the Cardinals
could find reasons to justify the trade, none of them
would satisfy the fans. “Enos Slaughter was more than
a ballplayer, as any Cardinals fan could tell you,”
Burnes wrote. “He was an institution—not only among
the fans, but among the players as well. Enos was the
ballplayer's ballplayer—he played the game the way it
should be played.”52

The day after the trade, Moon made his first official
appearance as a Cardinal, in the aforementioned 
parade, during which the fans expressed their displeas-
ure.53 “As the motorcade revved to a start, it was now
official before God and thousands of Cardinals fans. I
was the player designated to fill the spiked shoes of the
legendary Enos Slaughter,” Moon recalled.54

During the Cardinals’ final pre-season workout
Moon seemed “nervous, even a bit embarrassed as he
vigorously chewed gum during an interview at the bat-
ting cage.55 Moon told reporters that although he'd had
offers from sixteen major league clubs—several for the
$6,000 that would have made him a Bonus Baby—he
chose to sign with the Cardinals “because they were
my favorite team and Slaughter my favorite player. I
admired the way he hustled and how hard he played.”
When asked about the mental pressure of replacing a
popular player like Slaughter, Moon replied: “It’s an
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Enos Slaughter had no idea that as he played preseason exhibitions
against the Browns, it would be the last time he would wear the
Cardinals uniform.
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honor to replace a player like Slaughter. Yes, I was 
surprised—surprised that he was traded and surprised
I got the chance—but I’m happy. No, I don’t think I’ll
be nervous in the game.”56

It wasn’t until Monday, the day before Opening Day
that Moon was called into the front office. “I guess you
better sign a contract,” he was told. “I guess so,” Moon
agreed. “I would have signed anything after all those
weeks.”57 Things weren’t any better the next day for
Moon as the Cardinals opened the season against the
Chicago Cubs. With a crowd of 17,027 on hand, it was
the first afternoon opening game at home for the Car-
dinals since 1950. Prior to the game as he took batting
practice or warmed up on the field, Moon could hear
the hecklers in the stands. “For many in attendance that
day I was already the team villain, and I hadn’t said or
done a thing.”58 Moon was scheduled to hit second in
the lineup that day. Minner was a 6-foot-5 lefty. As
Moon knelt in the on-deck circle he felt like the most 
despised player in baseball. But, he said over and over
to himself, “‘You can’t let this bother you. This is what
you’ve been waiting for. This is the one chance you
have been asking for.’ I pep-talked myself.”59

As soon as Moon stepped into the batter’s box,
chants of “We want Eno! We want Eno!” echoed
throughout the ballpark. Minner’s first pitch, a curve-
ball, missed the outside of the plate for ball one. His
second pitch, an off-speed pitch, came in for ball two.
“Take the bat off your shoulder,” Moon heard someone
shout.60 With a 2–0 count, Moon expected the fastball
and he sent it over the roof of the right field pavilion
to give the Cardinals a 1–0 lead. The chorus of boos
quickly turned into cheers. “It’s still my biggest thrill
in baseball,” Moon recalled. “All I remember about the
homer is coming back to the bench after I hit it and
seeing Gussie Busch in his box near the dugout, jump-
ing up and down.”61 The game was also notable
because it marked the debut of twenty-three year-old
first baseman Tom Alston, who was the Cardinals’ first
black player.62 The Cubs got 16 hits however, and won
the game 13–4. It was the Cardinals’ worst home
opener in years. But as Moon recalled, it wasn’t a com-
plete loss for him because, when he didn't wilt under
the pressure, “from that afternoon forward St. Louis
fans held me in much higher esteem.”63

As previously mentioned, Moon became only the
second Cardinal to hit a home run on his first major
league trip to the plate. Eddie Morgan accomplished
the feat on April 14, 1936, in the season opener against
the Cubs at Sportsman’s Park in St. Louis.64

Moon continued to hit the ball well the rest of the
season and did his best to make St. Louis fans forget

Enos Slaughter. On April 23, Moon collected five hits
in a 7–5 loss in 11 innings at home to the Milwaukee
Braves, in a game that saw Hank Aaron hit his first
major league home run. Moon had another five-hit
performance against Pittsburgh on May 12. On May
25, Moon stole four bases against the Cubs, coming
within one of what was then believed in the press to
be the National League record of five. (The actual NL
record was seven, albeit with a different definition of
stolen base. Under the definition in effect in 1954, 
the record was actually four.) By midseason Moon’s
batting average was hovering around .325 and sports-
writers were already talking about him as a sure
candidate for Rookie of the Year. 

Musial was impressed: “I’ve never seen a rookie
who is less concerned when he has two strikes on him.
He always knows he had a third coming.”65 Stanky
added that “he controls the strike zone better than any
first year player I’ve ever seen. He’s as familiar with that
strike zone as he is with the palm of his hand.”66 Moon
hit well over .300 most of his rookie season and was in
the thick of the race for the NL batting championship,
but fell into a slump during the final two months of the
season that dropped his average some 35 points. He hit
only .239 in August and .227 for the month of Septem-
ber. “One reason is that I wasn’t beating out those
infield hits,” Moon said. “I had played in winter ball
and I was tiring badly at the end of the season.”67 Moon
still finished with a .304 average and ended the year the
same way he started it—with a home run. In the 11th
inning of a game in Milwaukee, Moon belted a pitch
from Ernie Johnson 400 feet into the center-field
bullpen for a two-run home run, handing the Cardinals
a 2–0 win over the Braves. 

Despite topping the league in just about every 
offensive category, the Cardinals finished 72–82, sixth 
in the league. But as Time pointed out in its August 23,
1954, edition, the good news for the Cardinals was that
Wally Moon had made the grade. “He is filling in so well
for Slaughter that the fans have almost forgiven the 
Cardinal management for selling Old Enos to the Yan-
kees. Unless he suddenly picks up the habit of catching
fly balls on his head, Wallace Wade Moon is a sure bet
to be selected National League Rookie of the Year.”68

Moon got 17 of 24 votes from a committee of sports-
writers, beating out future Hall of Famers Ernie Banks
and Hank Aaron for Rookie of the Year honors in the
National League. The writers noted that Moon did a
“whale of a job all year,” collecting 193 hits, scoring 106
runs, and batting a respectable .304. “The lean, serious-
minded outfielder with a masters degree from Texas
A&M proved a triple threat man with the Cardinals. 
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Besides his outstanding hitting and fielding, he also
proved adept on the bases, stealing 18 sacks.”69 For
Moon, it was a dream come true. “All of my life I knew
I would make it someday,” Moon said. “I had faith in
myself. But I never would have foreseen it happening
the way it did.”70 

Moon followed his sensational rookie year with four
more productive seasons for the Cardinals, batting .295
with 19 home runs and 76 RBIs in 1955, .298 with 16
home runs and 68 RBIs in 1956, and .295 with 24 home
runs and 73 RBIs in 1957, but slumped in 1958, playing
in only 108 games and batting only .238 with 7 home
runs and 38 RBIs—all career lows. He had injured his
left elbow in May when he leaped for a fly ball off the
bat of San Francisco’s Orlando Cepeda and collided with
the unpadded concrete wall in left-center field, and then
with teammate Joe Cunningham, who fell on top of him. 

After his disappointing 1958, the Cardinals traded
Moon, along with pitcher Phil Paine, to the Dodgers
for outfielder Gino Cimoli. The right-handed hitting
Cimoli wasn’t much better that year. Cimoli’s batting
average had dropped from .293 in 1957 to .246 in 109
games and he was in and out of the lineup all year
long. Moon was upset and bitter about the news. Not
only did he hear about the trade first from the Dodgers,
but his pride was hurt when he found out it wasn’t a
straight-up trade. “The trade rocked me to the core,”
Moon wrote in his autobiography. “My employer, my
favorite team since childhood, had given up on me for
someone I considered a lesser talent.”71

“The Dodgers made a helluva deal,” Moon told
Dodgers GM Buzzie Bavasi. “A lot better one than the
Cardinals made.”72 The Cardinals, however, felt they
were getting a defensive upgrade from Moon and that
Cimoli’s “ability to hit to right center will be useful at
Busch Stadium.”73 Cards manager Solly Hemus told 
reporters that while Cimoli probably wasn’t the .293 hit-
ter of 1957, he was better than the .246 batter of 1958.74

Cimoli was “an excellent outfielder with an outstanding
throwing arm.” Sportswriter Bob Broeg wrote that “we
wish Wally well, but a reporter who travels with the
Redbirds these last several seasons would not be hypo-
critical if he didn’t acknowledge disappointment in the
athlete from Texas.”75 Broeg continued, “Even though
he fell off to .238 last season, Moon is basically a good
hitter, a man of power at the plate when he connects,
but he disappointed consistently afield, both fly chasing
and throwing. He seemed so satisfied with his inade-
quacies that his lean and hungry look appears merely
an unfortunate illusion.” Dodgers Vice-President Fresco
Thompson saw it differently, commenting, “Moon’s got
80 percent ability and gives you 100 percent. Cimoli’s

got 90 percent ability and gives 75. In the end, we’re
ahead with Moon.”76

Thompson was right: Moon would turn out to be 
a great pickup by the Dodgers. He rebounded to hit
.302 with 19 home runs and became a fan favorite by
hitting “Moon shots” over the Coliseum’s left field
screen. He was a critical part of the Dodgers’ 1959
World Series championship team. He was initially con-
cerned about playing in the Dodgers' temporary
home—the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum where the
right field foul pole was 440 feet away and where fly
balls went to die. He had little success there in 1958,
going 2-for-22. But thanks to advice from former team-
mate Stan Musial, Moon learned how hit the ball the
opposite way over the 42-foot-high left field fence,
which was only 251 feet away. “He set me down and
told me I could use that screen to my advantage,”
Moon recalled. “I was just going to have to put more
emphasis on hitting to left. I knew pitchers in the 
Coliseum threw inside to left-handed hitters hoping to
get them to hit to right or center where they couldn’t
get the ball out very often. What I did was get my
hands inside of the ball, leading the bat through and
extending it for power. I tried to hit the bottom half of
the ball to produce high fly balls.”77

Of the 19 home runs Moon hit that year, 14 were at
the Coliseum and nine of them were over the screen.
At one point, Moon hit safely in 17 straight games 
and showed some of the old spark and daring on 
the basepaths, stealing 15 bases. “He is just the type of
player we thought we were getting,” Bavasi said.78

Moon was named to play in both All-Star Games and
finished fourth in the National League’s Most Valuable
Player balloting. The Los Angeles writers voted Moon
the Most Valuable Player of the 1959 World Champion
Dodgers, and he finished second in the Associated Press
Comeback Player of the Year to Philadelphia’s Gene
Conley. Moon was also the choice of United Press In-
ternational for the No. 1 Comeback Player of the Year in
the National League. “Certainly in a year in which so
many Dodgers stood out at various stages of the cam-
paign, Moon must be singled out,” Bavasi said. “No
player was more consistent throughout the campaign
and no one man was more a team player than Wally.”79

Although he would go on to be a part of three World
Series winning teams, Moon always considered that first
storybook home run to be the greatest thrill of his base-
ball career. Speaking to the Craighead County Historical
Society in 2012, Moon reflected, “Everyone from North-
east Arkansas dreamed of playing for the Cardinals. And
there I was in the lineup and hitting a home run. It is
hard to beat anything like that.”80 �
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A Season-Ending Doubleheader and its 
Impact on the 1966 World Series

David E. Skelton

SPECIAL SEASONS

Seldom are the occasions when a team emerges
as back-to-back champions in the National
League. Rarer still when that team’s manager

could call upon a well-heeled mound corps that 
includes three future Hall of Famers. 

These were the well-earned privileges of Walter 
Alston as his Los Angeles Dodgers entered as 8–5 
favorites against the Baltimore Orioles in the 1966
World Series. Yet despite these advantages, the events
of October 2, 1966, would cause Alston to enter Game
One without the immediate services of reigning Cy
Young Award winner Sandy Koufax. Did this setback
affect the outcome of the Series? If the lefty described
by Jackie Robinson as “the greatest pitcher in the 
history of baseball”1 had started the first match, would
it have magically transformed a Dodgers team that set
numerous records for offensive futility? 

Though Koufax’s presence in Game One may have
altered the eventual outcome—ensuring a second start
that, at a minimum, might have avoided a four game
sweep—the purpose herein is not to dwell on the
counterfactual Dodgers championship. The narrative
instead seeks to chronicle the waning days of the 1966
season that eventually tied Alston’s hands, including
the event-filled season-ending doubleheader in Phila-
delphia three days before the start of the World Series.
Connie Mack Stadium’s twin-bill witnessed three Hall
of Fame pitchers in starting roles, a fourth hurler be-
coming the Phillies’ first 20-game winner in more than
a decade, and a peculiar ongoing dominance over one
of the future Hall inductees. The nail-biting finish was
the pinnacle of the long-fought three-team National
League pennant race.

“IT DOESN’T LOOK AS THOUGH ANYONE WANTS TO WIN IT.”2

The frustration was expressed by Alston as his team
was concluding August with a pedestrian 15 wins in
30 contests. He found solace in the knowledge that his
closest competitors—the San Francisco Giants and
Pittsburgh Pirates—were struggling similarly across
the 162-game campaign. Solidly built around speed,
fielding, and superb pitching, the Dodgers limped into

September with righty stalwart Don Drysdale sporting
a record of 9 –15. Seeking to describe his struggles,
Drysdale alluded to his prominent role in a popular tel-
evision ad when stating, “The way I’ve been pitching
I couldn’t get a commercial stitching baseballs. Maybe
I could work up a show on how to unstitch them. 
I’ve had a few unstitched on me this season.”3 For his
part, general manager Buzzie Bavasi cited an out-of-
condition Drysdale for these struggles. He bitterly
recalled the much-chronicled Koufax-Drysdale pre-
season holdout, and rumors emerged that Bavasi was
dangling the righty on the trade block.4,5

But the team’s malaise could hardly be laid solely
on the doorstep of one hurler. Despite a slow start to
the season, Drysdale had strung together 17 consecu-
tive outings with a 3.25 ERA (league average: 3.61). In
that stretch of 17 starts, which ended on August 31, he
garnered a scant five wins. The world champions were
often plagued by an anemic offense. Among the 
bottom-feeders in runs scored 1964–66, they would 
become the first pennant winner from either league to
be shut out 17 times (a dubious feat matched only by
the 2005 Houston Astros). As the Dodgers entered 
September trailing the pace-setting duo of the Pirates
and Giants by three games, the ongoing struggles
hardly appeared conducive to a repeat championship.
A September surge from outfielders Lou Johnson
(.308) and Ron Fairly (.397)—neither of whom threat-
ened memories of Murderers Row—helped propel the
Dodgers toward a Series berth. But they were assisted
mightily by the struggles of their closest competitors. 

“IF YOU BLOW THE PENNANT, [IT] WILL BE A COLLECTOR’S ITEM.”6

A quotation delivered in late-August by a New York
sportswriter to Pittsburgh manager Harry Walker, the
“it” was a picture of Pirate players adorned in oddball
hats sporting the relaxed atmosphere of a team seem-
ingly destined for postseason play. The Pirates had
recently (August 26) rewarded their sophomore skip-
per with a new one-year contract. At approximately
the same time the team’s traveling secretary was busy
booking hotel reservations in Baltimore in anticipation



of a Fall Classic against the Orioles, while former 
manager Danny Murtaugh began scouting the Birds.
A team makeup nearly the complete opposite of the
defending champions, the Pirates vaulted into con-
tention primarily from offensive heft. Aamong the
league leaders in runs scored, they managed this feat
with a major-league leading .279 average. Having
seized a stake in first place through 40 percent of the
season, the Pirates never built more than a two-game
lead over their fiercest competitor, the Giants. But their
sizzling start would yield to a 32–30 finish that
doomed their pennant pursuits.

The team’s shortcomings were plentiful. Though
they showed themselves quite capable of beating up on
less-talented clubs, possessing a .722 winning average
over the second-division trio of the Houston Astros,
Chicago Cubs, and New York Mets, they fared less well
(53–55) against the rest of the league. This trend was
mirrored by slugger Willie Stargell who feasted on the
bottom-dwelling trio (.392, 20 homers) but struggled
against the Dodgers and Giants (.259, two homers). As
second half losses mounted, the manner in which 
defeat presented itself became ever more striking. For
example, on August 17 lefty ace Bob Veale (who yielded
18 homers in 1966, 13 more than the preceding year)
was staked to a 7–1 lead over New York when he sur-
rendered the Mets’ first franchise pinch grand slam,7 a
blow that contributed to an eventual 8–7 Pirate loss.
The next day third baseman Jose Pagan committed four
errors—three in one inning—that only added to the en-
during losses. Rotation members Veale, Woodie Fryman,
and Steve Blass combined for a 14–18 record after July

9, prompting the team to pursue a desperate search for
additional hurlers—inquiring of the California Angels
and Washington Senators for veterans Jack Sanford and
Mike McCormick, respectively.8,9 The offense was crip-
pled when a knee injury limited Stargell to two plate
appearances in the final six games. Further insult was
inflicted when Phillies ace Jim Bunning earned his first
relief win in nine years in a victory over the Pirates on
September 26.

The death knell arrived October 1 when the Pirates
were swept by the Giants in a doubleheader at home,
putting the final touch on the second-half collapse. Un-
known is whether the picture of the players sporting
oddball hats was preserved.

UNEARNED RUNS ALLOWED: 95
Though no quotation exists to encapsulate the Giants’
ill-fated campaign, the above number says it all. Only
the Astros exceeded the error total of the Giants’
porous defense, which haunted the team by season’s
end. Seemingly poised to overcome this deficit with
the combined best features of the Dodgers (two superb
front line pitchers) and Pirates (ferocious hitting) the
Giants were considered preseason favorites with an
All-Star cast of future Hall of Famers Juan Marichal,
Gaylord Perry, Willie Mays, and Willie McCovey. But
the team’s glove play had a direct impact on at least 
10 of the team’s 68 losses, some of which were excru-
ciating. For example, an opportunity to place distance
between themselves and Los Angeles went awry as 
far back as May 17 when a throwing error in the 13th
inning led to a Dodgers victory, whereas three errors
on June 10 resulted in three unearned runs that pro-
vided an additional margin for a Koufax win. Lacking
the killer instincts of the Pirates, the Giants did not
fare nearly as well against the Mets and Cubs. Nursing
an early 2–1 lead over New York on July 21, a fourth-
inning error resulted in a rare five-run Mets explosion
and an eventual 14–3 loss. On September 9, after an
extended road trip in which they lost a stake in first
place, the Giants had an opportunity to make up
ground with a home series against the Cubs. Ten er-
rors—including five in the series opener—contributed
to three straight losses against the last-place team and
pushed the Giants further south in the standings (third
place). If the Giants had prevailed in any one of these
lead-gloved affairs, the World Series might have seen
a different National League contender, as a win would
have put them only a half-game out of first place. 

In the end, pitching also proved a liability despite
two 20-game winners, the first such franchise occur-
rence since the New York Giants in 1951. They made
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an attempt to bolster the rotation by acquiring former
20-game winner Ray Sadecki from the St. Louis Cardi-
nals nine days after the lefty hurler handcuffed the
Giants on April 29 with a five-hit, complete game vic-
tory. The acquisition came at a dear cost—Hall of
Famer Orlando Cepeda—while Sadecki would garner a
mere three wins in 26 appearances for the Giants. The
mound problems were further compounded when
Perry, 1966’s first 20-game winner in the majors, col-
lapsed to 1–6 in his final ten starts, mirroring the
team’s 6–11 crash that began August 24. The Giants
were forced to scramble with a six-game winning
streak at season’s end just to make things cozy. Hav-
ing disposed of the Pirates in Forbes Field on October
2—a dramatic extra-inning affair worthy of its own
chronicle, the winning run coming on a pinch-hit
homer by McCovey—the Giants waited in the Pitts-
burgh airport for a hopeful doubleheader sweep of the
Dodgers in Connie Mack Stadium. If the Phillies held
up their end of the bargain, the Giants would be forced
to play a make-up game washed out August 10 in
Cincinnati. A postponed win—not a sure bet after Reds
manager Dave Bristol chose to hold back two-time 
20-game winner Jim Maloney for just such an event—
would result in the second Giants-Dodgers playoff
pairing in four years. That series had evolved from a
late-season collapse of the 1962 Dodgers. In 1966, after
a lethargic August, there were no signs of a similar fall
from the boys in blue.

A Weather-Induced Doubleheader
W L GB

Los Angeles Dodgers 94 65 –
Pittsburgh Pirates 92 67 2
San Francisco Giants 90 68 3.5

When the Pirates were taking a final account of 
the concluded 1966 season, manager Harry Walker
pointed to a September 1 loss to the Dodgers “as the
turning point for his club. ‘The score was tied 1–1 [at
home] going into the ninth and we lost. We would
have been four games out in front, but we ended with
a two-game lead instead.’”10 (Note that although they
would have been four games ahead of the Dodgers,
they would only have been one game ahead of the Gi-
ants.) On that date, rookie Don Sutton had hurled an
inspiring nine innings of four-hit ball that helped ignite
a month-long surge for Los Angeles. Entering the 
season’s last weekend, the Dodgers had raced to a
20–8 mark—including a club-record four consecutive
shutouts—that pushed the team to the top of the
standings (see above). One win in the three-game 

series in Philadelphia guaranteed elimination of the
Giants and, at a minimum, a playoff series versus 
the Pirates. In the past Philadelphia had proven to be
of little challenge, having lost 10 of 15 to the Dodgers
that season. But on this weekend the Phillies suddenly
exhibited an Alamo-like stand.

Relishing the role of spoiler, Phillies manager Gene
Mauch took a page from Dave Bristol by ensuring that
his ace, Jim Bunning, would be on the mound for a
potentially decisive third game. To make it so, the
Phillies would have to win both of the preceding 
two games. In the first match lefty Chris Short, after
escaping a bases loaded first inning jam, handcuffed
the Dodgers to earn his 19th victory of the season. The
win placed focus on the next day, but weather would
play its own part in the developing drama.

Philadelphia struggled throughout September at-
tempting to complete its scheduled home games. In
1966 the region experienced its second wettest Septem-
ber—and wettest October—in 50 years and rain had
forced the club into a doubleheader against the Pirates
just three evenings earlier. October 1 would not be
spared when yet another deluge  set the stage for the
season-ending twin bill. Though precipitation afforded
Alston’s next starter an additional day’s rest, the selec-
tion itself was wrought with its own challenges.

OCTOBER 2, DOUBLEHEADER: GAME ONE
It was Drysdale’s turn in the rotation. A miserable sea-
son’s start flourished into a far more profitable 8–5,
2.51 mark in his preceding 20 starts that successfully
quieted the trade rumors. With sound reasoning, a vic-
tory from his star hurler would allow Alston to enter
the World Series with the lefty who made the Cy
Young Award a staple of his personal effects.

SKELTON: A Season-Ending Doubleheader and its Impact on the 1966 World Series
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To avoid a potential Dodgers-
Giants playoff series, Dodgers
manager Walter Alston was
faced with a must-win situa-
tion in the second game of the
doubleheader in Philadelphia.
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The illustrious 14-year career of Don Drysdale was
witness to nine All Star selections, two 20-win cam-
paigns and a 1962 Cy Young Award. A well-earned
reputation for sending hitters sprawling should they
dare claim a too-healthy stake in the batter’s box, this
fierce competitor found eventual reward with a 1984
Hall of Fame induction. But despite this success, the
righty was oft-tested by the Phillies, a team that was
hardly considered “world beaters.” Starting in 1963,
he suffered nine consecutive losses to the Quakers that
contributed to a 6–12 record throughout the remainder
of his career. When he added to his Hall resumé a
record-setting scoreless streak in 1968, it was the
Phillies that would bring the streak to a halt. This 
peculiar hex continued when the first batter in the 
October 2 match parked a pitch into the seats. The
next batter walked and two singles later the Phillies
grabbed a 2–0 lead. With the quick indication that the
jinx was still very much alive, Drysdale was lifted in
the third inning as reliever Ron Perranoski successfully
extinguished another scoring threat with three suc-
cessive strikeouts. 

But the feeble Dodger offense, held to two hits
through five innings, rallied in the sixth. Following a
walk and a groundball single, left-handed hitter Ron
Fairly connected with a massive drive over the sta-
dium’s right field steel wall that provided a 3–2 Dodger
lead. Though both teams threatened—including a right
field-to-second baseman-to-catcher relay that nabbed
Dodger second baseman Jim Lefebvre at the plate—
the score remained in LA’s favor until the bottom of
the eighth.

In 1965–66 the Dodgers placed among the league
leaders in fewest errors committed, a strength that 
unraveled this day. Reliever Bob Miller, who had 

succeeded Perranoski on the mound, survived a sixth-
inning boot but he and Phil Regan would not be as
fortunate in the eighth. Two errors sandwiched around
an intentional walk contributed to two Phillies runs
with more seemingly on the horizon. With the bases
loaded and no outs, Regan managed a strikeout, a
force at home, and a fly out to quell further damage.
The strikeout was against opposing pitcher Chris
Short, and sentimentality may have played a factor in
Mauch’s decision not to pinch-hit for the lefty hurler.

The hometown crowd cheered when Short, a long-
time fan favorite, began warming in the bullpen before
the eighth inning. Emerging on the Philadelphia scene
in 1959, he suffered through many lean years when
last place remained the sole possession of the Phillies.
As he entered the eighth inning on one day’s rest—
Mauch obviously pulling out all the stops—every fan
knew the import. Having captured the lead, if Short
could set down the Dodgers in the ninth he would be-
come the Phillies’ first 20-game winner since Hall of
Famer Robin Roberts in 1955. With the crowd standing
on each pitch, Short disposed of the Dodgers three-up,
three-down, providing the stubborn Phillies with the
hard-fought victory. Mauch would turn to his ace, Jim
Bunning, to duplicate Short’s 20-game feat and upset
the Dodgers’ pennant pursuits.

OCTOBER 2, DOUBLEHEADER: GAME TWO
In order to avoid a potential Dodgers-Giants playoff 
series, Alston was now faced with a must-win situa-
tion. In the clubhouse between games he urged his
team on, stating “[W]e don’t want to back into the
World Series.”11 To ensure against this, he turned to
his lefty ace on two days’ rest.

Koufax entered the game lacking the difficulties 
encountered by his righty teammate. He possessed a
.724 winning percentage against Philadelphia—highest
against non-expansion teams. Impressive as this was,
he was going up against an equally formidable oppo-
nent.

Since his debut in the National League in 1964, 
future Hall of Fame inductee Jim Bunning had faced
the Dodgers ten times. His 2–4 record was accompa-
nied by an impressive 2.33 ERA. His league resumé
entering the game included two All-Star berths, a per-
fect game, and an overall mark of 57–20. Meanwhile
the Phillies, with the second-best home record (a .600
winning percentage, trailing only the Dodgers), were
closing out the season with a remarkably strong run—
.630 winning average in its preceding 27 outings. 

Bunning appeared to throw down the gauntlet early
by striking out the first two batters in a one-two-three
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Odd things happen during
pennant races. Phillies ace
Jim Bunning earned his
first relief win in nine years
in a victory over the Pirates
on September 26.
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first inning. The Phillies then threatened to score im-
mediately with runners on first and third with one out.
Koufax quickly rallied, striking out feared slugger Dick
Allen and inducing the next batter to ground out to
end the inning. The Dodgers drew first blood with 
a three-run third, then added another in the fourth. A
Dodger error in the Phillies half of the fourth opened
another scoring opportunity that was lost when 
Koufax reared back to strike out first baseman Bill
White and end the threat. 

Trailing 4–0 with one out in the fifth, Mauch pinch-
hit for Bunning in an at-bat that added yet another
incredulous chapter to the career of Koufax: “Sandy
was firing to Gary Sutherland when suddenly some-
thing popped high in his back, at the base of his neck.
Koufax finished the inning and was rushed into the
clubhouse…and had the slipped vertebra popped back
in place. ‘You can sometimes pitch with something like
that,’ said [trainer Bill] Buhler, ‘but you can’t move
your head to check a man at first base.’ ‘Yeah,’ said
Sandy. ‘It makes for great control.’”12

Great control was precisely what he delivered in
yielding one hit over the next 31⁄3 innings, entering the
ninth with a 6–0 margin. But an error followed by
three consecutive hits brought the tying run onto the
on-deck circle. Koufax reached back again to strikeout
two of the next three batters and deliver the pennant
to the boys in blue.

In the clubhouse afterward, Alston exclaimed, “If
you don’t feel pressure in this situation, you’re not
human,”13 while Koufax added, “It was the biggest ball
game of my life…bigger than my pennant clincher [in
1965], or winning the seventh game of the World 
Series.”14 After a well-deserved celebration for having
won back-to-back National League titles for the first time
in eight years, the team soon witnessed the price paid.

SERIES SWEEP
Baltimore manager Hank Bauer anticipated a hard-
fought match of at least six games. Alston echoed the
sentiment stating, “The only way we can play the [Ori-
oles] is the same way we played everyone else all year.
We’ll peck away with singles and doubles and hope
that our pitching can hold them.”15 Koufax had earned
a World Series mark of 4–2, 0.88 entering the 1966 
Series. Despite this impressive record Alston was re-
luctant to turn the lefty loose for what would have
been two consecutive starts on two days’ rest. 

Alston instead turned to Drysdale for the Series
opener, seemingly well-rested after facing a scant 11
batters three days earlier. Big D possessed his own 
impressive post-season resume of 3–1, 2.43, but as 

evidenced above, 1966 had not looked kindly upon
him. Identical to his Philadelphia outing, he induced a
mere six outs as the Dodgers absorbed a 5–2 loss. His
brilliant effort in Game 4 was not sufficient to stem the
four-game sweep that handed the Orioles their first
world championship.

Evidenced by his start in Game Two Koufax was
not invincible, and the short turnaround four days ear-
lier may already have taken its toll. Koufax “showed
signs of weariness and loss of his rhythm in the
fourth”16 inning of his October 6 start against Balti-
more, and over the next two frames he surrendered a
multi-error-aided four runs that contributed to the Bal-
timore sweep. 

The team’s inability to dispose of the Phillies with-
out assistance from Koufax robbed the Dodgers from
entering the Fall Classic with their ace well-rested.
Sandy accounted for more than 28 percent of Dodger
wins in 1966, and his 27 victories could easily have
been a 30-win campaign with a more productive of-
fense—he absorbed six losses and three no-decisions
while hurling a 2.21 ERA (league average: 3.61). Few
pitchers have ever laid claim to such an enormous im-
pact. The events of October 2 in Philadelphia prevented
the Dodgers from opening the Series with “the greatest
pitcher in the history of baseball.”17 Historians can
argue the impact.

EPILOGUE
Six weeks after his World Series outing of October 6,
30-year-old Sandy Koufax announced his retirement
from the game. The Dodgers would collapse to a dis-
tant eighth-place finish the next season and not
witness postseason play again until 1974, when a fine
rotation anchored by Hall of Famer Don Sutton was
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The Giants tried to bolster
their rotation by acquiring
former 20-game winner Ray
Sadecki for future Hall of
Famer Orlando Cepeda. But
Sadecki would garner a mere
three wins in 26 appearances
after the trade.
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accompanied by a hard-charging offense (a luxury the
mid- ’60s Dodgers lacked). In 1976 Walt Alston ended
his successful 23-year run. He turned the managerial
reins over to Tommy Lasorda whose own 21-year stint
resulted in two world championships.

As the brilliant careers of Willie Mays and Juan
Marichal began winding down, the Giants continued
playing the role of bridesmaids. The duo experienced
a measure of success when San Francisco faced Pitts-
burgh in the 1971 NLCS, but the Giants would not
witness World Series play until 1989, while a champi-
onship wait lasted until 2010.

Following the 1966 campaign the Pirates experi-
enced a brief collapse but emerged as one of the most
dominant teams of the 1970s—with two champi-
onships in 1971 and 1979. A successful three-year run
of post-season play 1990–92 yielded to a record 20
consecutive losing campaigns. They escaped this 
extended drought with a playoff appearance in 2013. 

A seventh-grade classmate thought he saw me on
the televised broadcast October 2 in the left field
bleachers of Connie Mack Stadium. He claimed the
camera panned to the “enthused youngster” egging his
beloved hometown team to victory. That same enthu-
siasm—undoubtedly a necessary ingredient to any
Phillies win—came up short in the second game of the
season-ending doubleheader, but this 12-year-old took
solace in the knowledge that Gene Mauch’s maneu-
vers had pressed the reigning world champions to the
wall. That same solace would soon turn to regret.

A Phillies fan first, I was also a devoted National
League fan and eager admirer of the Dodgers follow-
ing their success in 1963 and 1965. Decades passed
before I forgave the Orioles for the 1966 sweep. �
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Although calculations have been made, com-
puter simulations have been analyzed, and the
coefficients of restitution and drag of baseballs

in flight have been measured in laboratories, the actual
relationship between number of home runs hit and
stadium elevation has not been empirically observed
over a wide range of elevations in order to compare
with predicted values.1,2,3,4,5 In general the distance of
the flight of a batted ball is governed by its initial
launch angle and velocity. These are the two most 
important factors by far (and are not dependent on 
altitude or any other external condition). However, this
simple calculation of projectile motion is complicated
by additional real-world factors such as drag caused by
air resistance, which decreases the distance traveled,
and the Magnus force, caused by backspin-induced lift
which can increase the distance traveled. 

Drag can be measured in a wind tunnel with a sta-
tionary ball, and the Magnus force can be calculated
based on assumptions regarding rotation speed, but
both of these kinds of studies have to rely on educated
guesses because baseballs are not smooth and may 
rotate differently depending on the batter and the type
of pitch being hit. Because the density of air decreases
with increased altitude, there is less drag on an object
in flight at high altitudes. This effect will increase the
distance traveled by a batted ball at high altitude, as
long as other atmospheric effects—wind, humidity,
and temperature—are also constant. 

In practice, wind has the largest effect of the three.6

Robert Adair estimates that a 10 mile per hour follow-
ing wind can add 30 feet to the flight of a baseball,
whereas the decreased air density between sea level
and Denver alone adds only 20 feet.7 If all other factors
are constant, humidity in the air is expected to in-
crease the distance of a batted ball since water vapor
is less dense than air, but balls stored in humid or cold
conditions don’t travel as far because their coefficient
of restitution has been compromised.8,9 In practice,
there is no simple way to characterize by simulations
and calculations the competing effects of the atmos-
phere at different altitudes with different weather

patterns and seasonal changes. In this study I use data
from minor league baseball games to determine the 
relationship between home runs and stadium altitude.

Statistical data collected from Short Season A and
Rookie League A stadiums provide a better means to
determine the relationship between home runs and 
altitude, if one exists, than from major league stadi-
ums for three important reasons: elevation range,
roster turnover, and stadium dimensions.

1. Elevation range. There is only one Major League
Baseball stadium whose elevation is appreciably
higher than sea level: Coors Field in Denver.
There are zero MLB stadiums between 2000 and
5000 feet above sea level (see Figure 1). On the
other hand, there are eleven Short Season A sta-
diums in this elevation range, and five that are
higher than 4000 feet. 

2. Roster turnover. Even if data are collected over many
seasons, offensive output on a major league team
is often skewed by a small number of prolific hit-
ters. Likewise, home-run totals can be depressed
by a strong core of ground-ball pitchers who may
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Figure 1. Histograms of stadium elevations, comparing 
the 30  major league stadiums with the 26 Short 
Season A stadiums in this study.



be on the roster for years, making it difficult to
separate stadium effects from the effects of a few
players with great ability. Even if only players
from the visiting teams are considered when
compiling statistics on home run production at
Coors Field, it is still difficult to assess whether
this correction is working since Coors Field is the
only high-elevation stadium in the majors.

Short Season and Rookie League teams have an 
almost entirely different roster each season. When 
several seasons are analyzed, the effects of a particu-
larly strong batter or pitcher do not influence the
results significantly. Furthermore, exceptionally tal-
ented players do not spend very much time at the
Short Season/Rookie level in professional baseball, so
what effects their presence might have are mitigated.

3. Stadium dimensions. The stadiums in this study
have reasonably uniform outfield dimensions.
(No Green Monster! No Tal’s Hill in center field!)
Notable exceptions are Calfee Park in Pulaski,

Virginia, whose right field corner is only 301 feet
from home plate but has a 19-foot wall, and Sco-
tiabank Field at Nat Bailey Stadium in Vancouver,
British Columbia, whose center field is only 385
feet from home plate but has a 20-foot wall. The
following are average outfield dimensions for sta-
diums in this study: left field is 331 ± 11 ft, center
field is 401 ± 9 ft, and right field is 328 ± 13 ft
from home plate (See Table 1 for exact dimen-
sions). One caveat is that all of them are open 
air stadiums which does mean that humidity,
wind, and temperature can vary; these effects
were not accounted for in this study but have
been measured in the lab and calculated based
on reasonable estimated values.10,11

METHOD
Number of home runs hit and runs scored were com-
piled for 26 Short Season A and Rookie League teams
in the Pioneer, Northwest, and Appalachian Leagues
2008–12. The only exception is for Casper, Wyoming,
in which data were compiled from 2007 through 2011
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Table 1. Location, Elevation, and Dimensions of Minor League Stadiums
City Elevation (feet) Parent League Left Center Right
Casper, Wyoming 5150 Rockies Pioneer 350 400 350
Orem, Utah 4734 Angels Pioneer 305 408 312
Idaho Falls, Idaho 4705 Royals Pioneer 340 400 350
Ogden, Utah 4376 Dodgers Pioneer 335 399 335
Helena, Montana 4068 Brewers Pioneer 335 400 325
Great Falls, Montana 3300 White Sox Pioneer 350 400 350
Missoula, Montana 3232 Diamondbacks Pioneer 335 414 335
Billings, Montana 3153 Cincinnati Pioneer 330 410 330
Boise, Idaho 2842 Cubs Northwest 330 400 330
Princeton, West Virginia 2460 Rays Appalachian 330 396 330
Bluefield, West Virginia 2389 Orioles/Blue Jays Appalachian 335 365 335
Spokane, Washington 2376 Rangers Northwest 335 398 335
Pulaski, Virginia 1917 Mariners Appalachian 338 405 301
Elizabethton, Tennessee 1653 Twins Appalachian 335 407 320
Johnson City, Tennessee 1635 Cardinals Appalachian 320 410 320
Bristol, Virginia 1615 White Sox Appalachian 325 400 310
Greeneville, Tennessee 1531 Astros Appalachian 331 400 331
Kingsport, Tennessee 1208 Mets Appalachian 330 410 330
Yakima, Washington 1066 Diamondbacks Northwest 295 406 295
Burlington, North Carolina 610 Royals Appalachian 335 410 335
Pasco, Washington 550 Rockies Northwest 335 400 335
Danville, Virginia 531 Braves Appalachian 330 400 330
Eugene, Oregon 412 Padres Northwest 335 400 325
Keizer, Oregon 157 Giants Northwest 325 400 325
Everett, Washington 135 Mariners Northwest 330 395 330
Vancouver, British Columbia 13 Blue Jays Northwest 335 385 335

Note: Elevation is reported based on United States Geological Survey quadrangle topographical maps at each stadium’s location.



because that franchise moved to Grand Junction, Col-
orado, after the 2011 season. Using data from 2007 for
Casper ensured that five seasons’ worth of data were
recorded at each location. These represent 4802 total
box scores. Number of hits, walks, and errors were
compiled for one season’s worth of data at each of the
same stadiums (938 total box scores). See Figure 2 for
a map of the locations of stadiums in this study.

The 26 stadiums in this study range in elevation
from 13 feet above sea level (Vancouver, British Colum-
bia) to 5,150 feet above sea level (Casper, Wyoming).
Data from at least 150 normalized games per stadium
were collected (minimum was 155.5 games at Prince-
ton, West Virginia and maximum was 196.11 at Ogden,
Utah). I normalize the values of home runs, runs
scored, home run fraction, hits, walks, and errors to
“per game” which means 18 half-innings in which
each team has nine chances to bat. This normalization
thus correctly weights extra-innings games in which
teams had more plate appearances, and also takes into
account the fact that games postponed due to weather
in all three of these leagues are most often made up
with a double header in which each game only lasts 
7 innings; therefore, teams have fewer chances to hit
in these games. It further corrects for teams who play
well at home and often only have eight chances to bat
in a home game.

In the Pioneer League and Northwest League each
stadium hosts about 35 actual games per regular sea-
son; the Appalachian League has a slightly shorter
season: each stadium hosts about 33 regular season
games. I also include playoff games in this analysis
which accounts for most of the variation in number of
box scores analyzed among teams in the same league.

Each league’s season begins in late June and ends in
early September. One minor drawback to using data
from these leagues is that because they do not experi-
ence the dramatic differences in temperature and
humidity experienced at MLB stadiums from early
April through the end of September, we’re unable to
corroborate predictions relating to those extremes with
the empirical dataset from this set of stadiums.

All metrics reported in this study are with respect
to the stadium where the games were played, not with
respect to any one team. For example, the statistic
“mean home runs per game” refers to the average 
number of home runs hit at that stadium by both teams
combined in a normalized game consisting of 18 half-
innings. Home run fraction is the number of runs
scored via a home run as a fraction of the total runs
scored in a normalized game. The value of the home
run fraction ranges between zero (no home runs in the
game) and one (every run scored via a home run).

RESULTS
The most striking result of this study is that home runs
hit per game is an even stronger function of stadium
elevation than calculations based on reasonable esti-
mates predict. A least-squares best fit to the home run
data has a slope of 1.20 x 10–4 home runs/feet above
sea level which translates to an extra 0.6 home runs
per game at 5000 feet above sea level (Figure 3). For a
season in which a stadium hosts 35 games, fans will
see an extra 21 home runs per season at the very high-
est altitude. Robert Adair makes an educated guess
with reasonable assumptions about average air den-
sity and temperature and concludes that an average
player's probability of hitting a 400-foot home run is

increased by about 3.5% for every 550 feet
of altitude.12 We should therefore expect
about 35% more home runs at 5500 feet
than at sea level assuming a linear rela-
tionship between 400-foot flies and home
runs in this educated guess.  The average
number of home runs per game at sea level
in this study is 1.10, so Adair’s calculations
predict 1.49 home runs per game at 5500
feet. In fact, an extrapolation of the best fit
line relating home runs to elevation using
these data says that at 5500 feet we will 
see 1.76 home runs per game. That’s an 
increase of 65%, nearly double Adair's 
prediction. Pre-humidor Coors Field saw an
average of 3.20 home runs per game as 
opposed to 1.93 home runs per game by
Rockies batters at other stadiums, which is
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Figure 2. Location of the 26 Pioneer, Northwest, and Appalachian 
League stadiums in this study.



an increase of 66%, just about the same as
this dataset, and so we may consider Adair’s
prediction of 35% to be a lower bound.

Runs scored per game also correlates
strongly with elevation (see Figure 3). The
runs data have appreciable scatter, but a
least-squares best fit to the runs per game
data has a slope of 5.61 x 10–4 runs per game
per foot above sea level which translates into
an extra 2.8 runs per game at 5000 feet (see
Figure 3). Over the course of a season this is
an extra 98 runs, quite a significant number.
In fact, even though there are more home
runs hit at high altitudes than calculations
predict, the increase in runs scored is even
more dramatic. The excess of runs scored
cannot be accounted for entirely by home
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Table 2: Stadium Data, 2008–12
Box Normalized Home Home run

City Elevation (feet) scores games runs Runs fraction
Casper, Wyoming 5150 183 181.00 1.561 11.618 0.212
Orem, Utah 4734 198 195.94 1.730 12.063 0.238
Idaho Falls, Idaho 4705 189 187.00 1.196 11.829 0.163
Ogden, Utah 4376 200 196.11 2.348 13.514 0.288
Helena, Montana 4068 192 192.06 1.487 10.630 0.230
Great Falls, Montana 3300 198 194.67 1.104 10.392 0.173
Missoula, Montana 3232 196 194.17 2.090 12.046 0.292
Billings, Montana 3153 191 187.61 1.223 10.103 0.202
Boise, Idaho 2842 194 192.33 1.188 10.886 0.190
Princeton, West Virginia 2460 159 155.50 1.204 9.016 0.208
Bluefield, West Virginia 2389 171 165.00 1.277 10.276 0.210
Spokane, Washington 2376 194 192.50 1.331 9.702 0.226
Pulaski, Virginia 1917 173 168.94 1.801 11.073 0.257
Elizabethton, Tennessee 1653 171 165.61 2.173 10.939 0.329
Johnson City, Tennessee 1635 175 168.67 1.672 11.000 0.235
Bristol, Virginia 1615 169 162.11 1.003 9.077 0.177
Greeneville, Tennessee 1531 173 171.06 1.341 10.537 0.197
Kingsport, Tennessee 1208 166 162.33 1.283 11.044 0.193
Yakima, Washington 1066 192 191.67 0.703 9.489 0.129
Burlington, North Carolina 610 175 172.78 1.373 8.960 0.239
Pasco, Washington 550 193 191.22 0.588 8.168 0.116
Danville, Virginia 531 173 167.56 0.683 8.690 0.121
Eugene, Oregon 412 192 189.17 0.990 8.787 0.185
Keizer, Oregon 157 194 192.72 1.384 10.838 0.212
Everett, Washington 135 194 189.28 1.881 10.233 0.297
Vancouver, British Columbia 13 197 194.61 0.698 8.906 0.132

Iincludes city, elevation (feet above sea level) number of box scores analyzed, equivalent number of normalized games, average home runs, runs
scored, and home run fraction from 2008–12. Elevation is reported based on United States Geological Survey quadrangle topographical maps at
each stadium’s location. Home runs, runs scored and “home run fraction” (number of runs scored via a home run as a fraction of the total runs
scored in a game) are reported as mean number per normalized game in which a normalized game is 18 half-innings played by both teams 
combined. Maximum and minimum values of games, home runs, runs, and home run fraction are bolded. 

Figure 3. Home runs and runs scored plotted as a function of stadium elevation.

Mean number of home runs hit per game (circles) and runs scored
per game (triangles) plotted as a function of stadium elevation for 5
seasons at each of 26 Short Season single A ball parks. Lines are
least squares best fits to these data.



runs because the home run fraction does not vary
with altitude (see Figure 4). The average home run
fraction is 0.21 so of the extra 98 runs scored per
season at 5000 feet, only 20.6 of them can be 
explained by extra home runs. How do we account
for the other 77.4 runs? Answering this question is
the topic under discussion for the rest of this paper.

Clearly, the strong relationship between runs
scored and elevation means that on-base percent-
age is increased at high altitudes. Batters have to
reach base to eventually score a run, so it makes
sense to examine all the ways a hitter can reach
base safely and determine which of these correlate
with altitude. Home runs we have already ana-
lyzed—and in any case, home runs are a special
category of hits. In general, to reach base a batter
must do one of the following: hit safely, walk, reach
on an error, get hit by a pitch, reach base on 
a fielder’s choice, be awarded first base on catcher’s 
interference  or a dropped third strike. In practice, these
last two are rare enough that there were no instances 
of either of them happening in the five years of data 
collected (4802 total box scores). Furthermore, the sam-
ple size of hit-by-pitches was too small to allow for
meaningful analysis. Therefore, I limit this discussion
to hits, walks, and errors.

I collected one year of these data (2012 for all stadi-
ums except 2011 for Casper, Wyoming) for each
stadium. Results are given in Table 3 and plotted in Fig-
ure 5. The slope of the least squares best fit line to hits
per normalized game as a function of elevation (filled
circles in Figure 5) is 8.09 x 10–4 hits/foot. At 5000 feet
that translates to an average of four more hits per game
than at sea level. For a single season in which a stadium
hosts 35 home games, fans will see 140 additional hits
per season at 5000 feet compared to what they would
see at sea level. The slope of the best fit of walks 
per game as a function of elevation is 4.14 x 10–5
walks/foot which translates to 0.2 extra walks per game
at 5000 feet and therefore 7.2 extra walks per season.
The best fit line relating errors per game to elevation
has a slope of 1.68 x 10–4 errors/foot, so at 5000 feet
that is 0.8 extra errors per game and 28 extra errors 
per season.

DISCUSSION
Results are unequivocal. There are more home runs
hit at high altitude than low altitude, and nearly double
the calculated prediction. However, Adair’s prediction
of 35% more home runs at 5500 feet is most likely a
lower bound. Note that when home runs and runs
scored are plotted on the same axes, it is quite obvious
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Figure 4. Mean home run fraction as a function of stadium elevation 
for five seasons of data at 26 Short Season A stadiums.

Todd Helton played all 17 years of his career in the major leagues
with Colorado, giving him 4841 plate appearances at an elevation
of 5,200 feet.
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that runs scored is of far more practical significance 
in terms of the correlation with altitude. The excess
number of runs scored that cannot be accounted for
entirely by home runs is startlingly large (Figure 3). 

Number of hits strongly correlates with elevation,
and so does number of errors. On the other hand,
number of walks varies very little. So we know there
are more runs scored at high altitudes, but the more 
interesting question to explore is this: Why are there
more runs scored at higher elevation that are not 
entirely due to home runs being hit more often there?
There are a number of reasonable possibilities, none 
of which are mutually exclusive, many of which can
be tested with regard to this empirical dataset. These
possibilities fall under four main categories: pitching,
hitting, fielding, and psychology.

1. Pitching. Numerical models predict that a 10 per-
cent drop in air density decreases the break of 
a curveball by as much as nine percent.13 Curve-

balls that don’t curve and breaking balls that
don't break fool fewer hitters, leading to more
hits. This scenario leads to higher on-base per-
centage without needing home runs to do it,
which is what we require to be consistent with
our dataset. This dataset further indicates that
walks do not contribute to the higher on base 
percentage at high altitudes (Figure 5). This ob-
servation is also not inconsistent with computer
models that show little if any horizontal change
in the trajectory of pitched balls, but significant
changes in vertical location.14 A pitcher who is
most likely to miss his spot by leaving a pitch in
the strike zone (missing high) when he intended
not to throw a strike would throw more hittable
pitches without increasing the number of walks,
consistent with these data. 

A pitcher who consistently misses the strike
zone in the horizontal dimension has his own
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Table 3: Stadium Data, 2012
Box Normalized

City Elevation scores games Hits Walks Errors
Casper, Wyoming 5150 37 37.389 20.059 7.302 3.156
Orem, Utah 4734 37 37.556 20.450 7.882 3.142
Idaho Falls, Idaho 4705 37 38.278 20.978 6.897 3.710
Ogden, Utah 4376 41 40.278 21.228 9.137 3.550
Helena, Montana 4068 37 37.944 19.212 6.905 3.163
Great Falls, Montana 3300 39 39.444 17.645 7.200 3.372
Missoula, Montana 3232 39 40.000 19.825 7.400 2.975
Billings, Montana 3153 37 36.611 18.109 6.883 3.168
Boise, Idaho 2842 40 40.333 20.876 6.099 3.074
Princeton, West Virginia 2460 32 32.333 16.608 6.000 3.00
Bluefield, West Virginia 2389 30 28.833 17.133 6.624 3.191
Spokane, Washington 2376 37 38.722 14.953 7.463 2.634
Pulaski, Virginia 1917 32 33.778 17.734 6.750 2.635
Elizabethton, Tennessee 1653 34 33.722 17.377 8.689 2.579
Johnson City, Tennessee 1635 34 32.722 20.048 6.448 3.545
Bristol, Virginia 1615 32 30.667 16.793 7.337 2.511
Greeneville, Tennessee 1531 34 34.889 17.398 6.248 2.293
Kingsport, Tennessee 1208 31 30.389 18.033 7.700 3.718
Yakima, Washington 1066 39 39.778 16.970 6.235 2.363
Burlington, North Carolina 610 37 37.167 16.386 6.996 2.368
Pasco, Washington 550 37 37.778 16.279 5.718 2.541
Danville, Virginia 531 34 32.667 17.020 5.939 2.908
Eugene, Oregon 412 37 37.944 14.416 8.354 2.635
Keizer, Oregon 157 37 38.667 18.440 8.017 2.974
Everett, Oregon 135 38 37.944 17.842 7.775 2.635
Vancouver, British Columbia 13 39 38.444 16.205 8.116 2.211

City, elevation (feet above sea level) number of box scores analyzed, equivalent number of normalized games, mean number of hits, walks, 
and errors per normalized game in the 2012 season. Elevation is reported based on United States Geological Survey quadrangle topographical
maps at each stadium’s location. Hits, walks and errors are reported as mean number per normalized game at that stadium in which a 
normalized game is 18 half-innings played by both teams combined. Maximum and minimum values of hits, walks, and errors are bolded.



mechanics or psychology to blame rather than
the altitude of the stadium. What I mean by this
is that pitchers who put a left-to-right or right-to-
left curve on the ball should not be affected by
the altitude of the stadium. If they are, it is prob-
ably due to psychology (see point 4 below).
Pitchers who rely on a pitch that breaks out 
of the strike zone will have the most trouble 
because their pitches may tend to come in high
and hittable.

2. Hitting. A batted ball hit at high altitude travels
farther and gets to the fielders more quickly.15

Computer simulations have shown that the in-
crease in distance traveled as a function of
altitude is greater for line drives than for home
run balls, the majority of which are fly balls
(Bahill, et. al. studied home runs in specific).
We presume this is because the trajectory of a
line drive maximizes the reduction in drag that
comes from reduced air density while minimiz-
ing the reduction in the Magnus coefficient that
decreases lift.16 On the other hand, more recent
work involving statistical analysis of batted balls
during actual major league baseball games using
the TrackMan doppler system shows that line
drives are affected less than fly balls at high tem-
peratures, which can be taken as a proxy for high
altitude since the effect on projectile motion of a

baseball is the same for increased temperatures
and increased elevation.17

My study cannot speak to the conflict between
these two previous studies as I can only state that
more hits are recorded at high altitude stadiums,
not whether those were bloops, short flies, or line
drives. In whatever way it happens, an increase
in non-home run hits that is more dramatic than
the increase in home runs is perfectly consistent
with this dataset. If fielders play back expecting
batted balls to sail, then more bloops can drop in
front of them for hits, consistent with this dataset
and consistent with Alan Nathan’s analysis using
the TrackMan system. A line drive to an out-of-
position player who can’t get to the ball fast
enough is consistent with this dataset and consis-
tent with Bahill et al.’s simulations. Further
analysis of batted balls during games at the ball
parks in this study may be warranted to determine
which of these two scenarios is more common.

An educated guess also is that high altitudes have
more detrimental effects on aerobic activities
(running) than anaerobic activities (swinging a
bat), further compounding the likelihood of an
average batter collecting more hits at high eleva-
tion because the fielders can't get to the ball fast
enough.

3. Fielding. Thrown balls are more likely
to sail at higher elevation, increasing the
number of errors. If a player is slightly
out of position or loses track of a fly ball,
he will have less time to correct his mis-
take because the ball will arrive more
quickly at high elevation. If a player
doesn’t get to a ball at all, that will prob-
ably be scored a hit (see point 2 above)
but if he just barely gets there and 
the ball glances off his glove, that will
most likely be an error, even though the
real culprit is the enhanced flight of the
ball at altitude. Both sailing throws and
missed catches will lead to more men on
base due to errors, again consistent with
this dataset.

4. Psychology. The possibilities examined
so far, namely pitching, hitting, and field-
ing, are mutually consistent and probably
all contribute to the enhanced on-base
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Figure 5. Hits, walks and errors per normalized game as a function 
of stadium elevation.

Mean number of hits, walks and errors per normalized game as a 
function of stadium elevation for one season of data at each of 26
Short Season A stadiums. Lines are least squares best fits to the data.



percentage observed at high altitude stadiums. In
addition, I believe there is a fourth important fac-
tor, and that is the psychology of the baseball
players. Confirmation bias—the practice of un-
consciously collecting a mental dataset that is
consistent with pre-conceived notion about a
topic—is a well-known human tendency and has
been studied in fields as diverse as science and
intelligence analysis.18 In practice, it means that
people have a tendency to remember observa-
tions that agree with what they already think is
true and ignore all data to the contrary. 

Confirmation bias can manifest itself in a variety
of ways in a baseball game, especially for inex-
perienced players who populate the Short
Season A rosters. Outfielders “know” that there
will be more home runs at high elevation so they
play back farther, which allows hitters to dump
singles in front of them all game long. Pitchers
“know” their curveball doesn't work well at al-
titude so they pitch tentatively or leave balls
over the middle of the plate that they intended
to break out of the strike zone resulting in more
hits (but not necessarily more walks). Batters
“know” they will hit better at high altitude and
arrive at the plate full of confidence, resulting in
better batting performance. All of these scenar-
ios are likely, and they can't be easily separated
from the physics of the flight of a batted ball
with the dataset at hand, but confirmation bias
can help to explain why offensive statistics are
even more enhanced than calculations predict
they should be.

It would be an interesting follow-up to take an
overhead photo of each field in this study at the end of
the season to see whether there is a significant differ-
ence in the distance between the outfield fence and
the bare spots where the outfielders prefer to play that
correlates to the elevation of the stadium. Another psy-
chological point that is impossible to disentangle from
the effects of stadium elevation is player fatigue. High
altitude is fatiguing by itself, and the stadiums at the
highest elevations are also the farthest away from each
other (see Figure 1). Players in the Pioneer League
spend long bus rides between series to get from one
town to another, and this probably has an effect on per-
formance. A useful follow-up study might try to isolate
this effect by examining the differences in game statis-
tics between the first game of a home stand and later
games. If the “travel fatigue effect” is significant, than

we might expect the first game of a home stand to 
involve the biggest enhancement to on-base percentage. 

One might also expect that a league in which some
teams are at sea level and some are at very high ele-
vation might provide clues about psychology because
players would have to recalibrate often during a season
as they travel back and forth between low and high 
elevations. The California League (high A) is a good
candidate for a follow up study in this regard because
there are some low and high stadiums. The Pacific
Coast League (AAA) has the biggest vertical relief with
some stadiums at sea level and the Albuquerque Iso-
topes playing at about 5300 feet, but collecting data
from any league higher than class A ball will taint 
the analysis with roster effects that are probably too 
important to ignore.

CONCLUSIONS
Knowing which factors are most likely to contribute to
high offensive output would help scouts, coaches and
managers select and mentor the players who are going
to play in stadiums located at high elevations. In this
study it is evident that all the factors contributing 
to on-base percentage are enhanced as a function of
stadium altitude, with the exception of walks.

Is it important to limit the offense at high altitude
stadiums? An argument may be made that the psyches
of young pitchers could be affected adversely by 
playing in conditions that lead to so much offense. An
equally strong counter-argument could be made that
the caliber of fielding might be improved if players are
forced into situations where they need to track the tra-
jectory of a ball in flight and get to it faster. This can
be negated if they have to compensate by using throw-
ing mechanics that are different at different stadiums. 

Crucially, this dataset shows that merely moving
the outfield walls back will not decrease offense: most
of the excess runs scored come from additional base
hits and fielding errors as opposed to home runs. All
those in attendance on June 18, 2012, in Idaho Falls,
Idaho who watched the hometown Chukars defeat the
Orem Owlz 16–14 can attest to this. Of the 30 runs
scored in the game, only two can be attributed to home
runs—both solo shots. However, that game featured
29 hits, nine errors, and 14 walks between the two
teams. This example is on the high end of offensive
output at high elevations in this dataset, but is by no
means an outlier.

Keeping the walls in the same place but building
them higher is an option that can limit home runs and
might keep the outfielders from having to play so 
far back that base hits drop safely in front of them
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throughout the game. Fielders will be forced to pick up
the additional skill of fielding off a high outfield wall
that collects all the extra line drive hits. However, at
present not a single team in this data set is affiliated
with the Red Sox, who arguably have the strongest need
to develop this skill, given the particulars of Fenway
Park. Storing the balls in a humidor as has been done
at Coors Field since 2002 has likely limited the number
of home runs there.19,20 Building higher outfield walls
might be a more cost-effective solution at minor league
ballparks, if a solution is deemed necessary. �
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Each season, baseball fans and journalists alike
identify which players are in the final years of
their contracts because a lot rides on how the

players produce in their “contract year.” Will a player
boost his effort and performance in an effort to improve
his value and bargaining power? Or will he crumble
under the pressure? Or are players’ performances un-
correlated with where they stand in their contract
cycles? Legendary manager Sparky Anderson believed
players rose to the occasion in their contract, years 
declaring, “Just give me 25 guys on the last year of their
contract; I’ll win a pennant every year.”1 Although an-
ecdotal evidence abounds, this paper uses a robust data
set and appropriate player-specific econometric model-
ing highlighted in O’Neill to show that Anderson was
right—players’ performances improve during their con-
tract years.2 To find the answer requires following
players throughout their careers to tease out changes
predicated on contract status, rather than comparing
players to one another given their contract status. 

For example, in the last year of a three-year contract
with the Mariners in 2006, Raul Ibañez sported an .869
OPS (on-base plus slugging percentage), up from .792
OPS the previous year.3 He subsequently signed an $11
million, two-year contract with the Mariners. In his next
contract year, 2008, his OPS of .837 slightly exceeded
his 2007 OPS of .831. Ibañez then signed a $31.5 million,
three-year contract with the Phillies. At the end of that
deal, in 2011, Ibañez’s .707 OPS dipped lower than his
previous year’s OPS of .793 and the Yankees signed him
to a one-year deal at $1.1 million. Two of Ibañez’s three
contract years show boosts in performance, while the
third demonstrates a significant drop. He was also 39
years old in 2011, suggesting age must be accounted for
while searching for the answer. 

The parties in contract negotiations—players,
agents, and team owners—understand that incentives
affect performance and that performance impacts pay
and contract length. Players seek job security, income,
and championships, while profit-seeking owners want

players to perform well to win games and champi-
onships and secure fan enthusiasm. In contract
negotiations, how a player has performed over his 
career serves as an imperfect predictor of his future
performance. If players believe that team owners
weigh a player’s most recent season more heavily than
preceding years, it sets the stage for the contract year
phenomenon. The attraction of a lucrative future con-
tract provides ample incentive for a player to put in
additional time and effort to boost performance in his
contract year. After signing a new guaranteed contract,
both pay and contract length are set regardless of 
actual performance, which removes the previous 
incentive.4 For longer-term contracts, this may lead 
to shirking. Eventually, a new contract year arrives and
the incentive to boost performance reappears. 

Difficulty arises in separating the individual per-
formance of a baseball player from his team’s
capabilities. This proves especially true for pitchers
since decisions made about their pitch selection, pitch
location, and strategy may depend on their team’s
fielding proficiency and the strength of the bullpen.
For a hitter, the type of pitch he sees may depend in
part on the hitters adjacent to him in the lineup and
the situation. This paper analyzes individual data on
hitters (position players), rather than pitchers, while
cognizant of the potential measurement errors. Ad-
justed OPS (OPS100) serves as the measure of the
hitter’s performance. Although random variations in
OPS100 from one year to the next can occur, it is 
unlikely for a large group of players that above average
performances would randomly occur during contract
years. I contend that effort and performance change
from one year to the next depending upon where the
player sits in his contract cycle. 

Major League Baseball’s use of salary arbitration,
contract extensions, and free agency provides avenues
for enhanced contract conditions for players. This
paper focuses on free agents with six or more years of
MLB service for the following four reasons: 
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(1) free agency is associated with the greatest 
financial gains for players as teams bid for
players’ services; 

(2) at least six years of service enable more ob-
servations per player to capture more robust
results; 

(3) free agents with fewer than six years are
those who have been demoted to the minors
or released; and 

(4) there will be a sufficient number of players
who may retire at the end of their contract
year, an intention that is expected to impact
contract year performance. 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH FINDINGS
Previous research on MLB contract year performance
shows mixed results. As detailed in O’Neill, the choice
of performance measure and statistical technique em-
ployed often creates contradictory results.5 Researchers
generally analyze hitters, believing hitting statistics are
less contaminated by team play than pitching statis-
tics. The use of slugging percentage (SLG), at bats
(ABs), days on the disabled list (DL), wins above 
replacement player, OPS, and runs created per 27 
outs (R27), shows the range of offensive performance
measures investigated. Given differences in players’
abilities, changes in a player’s output should be rela-
tive to his ability, indicating why several studies use
the deviation between current and three-year moving
average of a player’s offensive statistics to capture
changes in a player’s output. A deviation-based model
by Maxcy et al. finds no significant change in SLG for
players in their contract year.6 Maxcy et al. does find
that players seeking new contracts spend fewer days
on the DL and have more ABs, contending they do so
to make themselves more attractive to team owners.
Birnbaum does not find a boost in R27 during contract
years, whereas Perry does using WARP.7,8

Using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression en-
ables one to predict changes in output during the
contract year while controlling for observable player
traits, such as age, years of MLB experience, team suc-
cess, etc. However, compiling data on many players
(cross sectional data) over several years played (time
series data) creates a “panel” dataset. OLS estimation
leads to biased results with panel data. Previous stud-
ies show robust statistical evidence of the contract year
boost when using appropriate panel data estimation
techniques, whereas those applying OLS models do not,

as discussed in O’Neill.9 Analyzing data on hitters 
between 2001 and 2004, Dinerstein uses seemingly un-
related regression (SUR) and finds statistically significant
increases in a hitter’s SLG during his contract year.10

Interestingly, from the team owners’ perspectives, Din-
erstein finds that consistency of a player’s performance
mattered more than the most recent performance. If
teams are seeking consistency, they will pay for it, and
players will begin to aim for steady hitting perform-
ances. If Dinerstein is correct, we should see a reduction
toward zero in the magnitude of the contract year boost.
Hummel and O’Neill employ fixed effects estimation
with data on free agents playing 2004–08 and find 
4.2–5.5 percent boosts in OPS during contract years.11

They note that players intending to retire no longer have 
financial incentive to boost effort, although they may
desire to go out on top. Their results suggest the former
effect dominates, shown by an 11.2–13.2 percent de-
crease in OPS for retiring players in the last year of their
contracts, after controlling the diminishment of per-
formance due to age and age-related injury.

ABILITY, EFFORT, AND PERFORMANCE
Team owners and general managers observe differences
in players’ performances through easily available sta-
tistics. The difference between innate ability and effort,
however, which together account for the differences in
players’ performances, proves difficult to discern. In a
given year, a player’s ability generally remains rela-
tively constant, but his effort can change and lead to
differences in performance levels. While unlikely that
effort changes much during a game, offseason effort
and effort between games in-season can vary. Players
can exert effort to enhance their productivity by en-
gaging in more intense workouts, restricted leisure
activities, and eating healthier diets. 

Players alter their effort when their interest dic-
tates. If players believe team owners place greater
weights on more recent performances, this motivates
players to increase their effort and (ideally) perform-
ance during their contract year. But if players perceive
that owners value consistent performance, then boost-
ing performance in the contract year remains unlikely.
When a player intends to retire at the end of the 
contract cycle, the incentive to perform and acquire
another contract disappears, which is expected to 
reduce effort and performance during all years of the
final contract, including the last year.

MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL TO ESTIMATE ADJUSTED 
ON BASE PLUS SLUGGING PERCENTAGE
The dependent variable for this study is OPS100, 
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preferred over OPS because it accounts for league play
and the player’s home baseball park. This offensive
measure accounts for power and reaching base fre-
quently, two events contributing to scoring runs.
OPS100 does not depend upon playing time and cap-
tures offensive prowess better than RBIs, batting
average, HRs, etc.12 Albert and Bennett find OPS a bet-
ter predictor of scoring runs than its two components
separately.13 Barry Bonds holds the single-season
record for unadjusted OPS at 1.4217 in 2004 when his
SLG was .812 and his OBA was .609.14 During that sea-
son he typically walked or hit a home run during a
plate appearance. 

The suggested regression model for OPS100 for
player i in season t is

where: GAMES represents the number of games
played; PLAYOFF is a binary variable equal to 1 when
the player’s team makes the playoffs and 0 otherwise;
PROBRET is the estimated probability of retirement;
and CONTRACTYR is a dummy variable denoting
whether season t is a contract year (=1) or not (=0).
The sign above each � coefficient denotes the expected
impact on OPS100 given an increase in the independ-
ent variable, holding all else constant. The stochastic
error comprises two terms impacting a player’s 
performance: ai is the unobserved player effect repre-
senting all time-invariant factors that cannot be
measured or observed, such as innate ability, work
ethic, drive, etc.; and µi,t represents random errors,
due to accidents, weather, etc.15

The GAMES and PLAYOFF variables serve as con-
trol variables to mitigate potential bias. Playing more
games helps a player gain confidence at the plate,
likely raising his OPS100. Similarly, players with higher
OPS100 statistics likely play in more games. The ex-
pected positive association between OPS100 and
GAMES implies β1>0. Several reasons suggest β2>0.
If a player’s team is in the playoff hunt, he is expected
to boost his performance to help his team make the
playoffs and potentially win a championship. Teams
in a playoff race may trade for high-performing hitters
at the trade deadline, suggesting another reason for the
positive association. A financial incentive to perform
better also exists, since team members earn playoff
revenues. Lastly, higher OPS100 figures may lead to
teams making the playoffs.16

At the end of a player’s contract, he may or may not
sign a new contract. He may willingly choose to retire,

retire reluctantly due to advanced age or injuries, or be
forced to retire because no team is willing to hire him
despite his desire to keep playing. Unfortunately, it is
not feasible to know which case prevails for all players.
The variable NOPLAY=1 denotes a player is not on 
a MLB team the year after a contract year and 
NOPLAY=0 indicates he is on a roster. If NOPLAY
switches from 0 to 1 because a player willingly chooses
to retire, the expected impact is a decrease in OPS100
due to the lack of incentive to sign another contract. If
NOPLAY switches for one of the other reasons for 
retirement, it may be due to a low OPS100, in which
case the impact of NOPLAY on OPS100 is biased. To 
mitigate the bias and introduce the potential reasons 
behind retirement—advanced age, injuries, and poor

performance—a new variable that predicts the
likelihood of retirement is created, PROBRET,
following work by Krautmann and Solow.17 The
estimated probability of retirement, discussed

and shown later, is used to predict the retirement 
intention for each player for each year. Using PROBRET
instead of NOPLAY as an independent variable reduces
bias. Players who choose to retire do not seek another
contract, therefore are expected to have a lower OPS100.
Additionally, a player with a low OPS100 is more likely
to have a higher probability of retirement as he goes 
unsigned or reluctantly hangs up his cleats. These sug-
gest β3<0.

MLB hitters are expected to engage in opportunistic
behavior and increase their performance during the
contract year, thus β4>0. This presumes team owners
value the most recent performance as a solid indicator
of future performance, making way for the contract year
boost. CONTRACTYR is the only independent variable
in (1) that satisfies causal inference, rather than simply
correlation, since a player’s contract status is known 
a priori.

DATA 
Data are collected on all free agent hitters playing 
during the most recently completed 2006–11 Collective
Bargaining Agreement (CBA) who had six or more years
of MLB experience, a minimum of two years of obser-
vation, and played in at least seven games in a year.
Choosing players under the same CBA helps reduce po-
tential impacts due to changes in CBAs, since all players
and team owners are subject to the same contract and
free agency guidelines, and revenue-sharing rules.18

Signing new local and national TV contracts also affect
revenue-sharing streams and hence salaries, but these
are not captured in the data set.

Hitters with one-year and longer-term contracts are
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used. Players with longer term contracts generally 
represent those with higher ability; eliminating those
with one-year contracts would potentially bias the 
results.19 Ultimately, 256 MLB free agent hitters meet
the data selection criteria. The panel dataset is unbal-
anced, meaning the number of observations per player
need not be the same.

ESPN.com’s Major League Baseball Free Agent
Tracker lists the positions played, age, current team
and new team unless re-signed, for all free agents in
each year. Players who do not receive another contract
are listed as retired or free agent again. Baseball-
Reference.com provides OPS100 statistics, the number
of games played each season, and the year in which a
player debuted in the major leagues. Josh Hermsmeyer
unselfishly provided me with the number of days on
the disabled list (DL) for all players in 2006–09 from
his MLB Injury Report. Backseat Fan (2010) and Fan-
Graphs (2011) provide the days on the disabled list for
players in 2010 and 2011, respectively. For players who
change teams via an in-season trade, the playoff status
of the final team is used.

Table 1 presents the format of the unbalanced data
set for two players. The first player is outfielder 
(POSITION=9) Bobby Abreu, given an identification
code of 2, who was 32 years old in 2006. Abreu appears
on MLB rosters in all six years of the 2006–11 CBA and
with the Dodgers in 2012, thus NOPLAY=0 for all of
his years. In his 2008 contract year and prior year, he
played with the Yankees, having been traded from the
Phillies in 2006. The Yankees made the playoffs in
2006 and 2007 but not in 2008, shown by PLAYOFF=1
and 0, respectively. In 2007, Abreu shows an OPS100
of 113 playing in 158 games, compared to his OPS100
of 120 in 156 games in his 2008 contract year. Abreu
debuted in the majors in 1996, implying 11 years of 
experience (EXP) by 2006. With no days on the DL
over the six years, DL=0.
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Moises Rojas Alou signed
as a free agent with the
San Francisco Giants be-
fore the 2005 season, and
with the Mets before the
2007 season. He would
play 2007 and 2008 with
the Mets.
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Bobby Abreu moved mid-season in 2006 from the Phillies to the
Yankees by trade, then went to the Angels in 2009 as a free agent. 



The second player, outfielder Moises Alou, shows
two contract years, in 2006 with the San Francisco 
Giants and in 2008 with the New York Mets. He had 15
years of MLB experience by 2006 at age 39. Alou did
not play on an MLB team in 2009, thus NOPLAY=1
for 2008. His teams did not make the playoffs in any of
the three years. Injuries led to increasing numbers 
of days on the DL and fewer games played between
2006 and 2007, and by 2008 two major injuries limit
Alou’s playing time to only 15 games with 163 days
on the DL. Three observations for Alou and six for
Abreu indicate an unbalanced dataset.

Sorting the descriptive statistics by contract year
status, interesting results appear in Table 2. The dif-
ferences in means for all variables, except playoffs and
days on the DL, are statistically significantly different
at p<.001. There are 546 player-year observations for
contract years and 470 for non-contract years. The 
average OPS100 for the contract year is 85.9 compared
to 97.2 for the non-contract year, which appears 
contrary to the contract year boost hypothesis. This
contrary result arises chiefly from the ex-post retire-
ments (NOPLAY=1) of 23.1 percent in the contract
year observations swamping the 3.2 percent in the
non-contract year that may be due to poorer hitters 
receiving only one year contracts. Ten fewer average
games played in the contract year observations also
suggests that less capable hitters have shorter con-
tracts. Comparing the two means proves misleading
and too simplistic. Predicting OPS100 via appropriate
regression analysis can account for the influence of 
retirement and other factors to offer a more robust test
of the contract year phenomenon. 

ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES VERSUS FIXED EFFECTS ESTIMATION
Given panel data, estimation of the model via ordinary
least squares (OLS) may be inappropriate due to omit-
ted variable bias that occurs when immeasurable
player characteristics in the error term ai are correlated
with some independent variables. For example, a
player’s ability, captured in ai, is expected to be posi-
tively correlated with the number of games he plays,

GAMES, since higher ability players are likely to play
in more games. Suppose higher ability players do have
higher OPS100s and that playing in more games does
increase OPS100. Ignoring the influence of ability, as in
the case of OLS, means that GAMES receives more
credit than warranted as the cause of the high OPS100.
Consequently, the estimated coefficient of �1 will be
positively biased. Similarly, if a player has an excep-
tional (albeit non-measurable) work ethic, he will
likely contribute more to his team’s success and in-
crease his team’s chances of making the playoffs. This
implies an expected positive correlation between ai
and PLAYOFF. If high OPS100s are attributable to both
strong work ethics and playing on a playoff team, then
the estimated coefficient of �2 will also be positively
biased in OLS.20 Eliminating bias requires a different
technique, namely fixed effects (FE) estimation.

Studying a player’s motivation to perform across the
contract cycle suggests concentrating on the within-
player behavior. Estimating how each player alters his
effort and performance over his contract cycle must be
measured against his metrics, not against those of oth-
ers. FE estimation calculates the mean of each variable
over time for each player and subtracts it from the 
actual observation for each year to demean the data.
For example, Bobby Abreu’s average OPS100 over his
six years of playing is 116.5, which is subtracted from
his actual OPS100 for each of his six years to yield six 
deviations or demeaned observations for his OPS100.
After doing so for all players, the demeaned dependent
variable of OPS100 is regressed on the demeaned inde-
pendent variables via OLS producing the fixed 
effects within-player coefficients. Time-invariant unob-
served traits in ai, such as ability, have demeaned values
of zero, eliminating them from affecting outcomes.
Dropping out the unobserved traits via demeaning elim-
inates correlations and associated biases between
unobserved traits and independent variables.21

While FE estimation addresses bias and focuses on
changes in players’ behaviors, it comes with a cost.
Finding statistical significance for estimated coeffi-
cients may be compromised. The variation in OPS100
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across 256 players is expected to be much greater than
the variation in OPS100 for individual players over
their free agency careers. For example, the dataset
shows a range in OPS100 from -39 to 192 with a stan-
dard deviation of 30.67, while Bobby Abreu’s only
vary between 105 and 126 with a 7.09 standard devi-
ation. Other players generally have smaller OPS100
deviations too. Since FE estimation concentrates on
the within-player variation and dismisses the between-
player differences in OPS100, it reduces the sample
variation in OPS100 and lessens the likelihood of 
statistical significance for the estimated coefficients.
Demeaning the data also reduces the degrees of free-
dom by 255, further diminishing chances of statistical
significance. Therefore, finding a statistically signifi-
cant FE result for 4, in spite of these perils, occurs
because evidence from the dataset is compelling.

ESTIMATING THE PROBABILITY OF RETIRING
Players generally retire at the end of a contract. How-
ever, the predicted probability of retiring can change
over time until actual retirement occurs and it should
be considered by the team owner during negotiations.
A player’s likelihood of retiring depends on how many
years he has played, how many days have been spent
on the DL, and his offensive performance per Kraut-
mann and Solow.22 Equation (2) denotes the regression
equation for the probability of retirement for player i in
season t as

Players with more years of experience are expected
to have increasingly greater likelihoods of retiring
since they have signed several contracts and amassed
income. Additionally, the aging process that accompa-
nies years of experience takes its toll on bodies often
coinciding with familial demands to be home more
often. With EXP2 representing years of experience
squared, a1>0 and a2>0 are expected. More days on
the DL are expected to increase PROBRET, i.e., a3>0,
since injuries inhibit playing ability and reduce inter-
est by team owners. If a decline in OPS100 portends
reduced future performance, it increases retirement
likelihood, a4<0. The stochastic error comprises both
the unobserved time-invariant player traits ai and un-
measured time-variant traits vt such as family issues. 

Using NOPLAY as the dependent variable, estimat-
ing (2) via FE leads to the linear probability model (3)
below. Since NOPLAY is determined after the season,
all of the independent variables yield causal inference.
The p-values for one-tailed hypotheses tests for the 

estimated slope coefficients are in parentheses below
the estimates. 

Days on the disabled list do not statistically predict
likelihood of retiring, but remaining variables do. Each
additional year of MLB experience increases the likeli-
hood of retiring exponentially and a one-point increase
in OPS100 reduces it the probability of retirement by .4
percent. Since the -3.38 intercept pertains to the last
player’s last year, the predicted output for all players
for all years occur as changes from -3.38. For brevity,
they are not provided. For example, Bobby Abreu
could have retired after his 2008 contract year, but his
predicted probability was .001 (near zero) and he did
not retire.24 His likelihood rose to 1.5 percent in 2009
due to his two point decrease in OPS100 and extra year
of experience. By 2010, despite no change in his
OPS100 from 2009, the additional year playing leads
to a probability of 12.7 percent. In 2011, his sixteenth
year in the majors and drop in OPS100 to 104 increases
his likelihood to 33 percent. For Moises Alou the
model predicted a 60 percent chance of retirement fol-
lowing his 2008 season, when he did in fact retire. The
predicted values of PROBRET for all 1,106 observations
are calculated and ultimately used to estimate (1).

RESULTS FROM ESTIMATING OPS100
Regression model (1) derives from two im-
provements in the model estimated in
O’Neill.25 First, traditional theory suggests that

as players age, their offensive performance increases at
a decreasing rate as they become more comfortable in
hitting, until it peaks, and eventually declines as 
age depreciates hitting skills. O’Neill includes the
quadratic form of age, AGE and AGE squared, as in-
dependent variables impacting OPS100. Additionally,
O’Neill’s PROBRET estimation employs performance,
injury, and the quadratic form of years of experience in
place of age. O’Neill finds the odd result that OPS100
increases at an increasing rate after age 33. Having age
enter PROBRET through its correlation with years of
experience, and then using PROBRET along with age
in predicting OPS100, may have led to that usual 
result. Second, O’Neill segregated catchers and short-
stops as defensive players, believing that they sport
lower OPS100 statistics in exchange for better defen-
sive play. However, since FE estimation demeans 
the data and players who are shortstops or catchers
generally do not change positions, it does not seem 
appropriate to segregate them.
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The 1,016 player-year observations yielding equa-
tion (4) presents the FE multiple regression equation
for predicted OPS100 (OPS100^) with one-tailed 
p-values in parenthesis.26 The Buse-R2 indicates that
78 percent of the variation in adjusted OPS is explained
by the model with these independent variables.27

Games played and being on a playoff team indicate the
expected positive sign, but they are not statistically 
significant at 5 percent.

The highly significant PROBRET coefficient says that
a one percentage point increase in the likelihood of 
retiring reduces expected adjusted OPS by 1.0034 points
or 1.1 percent decline relative to the mean OPS100 of
91.12. A 10 percentage point increase in the likelihood
of retiring, about one half standard deviation in PRO-
BRET, reduces predicted adjusted OPS by 10.034 points. 

The estimated model provides evidence of the 
contract year phenomenon, but the phenomenon 
depends upon the likelihood of retirement. If a player
is in a contract year, holding all else constant, the 
expected increase in his adjusted OPS is 6.11 points or
6.7 percent increase relative to the mean. But for two
otherwise identical players, one in his contract year
and the other not, the expected OPS100 for the former
is 6.11 points higher. Using the Grossman heuristic that
every .100 increase in OPS raises salary by $2,000,000
and converting OPS to OPS100 enables monetizing the
6.11 bump.28 The contract year boost is expected to in-
crease annual salary by $470,000, about 15.2 percent
of the average salary of $3.1 million in 2011.

The impact from the likelihood of retiring offsets
the contract year boost. Each additional percentage
point increase in a contract year player’s retirement
probability reduces the 6.11 boost by 1.0034. A com-
plete offset of no expected change in OPS100 during
the contract year occurs with a jump in retirement like-
lihood of about 6.1 (6.11/1.0034) points. With years
of experience driving retirement likelihood exponen-
tially, a decline in expected OPS100 reasonably appears
at the end of contracts for players with many years 
of experience. For instance, a 10-point increase in the
probability of retirement leads to a 3.9 (6.11–10.034)
decline in expected OPS100 during a contract year. 

CONCLUSIONS 
By using FE estimation to account for changes in each
player’s behavior and reducing bias due to unobserved

player traits pervasive with OLS estimation, the data
show strong support for the contract year boost. From
FE estimation, two important contract year findings
follow. First, the adjusted OPS of a free agent hitter in
his contract year is expected to be 6.7 percent greater
than in non-contract year periods—higher than previ-
ously noted studies. Second, “retiring” players show a
decline in their contract year performance and any
models which ignore retirement will be misspecified.
OLS estimation of the same dataset (not shown) yields
a negative impact on OPS100 during the contract year,
albeit not statistically significant. This biased result co-
incides with the contrary findings in Table 2 that show
lower average OPS100 for contract year observations
than non-contract year observations. 

The model may prove helpful during contract 
negotiations as one can compare a hitter’s actual per-
formance relative to expectations. Take Albert Pujols
as an example. In 2008 and 2009, his OPS100 statistics
of 192 and 189 greatly exceeded his predicted statistics
of 175 and 176, respectively. In 2010, his OPS100
dropped to 173 to his expected value. In 2011—his con-
tract year—the model predicts an OPS100 of 155, yet
he hit only 148. Despite two years of declining OPS100
values that failed to meet the model’s expectations, the
Angels still signed Pujols to a 10-year, $240 million
contract. His OPS100 has continued to decline, drop-
ping to 138 in 2012 and 117 in 2013. This type of
post-contract performance leads me to the next related
research project: whether players shirk after getting a
new long term contract. �
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SOME HISTORY
Baseball is a superstitious sport. Players skip over foul
lines on the way to the dugout, refuse to change their
socks during a hitting streak, and avoid talking to a
pitcher while he is hurling a no-hitter. Some supersti-
tions have as their subject not only an individual
player but an entire team. For instance, the Curse of
the Bambino supposedly befell the Boston Red Sox
after they sold Babe Ruth to the New York Yankees,
and resulted in their failing to win any of the next 
83 World Series.1 (The Red Sox ended the Curse by 
defeating the St. Louis Cardinals in the 2004 World 
Series.) Another such superstition involves the Curse
of the Billy Goat, which supposedly explains why the
Chicago Cubs have not played in a World Series since
1945.2 The story goes that William Sianis, the owner of
the Billy Goat Tavern in Chicago, bought two tickets to
Game Four of the 1945 World Series, which pitted the
Cubs against the Detroit Tigers. One of the tickets was
for Sianis; the other was for his goat, whose name has
been variously given in different references as either
Murphy or Sonovia.3 The goat was refused admission
to Wrigley Field and, to add insult to injury, Sianis was
told that the reason the goat would not be allowed into
the park was “the goat smells.” Sianis put a hex on the
Cubs, stating that they would never again play in the
World Series. 

THE EX-CUB FACTOR IS BORN
In 1981, Ron Berler, then a columnist for the Boston
Herald American, invented and popularized another
superstition that is also related to the Chicago Cubs:
the Ex-Cub Factor (ECF). From his review of baseball
statistics dating back to 1946 (the first season of base-
ball following the Cubs’ final World Series appearance
and the pronunciation of the Billy Goat Curse), Berler
determined that,

According to the Ex-Cub Factor, it is utterly im-
possible for a team with three or more ex-Cubs to
win the [World] series.4

Berler explained that the ECF was the result of the
“Cubness” inherent in ex-Cubs: 

“Cubness” is a term one encounters again and
again when speaking with ex-Cubs. It is synony-
mous with the rankest sort of abject failure, and
is a condition chronic among all Cubs, past and
present.5

THE FACTOR IS MODIFIED
Pulitzer Prize-winning Chicago columnist Mike Royko
also believed in the relationship between “Cubness”
and the Ex-Cub Factor. He likened the ECF to a virus
that infected a baseball team:

And when there are three [ex-Cubs], this horri-
ble virus comes together and multiplies and
becomes so powerful it makes the other players
weak, nearsighted, addle-brained, slow-footed
and lacking in hand-eye coordination.6

In 1986, Royko expanded the idea of the ECF into
what he called his “Modified Cub Factor”: “A team
with no ex-Cubs probably has the edge on a team that
has even one.”7

Royko stated that, beginning in 1946, only one of
twelve teams with three or more ex-Cubs on their
World Series rosters had won (the 1960 Pittsburgh Pi-
rates). Other, more recent, authors have made similar
claims about the consistency of the ECF, mentioning
the 2008 Philadelphia Phillies and 2001 Arizona Dia-
mondbacks as the only other teams to defy the ECF.8,9

Van Santen, a lifelong Chicagoan, grew up knowing
of the ECF. During a visit to the Hall of Fame in 2013,
he proposed to May that the two study and write about
the Factor. May suggested that the study include both
Berler’s and Royko’s takes on the ECF. Thus began our
research into the dual Ex-Cub factors.

STUDYING THE EX-CUB FACTORS
May, a mathematician, suggested that the examination
begin with precise definitions of the important terms.
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Ex-Cub: An ex-Cub is a current or former
player in Major League Baseball in whose 
career statistics the name Chicago Cubs (or
some abbreviation of that name) appears at
least once as a team on whose roster he was
included.

Ex-Cub Total: This is the number of ex-Cubs on
the roster of a given team.

Ex-Cub Factor: A team possesses—some would
say, “is smitten with”—this if its roster con-
tains at least three ex-Cubs.

We were then able to state the Berler and Royko
conjectures precisely.

The Berler Conjecture: In the World Series, if
only one of the two competing teams pos-
sesses the Ex-Cub Factor, that team will lose
the Series.

The Royko Conjecture: In a World Series between
two teams with different numbers of ex-Cubs
on their rosters, the team with the larger 
Ex-Cub Total will lose the Series.10

THE EX-CUBS ARE OUTED 
To make our analyses comparable to those of Berler
and Royko, we used their time frame of 1946 through
2013. Our first task was to track down each man who
had appeared on a World Series roster in some year
during that 68-year period. We drew our data from a
variety of sources. The two most helpful were the tome
authored by David S. Neft and Richard M. Cohen: The
World Series: Complete Play-By-Play of Every Game
1903–1989, and the 2011 edition of The Elias Book of
Baseball Records, by Seymour Siwoff.11,12 These in-
valuable works include, among their many useful
features, the complete roster—that is to say, the list of
all 25 men who were eligible to play, not just those
who actually set foot onto the playing field as batters,
fielders, pitchers, or runners—of each team in every
World Series from 1903 on. The 1979 Pirates provide
a perfect example of the value of these books to our
study. Box scores from other sources told us about 24
of the 25 men on the Pirates’ Series-winning roster;
however, they excluded late pitcher Dave Roberts, who
was indeed a Pirate but was the only member of the
pitching staff, and the team, not to play in the Series.13

Roberts was a member of the Cubs 1977–78, signed
with the San Francisco Giants as a free agent in 

February 1979, and was traded to the Pirates that June.
Thus, his name should be added to those of Matt
Alexander and Bill Madlock, giving the Pirates three
ex-Cubs on their World Series roster and adding one to
the number of World Series in which the Ex-Cub 
Factor figured and Berler’s Conjecture was in play.
Roberts’s name appears in The World Series and The
Elias Book. Every other source that we consulted men-
tioned only the Pirates whose names appeared in a
box score, and thus omitted him.

To obtain the full rosters of the 2011–13 Series, we
consulted the hometown newspapers of the partici-
pating teams. The most helpful online source that 
we used in our work was Baseball-Reference.com.14

Others were Baseball Almanac and Retrosheet.15,16

The players’ strike of 1994 and the resulting can-
cellation of that Series reduced from 68 to 67 the
number of Series we needed to study (and the number
of teams to 134). Each of those Series involved two 
25-man rosters; so we needed to fill 67 x 2 x 25, or
3,350, roster slots. (Since, however, many players
found themselves on more than one World Series ros-
ter, we ended up needing to comb fewer than 3,350
career records.) Because of the completeness of our
combined sources, we were able to fill all the slots. 

Next, we searched the 134 rosters for ex-Cubs. This
involved looking up the career statistics of each of our
World Series roster-occupants. As an example, Mark
Grace was a playing member of the 25-man roster of
the Arizona Diamondbacks team that won the 2001
World Series. Records (and our personal knowledge of
baseball) indicated that Grace had played for the Cubs
from 1988 through 2000. Thus, Grace was an ex-Cub.
As our definition of ex-Cub implies, we considered a
player to be an ex-Cub regardless of how briefly he
had been under contract to the Cubs, so long as 
he had been with the Cubs before playing on the
World Series team under consideration. The number of
ex-Cubs on each of the 134 teams was recorded using
a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Excel was also used to
determine the number of instances in which at least
one team had at least three ex-Cubs on its roster (i.e.,
satisfied the Berler Conjecture) and the number of 
instances in which one team had more ex-Cubs than
the other (i.e., met the Royko Conjecture).

THE FACTOR’S DAMAGE IS ASSESSED
A study of the table accompanying this article reveals
that the Berler Conjecture has experienced remarkable
success, albeit in a small sample. Twenty-two times
since the pronouncement of the Curse of the Billy Goat,
it has been “in play”—that is, has had its hypothesis,
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that exactly one of the two teams possesses the Ex-Cub
Factor, satisfied.17 In 17 of those Series, the team 
smitten with the Ex-Cub Factor has lost. The Berler
Conjecture thus has had a success rate of 17/22, or 
approximately 77 percent, from 1946 through 2013.

The record of the Royko Conjecture is less impres-
sive but nevertheless positive. It has been in play for
56 of the 67 World Series held since 1945, and it has
been correct in 32 of those 56. This is a rate of success
of 57 percent. Although bettors were not so safe in
using the Royko Conjecture from 1946 through 2013
as they were with the Berler, they still won more 
than half the time.18  There is one further observation
worthy of note about the Royko Conjecture. In the 34
World Series in which it was in play and the Berler
Conjecture was not, the Royko proved true 15 times.
This is a success rate of 44%.

IS EITHER CONJECTURE OF USE GOING FORWARD?
So much for the past. What about the future? Is either
conjecture a good predictor of the winners of World
Series yet to come? Since the Royko Conjecture has a
longer track record than the Berler, in the sense that it
has been in play for a larger number of Series than the
latter, let us look at it first. A standard technique of
statistical inference allows us to say, with 95% confi-
dence, that the Royko Conjecture will correctly predict
the World Series winner between 44% and 70% of the
time, whether or not the Berler Conjecture is in play.19

Although the success rate of 70% looks encouraging,
the 44% figure is much less so. In light of these mixed
results, we ran a hypothesis test to determine whether
the success rate of the Royko Conjecture was greater
than 50%.20 The test allowed us to infer that, at the
.05 level of significance–as a matter of fact, at any level
up to .14—the data from the World Series of 1946
through 2013 fail to provide evidence sufficient to con-
clude that the Royko Conjecture will correctly predict
the winner of the Series more than 50% of the time.

When the Berler Conjecture fails to be in play and
the prognosticator is forced to rely on the Royko, he or
she can be 95% certain that it will correctly predict
the Series winner between 27% and 61% of the time.
A hypothesis test similar to the one described in 
the paragraph immediately above says that the 1946-
through-2013 World Series data provide even less
evidence that the Royko Conjecture will correctly pre-
dict the Series winner more than 50% of the time.

Let us infer about the long-term prospects of the
Berler Conjecture. The size of our Berler sample re-
quired us to employ a technique different from the one
we applied to the Royko sample. The method, Wilson’s

Adjustment for estimating a proportion of success21,
yields a 95%-confidence interval of approximately
(0.560,0.901). In other words, according to the Wilson
Adjustment, we can say, with 95% confidence, that
the Berler Conjecture will be correct between 56% and
90% of the time. Although the Berler Conjecture has
come into play less often than the Royko (22⁄67, or 33%
of the time, as opposed to 56⁄67, or 84%, of the time for
the Royko), it appears that when it is in play it is more
likely to yield a correct prediction than the Royko.22 In
addition, it is almost certainly a better predictor than
a coin-flip.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
Our work shows that, when the Berler Conjecture is
in play, it is a fairly reliable guide to predicting the
World Series winner. When it is not in play and the
Royko Conjecture is, should one use the latter as
guide? Almost certainly not, for the World Series from
1946 through 2013 provide evidence glaringly insuffi-
cient to conclude that the Royko Conjecture works any
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Mark Grace must have shaken off his cursed “Cubness” to allow
the 2001 Arizona Diamondbacks to win the World Series.
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better than a coin-flip in picking the winner when the
Berler Conjecture fails to be in play. (We are unaware
of any method that has experienced a success-rate of
more than 77% in predicting World Series winners
during that period of time. We would appreciate any
information on the existence of such a method.) 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
An answer often leads to more questions, and our work
with the Ex-Cub Factor is no exception to this rule. A
reasonable next task would be the replicating of our
work for, say, an ex-Yankee, ex-Cardinal, or ex-White
Sox factor. Doing so would provide a way to test
whether the Ex-Cub Factor has any significance. If, for
example, there turned out to be an ex-Yankee factor that
was similar to the Ex-Cub Factor in the damage it
wrought on a World Series team, the credibility and 
significance of the Ex-Cub Factor would pale, possibly
into oblivion. If, however, no ex-non-Cub factor were
discovered, evidence would mount that Ron Berler and
Mike Royko have discovered and elucidated a signifi-
cant tool for predicting the winner of the World Series.
Finally, critics might argue that the amount of time
spent as a member of the Cubs would play a significant
role in whether or not a player has acquired enough
“Cubness” to affect the play of his post-Cub teammates.
As a result, it might also be helpful to assess the Ex-Cub
Factor when the amount of time on the Cubs roster is
taken into consideration. �
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You’re ecstatic that your favorite team won the
League Championship Series to get into the
World Series, but your pitching ace performs

poorly and the team loses Game One. How worried
should you be? 

There is a general perception among many base-
ball fans that losing the first game of a seven-game
series is not a big setback, but is this fact or an 
unsubstantiated belief? Let’s say after the initial loss,
they win the next two games to take a 2–1 lead in 
the series. Now how confident are you? Should you
buy expensive champagne in anticipation of a World 
Series victory since you just won two in a row? Let’s
hope you didn’t spend too much on the bubbly if you
lived in St. Louis in October 2013, as that is exactly
what happened to the Cardinals before the Red Sox
won three in a row to take the World Series. 

The purpose of this article is to examine the proba-
bilities of winning the World Series for all possible game
combinations. For example, what is the actual proba-
bility of winning if you fall behind 0–1 as St. Louis did,
or 1–2 as Boston did? What if you’re ahead or behind
two games to none? 

The probability of winning in these and other pos-
sible game situations will be answered by examining

what’s happened historically in the World Series. The
historical data used to generate the probabilities is
based on seven-game World Series only, starting with
the 1905 World Series. The best-of-nine Series played
in 1903 and 1919–21 are not included in the analysis.
This leaves a total of 105 seven-game Series in the data
set since there was no World Series in 1904 or 1994. 

POSSIBLE GAME SITUATIONS
How often have all the possible configurations of pro-
gressive won-loss combinations (“game situations”)
occurred during the 105 seven-game World Series that
have been played to date? The results are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1 shows that just over half the Series have
stood at 1–1 while just under half have stood at 2–0.
Slightly over three-quarters of the Series have stood at
2–1 while just under one-quarter of the Series started
3–0. Moving on to the fourth game of the Series, it
seems mildly surprising that more Series (43 total or 41
percent) have been at 3–1 than have been at 2–2 (41
total or 39 percent) but the result is consistent with
the expected probabilities for evenly matched teams.
One-fifth of the Series have been sweeps. About 23
percent of the Series finished at 4–1 while 57 percent
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World Series Game Situation 
Winning Probabilities:

How often do teams come back from behind?

Douglas Jordan

PROBABILITIES AND PREDICTIONS

Table 1. Historic World Series Game Situations
Number of times Percentage of times Expected probability of this

World Series this game situation this game situation game situation happening 
game situation has happened has happened assuming evenly matched teams

1–0 105 100.0% 100%
2–0 51 48.6% 50%
3–0 24 22.9% 25%
4–0 21 20.0% 12.5%
1–1 54 51.4% 50%
2–1 81 77.1% 75%
3–1 43 41.0% 50%
4–1 24 22.9% 25%
2–2 41 39.0% 37.5%
3–2 60 57.1% 62.5%
4–2 24 22.9% 31.25%
3–3 36 34.3% 31.25%
4–3 36 34.3% 31.25%



stood at 3–2. Twenty-three percent of the Series fin-
ished at 4–2 and just over one-third of the Series stood
3–3 before the decisive Game Seven.  

The information in the last column of Table 1 is not
directly related to the main point of this article but is
included for informational purposes. Relatively straight-
forward statistical analysis (see http://mste.illinois.edu/
hill/ev/seriessol.html for details) gives the expected
probabilities of possible game situations assuming
each team has a 50 percent chance of winning each
game. A couple of interesting points can be made by
comparing the expected probabilities in column four to
the actual percentages in column three. First, with
three exceptions, the actual and expected probabilities
are pretty close given the relatively small sample size.
This suggests that the teams that compete in the World
Series are usually evenly matched. But there have been
more sweeps (12.5 percent of 105 is about 13, so we
would have expected to see 13 World Series end in
sweeps rather than the 21 sweeps that have actually
occurred), fewer 3–1 Series, and fewer six-game Series
than theoretically should have occurred between
evenly matched teams. These anomalous results are all
related. The increased number of sweeps has resulted in
fewer six-game Series. Why are there so many sweeps
if the teams are evenly matched? The most likely ex-
planation is psychological. Teams that fall behind 3–0
know their chances of winning are small and play the
fourth game accordingly. This also accounts for the
shortage of 3–1 Series. 

PROBABILITIES OF WINNING FOR DIFFERENT GAME SITUATIONS
So what does history suggest a team’s probability of

winning the World Series is for different game situa-
tions? The answer to this question is shown in Table 2.
For the game situations shown in Table 2, one team is
ahead and one team is behind so there are two rows
for each game situation. It is assumed that each team
has an equal chance of winning when the Series is tied
at one, two, or three games each, so those situations
are not shown in Table 2.

The first row of Table 2 shows that 67 teams have
won the first game of the World Series and gone on to
win the World Series. The final column in the first row
shows that the team that wins the first game wins the
Series about 64 percent of the time. In 38 of the World
Series, the team that lost the first game came back to
win. This means that teams that lose the first game
have a roughly 36 percent chance of winning. Table 2
also shows that 41 of the 51 teams (80 percent) that
lead 2–0 went on to win the Series while only 10 of
the 51 teams (20 percent) that fell behind 0–2 came
back to win. Teams that lead 2–1 win about two-thirds
of the time, while teams that are behind 1–2 come
back about one-third of the time. No team that’s fallen
behind 0–3 has ever come back to win (and just three
teams out of 24 that fell behind 0–3 have even forced
a fifth game: the Cubs in 1910, the N.Y. Giants in 1937,
and the Reds in 1970). 

History suggests that teams down 1–3 also face
long odds of winning. Only about one-in-nine teams
facing that situation have come back to win. The five
teams that did manage to come back from 1–3 are the
Pirates (twice) in 1925 and 1979, the Yankees in 1958,
the Tigers in 1968, and the Royals in 1985. Interest-
ingly, the chances of winning when ahead or behind
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Table 2. Historic Probabilities of Winning for Different World Series Game Situations
Total number of Percentage of
times the WS has times the team wins

World Series Number of times stood at this the WS given the
game situation Team is: the team wins WS game situation game situation

1–0 Ahead 67 63.8%
1–0 Behind 38 105 36.2%
2–0 Ahead 41 80.4%
2–0 Behind 10* 51 19.6%
3–0 Ahead 24 100.0%
3–0 Behind 0 24 0.0%
2–1 Ahead 55 67.9%
2–1 Behind 26 81 32.1%
3–1 Ahead 38 88.4%
3–1 Behind 5 43 11.6%
3–2 Ahead 41 68.3%
3–2 Behind 19 60 31.7%

* These ten teams are the: Yankees in 1956, 1958, 1978, 1996; Dodgers in 1955, 1965, 1981; Pirates in 1971; Royals in 1985; Mets in 1986



3–2 are almost the same as the chances of winning
when ahead or behind 2–1. Teams with a 3–2 lead win
about two-thirds of the time and teams down 2–3 win
about one-third of the time. 

ARE ODD-NUMBERED GAMES MORE CRITICAL?
The argument is often made that the odd-numbered
games in a seven-game series are the most important
games. This is obviously correct if the series is tied at
three games apiece but the truth of the argument is not
self-evident in other game situations. For example, it is
not obvious that Game One is more important than
Game Two when the team that trails 0–1 will be down
0–2 if it loses the second game. Similarly, it can be ar-
gued that Game Four is critically important to the team
that trails 1–2 in order to avoid falling behind 1–3. 

The debate is difficult to resolve because of the
subjective nature of the importance of each game in
the Series. However, the data in Table 2 give us a way
to quantify the change in the chances of a team win-
ning the World Series depending on whether the team
wins or loses the next game and the game situation.
The results shown in Table 3 can shed some light on
the importance of each game of the Series.

Table 3 needs some explanation. First, each team is
assumed to have a 50 percent chance of winning a tied
Series. Second, all of the data in Table 2 are derived
from the 50 percent assumption and the data shown in
Table 2. Finally, the numbers shown in columns four
and five are changes in probabilities rather than usual
probabilities. For example, the first line of Table 3 shows
that the team that wins Game One increases its prob-
ability of winning the World Series by 13.8 percent.

How is this number calculated? Table 2 shows that
a team that is leading 1-0 has a 63.8 percent chance of
winning. Before Game One was played, each team had
a 50 percent chance to win. The difference between
63.8 percent and 50 percent is the 13.8 percent shown
in Table 3. 

What if a team is behind 0–1? Table 2 shows that it
has a 36.2 percent chance of winning the Series. How-
ever, if the team loses the second game to fall behind
0–2, Table 2 shows that its probability of winning the
Series declines to 19.6 percent. The difference of 16.6
percent between 36.2 percent and 19.6 percent is
shown on the third row and fifth column of Table 3.
This means that the team’s chances of winning the
World Series have declined by 16.6 percent. All of the
numbers shown in Table 3 were calculated similarly.
Therefore, Table 3 quantifies the importance of each
of the games in the Series based on the game situation
and on how winning or losing a particular game 
affects the team’s overall chances of winning the
World Series. 

What does Table 3 say about how important each
game is? The first thing to note is that the importance
of a given game is a function of both the game situa-
tion and whether a team is ahead or behind in the
Series so it’s difficult to make a blanket statement con-
cerning even- or odd-numbered games. The data for
Game Two, for example, show that the team that is
ahead 1–0 increases its chances of winning by 16.6
percent with a victory, while the team that is behind
0–1 decreases its probability of winning by 16.6 per-
cent with a loss. This 16.6 percent change in the
probability of winning is greater than the 13.8 percent

JORDAN: World Series Game Situation Winning Probabilities
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Table 3. Changes in the Probability of Winning the World Series as a Function of the Game Situation 
and a Win or a Loss in the Next Game

If the team WINS the If the team LOSES the
The next game next game, the team’s next game, the team’s 

World Series is game # __ probability of winning probability  of winning 
game situation of the WS Team is: the WS INCREASES by the WS DECREASES by

0–0 1 13.8% 13.8%
1–0 2 Ahead 16.6% 13.8%
1–0 2 Behind 13.8% 16.6%
2–0 3 Ahead 19.6% 12.5%
2–0 3 Behind 12.5% 19.6%
1–1 3 17.9% 17.9%
2–1 4 Ahead 20.5% 17.9%
2–1 4 Behind 17.9% 20.5%
2–2 5 18.3% 18.3%
3–1 5 Ahead Win WS 20.1%
3–1 5 Behind 20.1% 11.6%
3–2 6 Ahead Win WS 18.3%
3–2 6 Behind 18.3% 31.7%
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change from a win or loss in Game One which means
that Game Two is more important than Game One. 

Given the symmetry of the numbers in Table 3 we
can concentrate on the changes in probability for the
team that is behind in order to estimate the importance
of each game. Losing Game One decreases the proba-
bility of winning by 13.8%. Losing Game Two when
behind 1–0 decreases the winning probability by
16.6%. Losing Game Three when tied at 1–1 reduces
the chances by 17.9% while losing Game Three when
behind 2–0 reduces the chances by 19.6%. A loss in
Game Four while behind 2–1 lessens the chances of
winning by 20.5% and a loss in Game Five when tied
at 2–2 lowers the probability of winning by 18.3%.

These numbers suggest that Game Four is most impor-
tant (a loss in that game decreases your chance of
winning the most) followed closely in importance by
Games Three and Five. The changes for the team that
is behind 1–3 and 2–3 are included in Table 3 but are
not germane to the argument because the team must
win in order for the Series to continue. 

In summary, the data in Table 3 suggest that the
simple assertion that odd-numbered games are most
important is too simplistic. Table 3 says that Game
Four is the most important game of the Series, followed
in importance by Games Three and Five. Also, Game
Two is more important than Game One. 

CONCLUSIONS
What general conclusions can we draw from this
analysis? Broadly speaking, a team that is ahead by
one game in the World Series (1–0, 2–1, 3–2) wins
about two-thirds of the time while a team that is 
behind by a game comes back to win about one-third
of the time. A team that leads by two games in the
World Series (2–0, 3–1) wins at least 80 percent of the
time, while a team that falls behind by two games
comes back to win in one-of-five opportunities at best. 

This article also examines the question of whether
the odd-numbered games in the Series are more im-
portant than the even-numbered games. This broadly
held notion is found to be too simplistic. As with many
things when examined in detail, the answer depends
on the situation. This analysis finds that Game Four is
the most important game of the Series, followed in 
importance by Games Three and Five. In addition,
Game Two is more important than Game One.

So don’t spend too much on the champagne if your
team is ahead 2–1 in the World Series since you only
have a two-thirds chance of winning. But if you win
the very important Game Four, you can put the bubbly
on ice. It’s a good bet you’ll get to open it. �
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Yogi Berra leaps high to take Elston Howard’s throw, while Wes 
Covington scores during the 1958 World Series. The Yankees lost
the first two games to the Milwaukee Braves, but eventually 
prevailed in seven games.
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Bill James introduced a formula for estimating 
a team’s expected winning percentage in the
major leagues based on the number of runs they

scored and allowed. Empirically, this formula correlates
fairly well with a team’s observed (actual) winning
percentage, W%. Here is the so-called “Pythagorean”
formula for baseball:

EXP(W%)=(RS)2/[(RS)2+(RA)2]

EXP(W%) is the expected winning percentage gen-
erated by the formula, RS is runs scored by a team,
and RA is runs allowed by a team. It is understood that
(RS)2/[(RS)2+(RA)2] is actually a ratio and needs to
be multiplied by 100 to be a percentage.

James’s choice of the exponent 2 seems to provide
a good estimate. From year to year, the exponent 
actually varies from 1.75 to 2.05. James’s rationale is
that the number of runs a team scores compared to
the number of runs allowed is a better indication of a
team’s future performance than their win-loss record
at a given time (assuming the team is far enough into
the season for significance). This reasoning is the 
antithesis of the famous Bill Parcells quotation: “You
are what your win-loss record says you are.” Let’s say
a team is 45–37 at midseason, but based on James’s
formula their EXP(W%) is at or below 0.500. The for-
mula predicts that as the season moves along, their
won-loss record will move in the losing direction.

Why not just use the quantity (RS–RA) to calculate
EXP(W%)? The new formula we introduce here is
called the Linear Formula for Baseball, and takes the
form of the following linear equation.

EXP(W%)=m*(RS–RA)+b.

The tool used to find the coefficients “m” and “b”
is simple linear regression. For each year from 1998
through 2012 we demonstrate that 

m=Σ[RS–RA]W% / Σ(RS–RA)2 and b=0.50.1

Given that we find the value for “m” will vary from
year to year while the value “b” will remain fixed at
0.50, can one constant be found for the slope “m” that
can be used for each year? This constant would work
like the exponent “2” works for each year in James’s
formula. The constant turns out to be m=0.000683. 

A final comparison is done between the Pytha-
gorean Formula and our new Linear Formula for 2013.

The same methods used in this paper for Major
League Baseball will be used to provide linear formulas
for the NFL and the NBA. For the NFL, m=0.001538,
b=0.50 and for the NBA, m=0.000351, b =0.50. The
only change is that for the NBA and NFL the differ-
ence (RS–RA) will be interpreted as the difference
(PS–A) (points scored – points allowed). The actual
derivations will be provided in a section near the end
of this paper.
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John McGraw's 1922 New York Giants finished 93–61. Based on 852
runs scored and 658 runs allowed, the “Pythagorean” prediction
would have been for 95–63. The Giants came in first in the stand-
ings, anyway.
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A SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL TO PREDICT AN MLB
TEAM’S WINNING PERCENTAGE USING (RS–RA).
Given n ordered pairs (x,y), the standard simple linear
regression equation is:

y′=m*x+b; (Equation 1)
m=[nΣxy–(Σx)(Σy)] / [nΣx2–(Σx)2] 
b=[(Σy)(Σx2)–(Σx)(Σxy)] / [nΣx2–(Σx)2]

In our model for simple linear regression, n will be
the 30 teams in MLB. For each team, x will be the 
difference between their runs scored and runs allowed
(x=RS–RA), y will be their actual observed winning
percent (W%) and y′ is the team’s expected winning
percentage EXP(W%) based on (RS–RA). 

For each year 1998–2012,
Let W=total wins for an MLB team
Let T=162 games played by an MLB team

It is easy to see: 
(1) Σx=Σ(RS–RA) = 0
(2) Σy=ΣW%=(1/T)*ΣW=(1/T)*(n/2)T=

n/2=15
(3) Σxy=Σx*W% =Σ(RS–RA)W%

Replacing Σy with (n/2), Σx with 0, and Σxy with
Σ(RS–RA)W% in Equation 1, the coefficients “m” and
“b” become:
(4) b=[(n/2)Σ(RS–RA)2–0] / [nΣ(RS–RA)2–0]

b=0.50
(5) m=[nΣ(RS–RA)W%–0] / [nΣ(RS–RA)2–0]

m=Σ(RS–RA)W% / Σ(RS–RA)2

Equation 1 turns into Equation 2 for each team for the
years 1998–2012.

y′=EXP(W%)=[Σ(RS–RA)W% / Σ(RS–RA)2]*
(RS–RA)+0.50 (Equation 2).

The above derivation is based on the as-
sumption that each team played its
scheduled T=162 games. In some years a
few teams either play one game more or less
than the 162 games. This can happen when
a rained-out game is not made up because
the game has no effect on the standings or
when an additional game is forced by a tie
for a playoff spot, as happened in 2009 and
2013. In 2009, the Σy in (2) above was
15.0020 and in 2013, Σy in (2) above was
15.0062. In 2009, (4) above will have
b=0.5001 and in 2013, (4) above will have

b=0.5002. Since the calculation of “m” in (5) above is
not affected by the Σy, replacing b=0.50 by either
b=0.5002 or b 0.5001 in Equation 2 above will change
the expected winning percentage y′ in the 4th decimal
place. Clearly, this has basically no effect on y′.

Table 1 shows the calculation of the slope 
m=Σ(RS–RA)W% / Σ(RS–RA)2=203.50/293806=0.000693
for the MLB for 2012. Figure 1 shows the scatter dia-
gram, the regression line, the linear regression equation,
and the coefficient of determination, r2, for MLB in 2012. 

A SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL TO PREDICT A LEAGUE’S
YEARLY �(RS– RA)2 USING �(RS– RA)W%
For each year 1998–2012, let x=ΣRS–RA)W%,
y=Σ(RS–RA)2, and y′=EXP(Σ(RS–RA)2), the expected
yearly Σ(RS–RA)2. Table 2 shows the x and y values and
the slope “m” for each of the years 1998–2012. The val-
ues of the slopes range from a low of 0.000527 to a high
of 0.000693. Figure 2 provides the linear regression
equation, the graph of the regression line, and the co-
efficient of determination, r2, for the years 1998–2012.
The linear regression equation using x=Σ(RS–RA)W%
to predict y=Σ(RS–RA)2 and the corresponding coeffi-
cient, r2, is given as Equation 3 below.

y′=EXP(Σ[RS–RA]2)=1464.4Σ[RS–RA]W%
+32,710 (Equation 3); 
r2 = 0.9474 

FINDING ONE SLOPE TO USE AS AN ESTIMATE FOR EACH 
YEAR FOR MLB
Because of the strong positive correlation between
x=Σ(RS–RA)W% and y=Σ(RS–RA)2 in Equation 3,
we can replace Σ(RS–RA)2 in Equation 2 with
1464.4Σ(RS–RA)W%+32,710 (from Equation 3) giv-
ing us Equation 4 below for the expected winning
percentage for a team.



EXP(W%)=[Σ(RS–RA)W% / [1464.4Σ(RS–
RA)W%+32,710]]*(RS–RA)+0.50 (Equation 4)

Since for each year 1464.4Σ(RS–RA)W% is greater
than 212,418.5 (see Table 2) which is much greater
than 32,710, we can replace 32,710 with 0 in Equation
4 yielding a final approximation for the expected win-
ning percentage for any team for the years 1998–2012
in Equation 5 below. 

EXP(W%)=[Σ(RS–RA)W% / 1464.4Σ(RS–
RA)W%]*(RS–RA)+0.50
=(1/1464.4)*(RS–RA)+0.50 
=0.000683(RS–RA)+0.50 (Equation 5)

AN APPLICATION OF THE LINEAR FORMULA FOR BASEBALL
For a team to increase its winning percentage for a year
by one percentage point, a team would need to increase
the difference (RS–RA) by approximately 14.64 runs
(0.01/0.000683). If a team won 81 games last year (50
percent of its games) and we believe that if a team wins
90 games, (winning 55.56 percent), they have a good
chance of making the playoffs, the yearly difference
(RS–RA) should increase by 14.64*5.55=81.25 runs. A
general manager could use this information to improve
his team based on the previous year’s RS and RA. 

COMPARING LINEAR AND PYTHAGOREAN FORMULAS
For this comparison we will look at the 2013 regular sea-
son and compare the Pythagorean formula [EXP(W%)
= RS2/(RS2+RA2)] with my Linear Formula for Base-
ball [EXP(W%)=0.000683(RS–RA) +0.50].

To test the hypothesis that each formula’s predicted
expected win totals for a team is a reasonable estimate
for the team’s actual win totals, we used the well-
known Chi-Square Goodness-Of-Fit Test. Table 3
provides the expected win totals for each MLB team
for 2013 using the Linear Formula. Table 4 provides
the expected win totals for each MLB team for 2013

using the Pythagorean Formula. The
chi-square sums are 5.76 for the Linear
Formula and 5.87 for the Pythagorean
Formula (see Table 5). The p-values
(the probabilities of these two small
chi-square sums occurring strictly by
chance if we believe the two formulas
are accurate) are both greater than 0.90
(using 29 degrees of freedom). This in-
dicates there is no reason to believe
that both of these formulas cannot be
used to predict a team’s expected win-
ning percentage for the 2013 season. 

Observe in Table 3, using the Linear Formula, the
top 11 expected winning percentages belong to the 10
teams that made the playoffs in 2013. 

EXTENDING THE LINEAR FORMULA FOR BASEBALL TO 
THE NFL AND NBA
We will now use the same techniques to develop Equa-
tions 2, 3, 4, and 5 for the National Football League
and National Basketball Association. For these two
leagues, x=(points scored (PS)– points allowed (PA))
and y=W%. Notice PS and PA replace RS and RA but
have the same meaning. 

Since (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) below remain the
same for the NFL and NBA, Equation 2 is the same for
the NFL and NBA. The fact that T and n may be dif-
ferent for the three leagues had no effect on the final
results for “m” and “b”.

(1) Σx=Σ(PS–PA)=0
(2) Σy=ΣW%=(1/T)*�W=(1/T)*(n/2)T=n/2 
(3) Σxy=Σ(x*W%)=Σ(PS–PA)W% 
(4) b=[(n/2)Σ(PS–PA)2–0]/[nΣ(PS–PA)2–0]

b=0.50
(5) m=Σ[n(PS–PA)W%–0] / [nΣ(PS–PA)2–0]

m=Σ(PS–PA)W% / �(PS–PA)2

Equation 2 is given below.

y′=EXP(W%)=[Σ(PS–PA)W% / Σ(PS–PA)2]*
(PS–PA)+0.50

Unlike in MLB, Item (2) above is always true in the
NBA and NFL.

For each year 2002–12 for the NFL and for each
year 2004–12 for the NBA, let x=Σ(PS–PA)W%, y=
Σ(PS–PA)2 , and y′= EXP(Σ(PS–PA)2), the expected
yearly Σ(PS–PA)2. Below is Equation 3 for the NFL and
Equation 3 for the NBA (see Tables 6 and 7 along with
Figures 3 and 4).
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For the NFL, y′=EXP(Σ(PS–PA)2)=650.36Σ(PS–
PA)W%–39,803 (Equation 3) 
and r2=0.9148. 
For the NBA, y′=EXP(Σ(PS–PA)2)=2850.8Σ(PS–
PA)W%–673,540 (Equation 3) 
and r2=0.9214. 

Because of the strong positive correlation between
x=Σ(PS–PA)W% and y=Σ(PS–PA)2 in Equation 3 for
both the NFL and NBA (see Figures 3 and 4), we can
use 650.36Σ(PS–PA)W%–39,803 (from Equation 3) to
replace Σ(PS–PA)2 in Equation 2 for the NFL and
2850.8Σ(PS–PA)W%–673,540 to replace Σ(PS–PA)2 in
Equation 2 for the NBA yielding a new Equation 4 for
the NFL and a new Equation 4 for the NBA.

For the NFL, EXP (W%)=[Σ(PS–PA)W% /
[650.36Σ(PS–PA)W%–39,803]]*(PS–PA)+0.50.
(Equation 4)
For the NBA, EXP (W%)=[Σ(PS–PA)W% /
[2850.8Σ(PS–PA)W%–673,540]]*(PS–PA)+0.50.
(Equation 4)

Since 650.36Σ(PS–PA)W% is greater than 270,722.1
for each year of the NFL (see Table 6) which is much

greater than 39,803 and 2850.8Σ(PS–PA)W% is greater
than 3,311,685 for each year in the NBA (see Table 7)
which is much greater than 673,540, we can replace
39,803 with 0 in Equation 4 for the NFL and 673,540
with 0 in Equation 4 for the NBA yielding our final ap-
proximations for winning percentages in Equation 5
for the NFL and Equation 5 for the NBA below.

For the NFL, EXP (W%)=[Σ(PS–PA)W% /
650.36Σ(PS–PA)W%]*(PS–
PA)+0.50=(1/650.36)*(PS–PA)+0.50
=0.001538(PS–PA)+0.50. (Equation 5)

For the NBA, EXP (W%)=[Σ(PS–PA)W% /
2850.8Σ(PS–PA)W%]*(PS–
PA)+0.50=(1/2850.8)*(PS–PA)+0.50
=0.000351(PS–PA)+0.50. (Equation 5)

The final versions are therefore:

The Linear Formula for NFL Football is EXP
(W%) = 0.001538(PS–PA) + 0.50.

The Linear Formula for NBA Basketball is EXP
(W%) = 0.000351(PS–PA) + 0.50.

Dividing 0.01 by 0.001538 tells us
that each increase of 6.5 points for
(PS–PA) will increase an NFL team’s
winning percentage by an additional
one percentage point. Dividing 0.01 by
0.000351 tells us that each increase of
28.5 points for (PS–PA) will increase
an NBA team’s winning percentage by
an additional one percentage point.

CONCLUSION
Using the Chi-Square Goodness-Of-Fit
Test for both the Linear Formula and
the Pythagorean Formula, we showed
both were effective in predicting the ac-
tual win totals for the 2013 MLB
season. We believe these two formulas
will remain as effective in future years.
One advantage of the Linear Formula
over the Pythagorean Formula is it is
easier for a general manager to under-
stand and use. A general manager can
adjust either the runs scored or runs 
allowed—or both—when evaluating
improvements to a team. Using the dif-
ference between the runs scored and
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runs allowed in the previous year as a starting point, a
GM can plan to increase that difference to benefit his
team. Of course, most teams (excluding the Yankees,
Red Sox, and Dodgers) are constrained by budget. Up-
grading the roster with players with underappreciated
run-producing statistics but lower salary demands is
one way to increase the RS component of (RS–RA)
without overpaying for glitzier stats. On the runs al-
lowed side, a team might weigh the addition of one
strong starting pitcher versus two lower-salary good
starting pitchers to reduce the RA component. A sec-
ond advantage of the Linear Formula is the same
techniques used to develop the Linear Formula for Base-
ball can be applied to other sports leagues such as the
NBA and NFL, and the same team-building advantages
will apply.

Two new research questions are born from these
results. Why is there a strong positive correlation be-
tween ∑(RS – RA)2 and ∑W%(RS–RA) in MLB, the
NFL, and the NBA? And how many games must be
completed within a season for the Linear Formula to
be an effective tool for predicting winning percentages
in these leagues? 

ADDITIONAL POINTS
1. If RS–RA>732 the linear formula for baseball,

EXP(W%)=0.000683(RS–RA)+0.50, can yield an
EXP(W%)>100%. However, this is not a problem
because for the years 1998–2012 the maximum
value for (RS–RA) is 300.

2. If PS–PA>325 the linear formula for football,
0.001538(PS–PA)+0.50, can yield an EXP(W%)
>100%. However, this is not a problem because for
the years 2002–12 the maximum value for (PS–PA)
is 208.

3. If PS–PA>1425 the linear formula for basketball,
0.000351(PS–PA)+0.50, can yield an EXP(W%)
>100%. However, this is not a problem because for
the years 2004–12 the maximum value for (PS–PA)
is 691.

4. The scoring data needed for the discussion after
Equation 2 and for Figures 3 and 4 can be found at
the ESPN website at www.espn.com under the
heading MLB and subheading Standings. Under
the subtopic Standings you can retrieve the data
(PS–PA), (RS–RA), and W%. �

Sources
Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythagorean_expectation.

“Pythagorean Expectation.”
“The Pythagorean Theorem of Baseball.” http://www.baseball-reference.com/

bullpen/Pythagorean_Theorem_of_Baseball.
Retrosheet

Note 
1. The reason for starting with 1998 is this was the first year that there

were 30 MLB teams.
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Winning percentages represent the fundamen-
tal metric of team success. Regardless of a
team’s specific strengths and weaknesses, its

winning percentage—or equivalently, its won-lost
record in a fixed-length season—is the ultimate distilla-
tion of all other individual and team statistics into a
single measure of success or failure. Winning percent-
ages determine which teams advance to the postseason
and largely define teams’ legacies. And among teams
playing a balanced schedule in the same league, win-
ning percentage provides an unambiguous gauge of
relative team strength: won-lost record is taken as the
ultimate arbiter of team quality and the final yardstick
by which to differentiate teams. Even if we grant that
luck plays a role in every season, and that the vagaries
of chance may render absolute team quality ultimately
unknowable, we accept that a team’s final won-lost
record provides the best observable record of this qual-
ity relative to the league in which that team played.

Winning percentage not only measures team suc-
cess, but also serves an important predictive function.
When two teams meet for a game, we generally expect
the team with the higher winning percentage to 
have a greater probability of victory. Furthermore, we
expect each team’s probability of victory in a head-to-
head matchup to depend on the similarity or
dissimilarity of their winning percentages. We might
ask, however: can this general qualitative expectation
be formalized quantitatively? Can it be refined to the
point of mathematical specificity, such that the prob-
ability of each team’s victory in any head-to-head
matchup might be expressed as a function of the con-
testing teams’ winning percentages?

This article examines the relationship between
teams’ winning percentages and their probabilities of
victory in head-to-head matchups. We present a
thought experiment that suggests a mathematical ex-
pression for the probability of each team’s victory
given their winning percentages, and we compare this
expression and its derivation to a previously proposed
formula. We calculate historical head-to-head winning
percentages for all games throughout major league 

history and show that the predictions of our proposed
equation are in agreement with these empirical results.
Finally, we suggest a minor refinement to the proposed
formula that yields enhanced predictive power and
even better agreement with empirical results. Please
note that for purposes of this paper, we use the term
“winning percentage” in the vernacular sense, pre-
senting the “percentages” as averages akin to batting
average, a decimal followed by three places. A team
with a “winning percentage” of .600 has won 60 per-
cent, not six-tenths of a percent, of its games. 

A THOUGHT EXPERIMENT 
Suppose that two teams—Team A and Team B—play
the same balanced schedule in the same league. During
spring training, Team A and Team B agree to meet after
the conclusion of the season to stage a single post-sea-
son exhibition game. Unfortunately, they fail to consider
which team will host the contest. As the season pro-
gresses, the question of venue becomes a sticking point.
By the end of the season, the issue has become so con-
tentious that the A’s and the B’s both refuse to meet 
on any field for the proposed post-season game, and it
appears the contest will have to be called off. 

Enter Team C, which has finished the season with
a .500 record. Team C proposes a novel solution that
will enable either Team A or Team B to legitimately
claim victory in a hypothetical A-vs.-B matchup with-
out ever setting foot on the same diamond at the same
time. They propose that all three teams—A, B, and C—
travel to a neutral site and play a series of games that
will serve as a proxy for the now-untenable single-
game matchup between Team A and Team B. In
particular, Team C proposes playing a single game
against Team A and a single game against Team B.
They propose that the outcome of this two-game
“proxy series” be used to assign victory according to
the following common-sense rules:1

1. If A defeats C and C defeats B, then A is 
declared the victor over B.

2. If B defeats C and C defeats A, then B is 
declared the victor over A.
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3. If A and B both defeat C, or if C defeats both
A and B, then no victor is yet declared.

Team C further proposes that in case of outcome 3,
the two-game series will be repeated—recursively, if
necessary—until outcome 1 or 2 is achieved, and Team
A or Team B is declared the victor accordingly. Note
that outcomes 1 and 2 in Team C’s proposal are deci-
sive in the sense that they allow a definitive ordered
ranking of the three teams—and thus of Team A and
Team B. In contrast, outcome 3 is not decisive because
it does not allow a definitive ordered ranking of Teams
A and B relative to each other. Outcome 3 thus neces-
sitates one or more additional two-game series(repeated
until either outcome 1 or 2 is realized) to achieve a 
decisive ordered ranking. 

Because Team C is exactly a league-average team—
that is, they possess exactly a .500 record after playing
a balanced schedule within the league—all three
teams agree that this proxy series is a fair and unam-
biguous way of declaring a victor in lieu of an actual
head-to-head matchup between Team A and Team B.
The A’s, B’s, and C’s travel to a neutral site to play
their two-game proxy series (as well as any subse-
quent two-game proxy series necessitated by outcome
3) that will ultimately crown Team A or Team B the
victor without requiring a head-to-head contest.

DERIVATION OF A WIN PROBABILITY FUNCTION
The proxy series described in this thought experiment
provides an unbiased method for assigning victory to
one of two teams without requiring a head-to-head
matchup. As it turns out, the proxy-series formulation
also lends itself directly to the derivation of a functional
expression for each team’s probability of victory in such
an event, given their full-season winning percentages.
Let us denote the winning percentages of Team A and
Team B by WPA and WPB, respectively. Note that WPA
and WPB represent winning percentages achieved in the
context of a full league playing a balanced schedule. Be-
cause the proxy Team C achieved a winning percentage
of exactly .500 playing the same balanced schedule in
the same league, it stands to reason that Team A and
Team B should expect to win individual games against
Team C with probabilities WPA and WPB, respectively.
If individual games of the proxy series are assumed in-
dependent, then the probabilities of each of the three
possible outcomes of the two-game series can be 
expressed directly. In particular, the probability of 
Team A achieving victory (outcome 1) in a single two-
game proxy series is

(The “1” in the subscript indicates that this outcome
was achieved after a single two-game proxy series with
no rematch; this notation will be useful in the derivation
that follows.) Similarly, we can write the probability of
Team B achieving victory (outcome 2) after a single
two-game proxy series as 

Finally, the probability of no decisive victory (outcome
3) after a single two-game proxy series is 

The probabilities of the three possible outcomes
can be depicted graphically on the unit square, as 
in Figure 1. This square is divided into four regions 
by one vertical line (corresponding to the winning 
percentage of Team A) and one horizontal line (corre-
sponding to the winning percentage of Team B). The
areas of the resulting regions are equal to specific prob-
abilities expressed in the above set of equations. In
particular, the two white regions have areas equal to
the probabilities of the decisive outcomes 1 and 2 (that
is, PA,1 and PB,1), while the union of the two shaded
regions has an area equal to the probability of the non-
decisive outcome 3 (that is, P0,1). 

Because a single two-game proxy series may not be
decisive (outcome 3), a recursive sequence of two-
game proxy series might be required to declare a
victor. The probability of Team A achieving victory in
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Figure 1. Graphical depiction of the probabilities of each possible 
outcome in a two-game proxy series



a sequence of n or fewer proxy series is

Likewise, the probability of a victory for Team B after
n or fewer two-game proxy-series recursions is

Finally, the probability of no decisive outcome after a
sequence of n recursive two-game proxy series is 

(It can be verified that PA,n + PB,n + P0,n = 1 for 
any n.) 

As n increases, the probability P0,n of having
reached no decisive outcome decreases toward zero
and the probabilities PA,n and PB,n of having reached
each decisive outcome increase toward a sum of one.
In the limiting case—that is, as n tends to infinity—a
decisive result will be achieved with probability one.
Summing the resulting arithmetic series, we find that
the probability of eventual victory for team A is2

and the probability of eventual victory for Team B is

Note that PA is simply the ratio of PA,1 to the sum 
PA,1 + PB,1, and that PB is likewise the ratio of PB,1 to
the same sum. In other words, the probability of each
team’s victory is simply the ratio of its probability of
victory in a single two-game proxy series to the proba-
bility of a decisive result in a single two-game proxy
series. Because the equations for PA and PB are com-
plementary, we will henceforth represent them with a
single function of the two variables WPA and WPB: 

Here, P(WPA,WPB) represents the probability of a vic-
tory by Team A over Team B, given that these teams
have inherent qualities of WPA and WPB, respectively.3

Note that PA= P(WPA,WPB) and PB= P(WPB,WPA).
We contend that the function P describes not only

the probability of team victory in a proxy series, but
also in an actual head-to-head matchup. That is, we
maintain that if Team A and Team B met directly, with-
out the artifice of a proxy series with Team C, then P
would express the win probability for each team. It 
is easy to verify that P satisfies a number of intuitive
criteria that we would demand of any function claim-

ing to predict the probability of victory in head-to-head
matchups. In particular:

• P(x,y) = 1 – P(y,x); equivalently, P(x,y) + P(y,x) = 1.
A matchup between two teams must result in a 
victory for one of the teams.

• P(x,.500) = x. A team with winning percentage x
will also have winning percentage x against a
league-average team.

• P(x,x) = .500. A matchup between two teams with
the same winning percentage is equally likely to re-
sult in victory for either team.

• P(x,0) = 1 for all x > 0. A team with a nonzero
winning percentage is certain to defeat a team that
has no probability of winning.

• P(x,1) = 0 for all x < 1. A team with a subunity
winning percentage is certain to lose to a team that
has no probability of losing.

• P(x+d,y) > P(x,y) for all d > 0 and 0 < y < 1. 
As a team’s winning percentage increases, its prob-
ability of victory against any opponent also
increases (unless that opponent has winning per-
centage 0 or 1).

Indeed, these precepts are so basic and self-evident that
they might actually be used (possibly with other criteria)
to construct the function P on an axiomatic basis.

Table 1 presents the predicted probabilities of vic-
tory in head-to-head matchups between teams of
different qualities. Each cell in the table represents the
predicted probability of victory for a team with qual-
ity indicated by the heading of the corresponding row,
when facing a team with quality indicated by the
heading of the corresponding column.4 For instance,
the predicted probability of victory for a .600 team fac-
ing a .400 opponent is .692. When the same .600 team
faces a .500 opponent—that is, a league-average op-
ponent—its predicted win probability is .600. Paired
against a .600 opponent (and thus perfectly evenly
matched), the team’s probability of victory is exactly
.500. On the rare occasion when the team faces a .700
opponent, its win probability decreases to .391.

Several trends are apparent in Table 1. First of all,
regardless of a team’s winning percentage, its predicted
probability of victory uniformly decreases as its oppo-
nent’s winning percentage increases. Similarly, given
an opponent with fixed winning percentage, this op-
ponent is more likely to be defeated by a team with a
higher winning percentage. These trends are, of course,
related: because every head-to-head matchup yields 
exactly one win and one loss, each above-diagonal 
element of Table 1 is equal to the complement of its
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corresponding below-diagonal element, and each 
on-diagonal element is identically .500. 

Figure 2 presents a graphical depiction of the 
predicted probability of victory for teams of various 
qualities. In particular, this figure plots predicted win
probability in head-to-head matchups as a function of
opponent winning percentage. This figure contains 11
traces, representing the predicted probabilities of victory
for 11 hypothetical teams with winning percentages
ranging from .250 to .750 in steps of .050. (The team
winning percentage corresponding to each trace is indi-
cated immediately to the left of the trace.) The dashed
vertical lines demarcate the same range of opponent
winning percentages (.250 to .750) as spanned by the
traces.

SCOOPED BY BILL JAMES
If the win-probability function P looks familiar, it may
be because it first appeared in print over thirty years
ago. As is the case for so many sabermetric devices, it
was originally proposed by Bill James. In his 1981
Baseball Abstract, James wrote an article entitled
“Pythagoras and the Logarithms” in which he pro-
posed this same relationship, albeit on completely
different grounds.5 In particular, in contrast to the con-
structive derivation presented here, James used an
essentially axiomatic approach to derive the win-prob-
ability function: he stated a set of properties that any
sensible win-probability function must possess (such
as those indicated above), and then suggested a func-
tion that did in fact possess those properties.

James christened his technique the “log5” method.
Although apparently originally cast in a different (and
more complicated) format, the win-probability rela-
tionship was reworked by James and colleague Dallas
Adams into the same format constructively derived
here. James used this formula repeatedly in later Base-
ball Abstracts; it has since been used by others in a
variety of sabermetric contexts. James and Adams 
apparently performed a limited behind-the-scenes em-
pirical validation of the log5 method, stating that the
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selected empirical data “matches very closely” (em-
phasis in original) with the win-probability function.
Unfortunately, details were not provided. In the fol-
lowing section, we provide a detailed quantitative
empirical validation of the win-probability function,
demonstrating that its predictions are in excellent
agreement with historical results.

COMPARISON WITH EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
From the inception of the National Association in 1871
through the conclusion of the 2013 season, there were
exactly 206,017 regulation regular-season major league
baseball games.6 Exactly 204,858 of those games
ended in victory for one team, with the other 1,159
games ending in a tie. The 204,858 decisive games
comprise an excellent data set for evaluating the valid-
ity of the win-probability function. 

We will evaluate the accuracy of the win-probability
function by comparing its theoretical predictions to em-
pirical head-to-head winning percentages observed
between teams of various qualities. In all comparisons,
each team’s full-season winning percentage will be used
as the measure of its inherent quality, and not its sea-
son-to-date winning percentage; the former provides a
much better estimate of the true quality of a team, and
the latter is far more variable (especially early in a sea-
son). In order to facilitate the analysis, interpretation,
and presentation of the results, we will group teams into
winning-percentage bins with extents of .020. For in-
stance, teams with winning percentages between .490
and .510 will be grouped into a single bin centered at

.500 for analysis; similarly, teams with winning per-
centages between .510 and .530 will be grouped into
another bin centered at .520.7 Figure 3 depicts a his-
togram of team winning percentages throughout major
league history, separated into these bins.8

Table 2 presents empirical probabilities of victory in
all head-to-head matchups between teams of all quali-
ties for the entirety of major league history.9 Each cell in
Table 2 lists the empirical probability of victory for a
team with quality (i.e., full-season winning percentage)
in the bin indicated by the heading of the correspon-
ding row, when facing a team with quality in the bin
indicated by the heading of the corresponding column.10

(Matchups that have never occurred in major league
history—for instance, a .280 team facing a .720 oppo-
nent—are simply indicated by the absence of a number.)
Note that because every head-to-head matchup yields
one win and one loss, each above-diagonal element of
Table 2 is equal to the complement of its corresponding
below-diagonal element, and each on-diagonal element
is identically .500.

We can compare the predicted probabilities of vic-
tory in Table 1 to the empirical probabilities of victory
in Table 2 to get a sense of the accuracy of the former
table’s predictions (and thus the accuracy of the win-
probability function P). For example, among all teams
in major league history that ended the season with a
winning percentage in the .600 bin (that is, between
.590 and .610), the empirical probability of victory
when facing an opponent with winning percentage in
the .400 bin (that is, between .390 and .410) is observed

to be .682. In comparison, the predicted
probability of victory for a .600 team
facing a .400 opponent is .691—a dif-
ference of less than 1% in absolute
terms. Similarly, when a .600 team
faces a .500 opponent (who thus repre-
sents a league-average team), its
empirical probability of victory is seen
to be .603—a very slight deviation from
the theoretical value of .600. When a
.600 team faces another .600 team, its
empirical probability of victory is em-
pirically .500 (a result that follows
necessarily from the zero-sum nature of
win-loss accounting), which is the
same as the predicted value. Finally,
when a .600 team faces a .700 oppo-
nent, its empirical win probability is
.459. This is somewhat larger than the
theoretical value of .391 indicated in
Table 1; the larger deviation (compared
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to the others noted here) can be attributed to the rela-
tively rare occurrence of such a matchup and the
resulting small sample size. In particular, there have
been 1359 decisive matchups between a .600 team and
a .400 team, 1815 decisive matchups between a .600
team and a .500 team, and 846 decisive matchups be-
tween two .600 teams. In contrast, there have only
been 185 decisive matchups between a .600 team and
a .700 team. A larger deviation in the empirical prob-
ability is thus to be expected. Table 3 presents the
number of decisive matchups in major league history
between teams of different qualities—that is, the sam-
ple size for each of the empirical probabilities in Table
2. Note that Table 3 displays a fundamental symme-
try: its above-diagonal elements are identical to the
corresponding below-diagonal entries. 

The same theoretical trends that were apparent in
Table 1 are also apparent in the empirical data of Table 2.
As predicted, a team’s empirical probability of victory
tends to decrease as its opponent’s winning percentage
increases; similarly, an opponent with a fixed winning
percentage is generally more likely to be defeated by a
team with a higher winning percentage. As with Table 1,
each above-diagonal element of Table 2 is equal to the
complement of its corresponding below-diagonal ele-
ment, and each populated on-diagonal element is
identically equal to .500. 

A cell-by-cell comparison of Table 1 and Table 2
demonstrates that there is, in fact, excellent agreement
between the theoretical and empirical probabilities of

victory in head-to-head matchups. In particular, there
is generally very close agreement between predicted
and empirical probabilities in matchups characterized
by a large sample size (as indicated in Table 3). The
cells for which there are larger mismatches tend to be
those with smaller sample sizes, for which empirical
variation is inherently fundamentally larger. This sug-
gests that the theoretical predictions provided by the
win-probability function P are in fact borne out by 
actual results over the course of major league history. 

We can bring this qualitative, inspection-based as-
sessment of the theoretical predictions and empirical
observations onto firmer quantitative ground. In par-
ticular, we can apply a metric known as the Brier
score11 to quantify the level of agreement between the-
ory and observation. Originally developed to evaluate
the accuracy of weather forecasts, the Brier score is
more generally used to measure the accuracy or pre-
dictive power of a probabilistic assessment over
numerous trials. It can be applied whenever probabil-
ities are assigned to a set of mutually exclusive,
collectively exhaustive discrete outcomes.12 We will
rely on a formulation known as the Brier skill score,13

which essentially represents a comparison of the pre-
dictive power of a model to that of a naïve model that
assumes that each outcome is equally likely—in this
case, a trivial model specifying an equal (.500) proba-
bility of victory for each team in any matchup,
regardless of the teams’ levels of quality.14 A Brier skill
score of 1 indicates perfect predictive power, while a
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Brier skill score of 0 indicates predictive power limited
to that of the naïve uniform-probability benchmark.15

The greatest possible Brier skill score would be achieved
by a fully empirical win-probability function—that is, a
function E that simply used the empirical probabilities of
victory throughout major league history, as presented
in Table 2, as a lookup table for its probability esti-
mates.16 We can thus reference the success of the
theoretical win-probability function P by comparing its
Brier skill score SP to the greatest-possible Brier skill
score SE that is achieved by the fully empirical function
E. In particular, we will calculate an “efficiency ratio”
RP for the win-probability function P:

￼This efficiency ratio provides an unambiguous,
absolute measure of the accuracy of the win-probabil-
ity function P. A ratio of 1 indicates a perfect match
between theory and practice, and a value less than 1
indicates an imperfect match (with the degree of im-
perfection indicated by the deviation from unity).

Table 4 presents the scoring metrics for the theoret-
ical win-probability function P as calculated from the
full set of decisive games in major league history. Of pri-
mary interest is the efficiency ratio Rp: it is nearly 98%,
indicating that the win-probability function has nearly
as much predictive power as the empirical data. Clearly,
the win-probability function provides an excellent
model for the actual probability of victory in head-to-
head matchups.

Table 4. Scoring metrics for the theoretical 
win-probability function

Brier Brier skill Efficiency
score (BP) score (SP ) ratio (RP )
0.2361 0.0556 0.9790

In addition to evaluating the accuracy of the win-
probability function across the entirety of major league
history, we can examine its accuracy across different
major league eras. Table 5 presents a somewhat arbi-
trary—but nevertheless relevant—partitioning of major
league history into seven distinct eras, along with the
number of decisive games in each era. The empirical
win probabilities for head-to-head matchups in each
of these seven major league eras, as calculated from
the full set of decisive games in each era, are similar in
character to the empirical win probabilities for the en-
tirety of major league history. Due to space limitations,
the empirical results for each era are not presented in
the body of this article, but are instead provided in on
online appendix.17

Table 5. Major league history partitioned by era
Era Start End Games
Pre-modern 1871 1900 20,456
Dead-ball 1901 1919 23,700
Live-ball 1920 1946 33,067
Integration 1947 1960 17,241
Expansion 1961 1976 28,184
Free-agency 1977 1996 41,081
Interleague 1997 2013 41,129
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We can use the previously introduced scoring met-
rics to quantify the agreement between theoretical
predictions and empirical results in each era. Table 6
presents the Brier score, Brier skill score, and efficiency
ratio achieved by the win-probability function P in
each of the seven major league eras. This table demon-
strates that the fidelity of the win-probability function
is excellent—and essentially unchanged—across major
league eras. In particular, P achieves an overall effi-
ciency ratio between 90% and 94% in each era, with
a mean of 92.04% and a standard deviation among
eras of only 1.15%.

Table 6. Scoring metrics for the theoretical win-probability 
function in different major league eras

Brier Brier skill Efficiency
Era score (BP) score (SP) ratio (RP)
Pre-modern 0.2182 0.1272 0.9380
Dead-ball 0.2315 0.0740 0.9201
Live-ball 0.2346 0.0617 0.9297
Integration 0.2364 0.0544 0.9035
Expansion 0.2400 0.0401 0.9128
Free-agency 0.2418 0.0330 0.9148
Interleague 0.2405 0.0379 0.9241

The efficiency ratios of Table 6 are all slightly
smaller than the 97.90% efficiency ratio observed for
the entirety of major league history. This is attributa-
ble to the smaller sample sizes—and the resulting
greater inherent empirical variability—within individ-
ual eras.18 The consistency of the efficiency ratios
across eras, however, demonstrates that the predic-
tions of the win-probability function are in excellent
agreement with the empirical probabilities of victory 
in every major league era. In other words, the win-
probability function is a valid, high-fidelity model of
the actual probabilities of victory in head-to-head
matchups regardless of era.

A SLIGHT REVISION
We now consider a slight revision to the win-proba-
bility function P in an attempt to provide even greater
agreement with empirical results. This revision is
based on a careful consideration of the interpretation
of “league average” in the context of specific teams
meeting for a head-to-head matchup.

As stated at the outset of this article, winning per-
centage is the best statistical indicator of team quality
relative to the league in which a team plays. In addi-
tion to providing a measurement of team quality,
however, winning percentage also provides informa-
tion about the relative quality of the rest of the league.

In particular, if Team A finishes its season with a win-
ning percentage over .500, then we know that the rest
of Team A’s league, taken as a whole, has finished the
season with a winning percentage under .500. Con-
versely, if Team A ends the season with a sub-.500
winning percentage, this implies that the rest of the
league has an ensemble winning percentage over .500.
For an N-team league in which all teams play the same
balanced schedule, we can express this relationship
exactly: if Team A has a winning percentage of WPA,
then the rest of Team A’s league must have a winning
percentage of

This has interesting implication: from the perspective
of an above-.500 team, the league-average opponent
is actually below .500, and from the perspective of a
below-.500 team, the league-average opponent is ac-
tually above .500. An above-.500 team would thus
seem to derive some extra benefit from playing its
schedule against teams that are somewhat worse than
average, while a below-.500 team would seem to com-
pound its woes by playing teams that are somewhat
better than average. This points directly to a flaw in-
herent in the win-probability function: P(WPA,WP~A)
actually exceeds WPA for an above-.500 team and falls
short of WPA for a sub-.500 team. Clearly this is an ab-
surdity, since a team with winning percentage WPA
should, by definition, be expected to post a winning
percentage of exactly WPA in the context of its league.

We can modify the form of the win-probability
function by adjusting the values of its two arguments,
WPA and WPB, to counteract this effect. In particular,
if Team A and Team B are both members of the same
N-team league, then we can adjust each team’s win-
ning percentage as follows:

This has the effect of adjusting a team’s winning per-
centage downward or upward by the same amount by
which its opponents’ ensemble winning percentages
exceeded or fell short of .500, respectively. We then
take the revised win-probability function P’ to be 

This revised function represents an attempt to bring 
a team’s predicted win probability against a league-
average opponent, rather than a league-average team,
into agreement with its winning percentage.19

Table 7 presents the probabilities of victory predicted
by the revised win-probability function. Comparison
to Table 1 (the probabilities of victory predicted by the
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original win-probability function) reveals that the re-
vised function hedges its bets slightly. In particular,
the revised win-probability function judges the out-
come of any contest between teams of different
qualities to be slightly less certain—that is, to have
closer to even odds—than suggested by the original
win-probability function. 

As with the original win-probability function, we
can compare the predictions of the revised win-prob-
ability function with empirical results. Table 8 presents
the Brier scores, Brier skill scores, and efficiency ra-
tios for both the original and revised win-probability
functions, as calculated for the entirety of major league
history.20 The revised win-probability function is seen
to attain a slightly higher efficiency ratio (98.32%)
than the original win-probability function (97.90%).
Although this is an absolute increase of only 0.42%, it
represents a 20.2% reduction in the residual error
when compared to the empirical upper bound—that
is, a reduction of unmodeled empirical variation from
2.10% to 1.68%. As such, it represents a nontrivial im-
provement in model fidelity.

Table 8. Scoring metrics for the revised and original theoretical
win-probability functions

Brier Brier skill Efficiency
Function score (B ) score (S ) ratio (R )
Original (P ) 0.2361 0.0556 0.9790
Revised (P' ) 0.2360 0.0558 0.9832

Table 9 presents results for the original and revised
win-probability functions for the seven previously de-

fined major league eras. It is evident from Table 9 that
the revised win-probability function provides greater
agreement to empirical results for every major league
era except the pre-modern era. (The pre-modern era
might be expected to exhibit the most significant devi-
ations from theory given the relatively extreme
distribution of team quality, the sometimes haphazard
nature of scheduling, and the occasionally irregular
league composition that were endemic to the time.) 
Calculated across the seven eras, the revised win-prob-
ability function achieves a mean efficiency ratio of
92.35% (an improvement from the original function’s
mean of 92.04%), and exhibits a standard deviation of
just 0.81% (an improvement from the original func-
tion’s standard deviation of 1.15%). Thus, whether
considered over the entirety of major league history or
within individual major league eras, the revised win-
probability function is seen to provide even better
agreement to empirical results than the original function.

CONCLUSION
Team winning percentages translate directly to proba-
bilities of victory in head-to-head matchups. The
relationship between a team’s winning percentage and
its probability of victory when facing an opponent
from the same league is shown to be derivable on the-
oretical grounds; this derivation is straightforward and
follows directly from a thought experiment involving
the two teams in question and a hypothetical third
proxy team. The theoretical win-probability function
thus derived is identical to a function proposed on 
entirely different grounds by Bill James in 1981. The
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win-probability function is shown to be in excellent
agreement with empirical major league results, not
only over the entirety of major league history but also
within arbitrary major league eras. A slight refinement
of the theoretical win-probability function is shown to
yield even better agreement with empirical results.

It should be noted that the win-probability func-
tion described here can be applied without caveat only
to teams in the same league: it does not strictly apply
to head-to-head matchups between teams in different
leagues with potentially different inherent qualities.
Rigorous expression of win probabilities in such cases
would require adjustments to account for the relative
levels of quality of the distinct leagues in which the
teams posted their respective winning percentages.
Even so, for matchups between teams from different
leagues of essentially equal quality—for instance, the
American League and the National League—the win-
probability function presented here can be expected to
be accurate.

It should also be noted that rigorous application of
the win-probability function requires not only that the
teams under consideration be members of the same
league, but also that they play the same balanced
schedule in that league. Major league teams have not
played balanced schedules since the advent of divi-
sional play in 1969; schedule imbalance was further
exacerbated with the inception of interleague play in
1997. However, Table 6 and Table 9 indicate that un-
balanced schedules have not had a notable effect on
the accuracy of the win-probability function. Thus, al-
though perfect schedule balance may be a requirement
for the theoretical derivation of the win-probability
function, mild-to-moderate schedule imbalance does

not seem to present an impediment to its practical use.
Although this article has focused exclusively on the

probability of victory in head-to-head team matchups,
the concepts and methods used here are readily ex-
tensible to other contexts involving matchups between
entities in which there are two possible outcomes.
Most directly, the win-probability function could be
applied without significant modification to situations
involving distinct binary outcomes in which the
league-average probability of success is identically
.500—say, contests between starting pitchers.21 Simi-
larly, the framework used here might be modified to
express the probabilities of distinct binary outcomes
in situations where the league-average probability of
success is not identically .500—say, the probability 
of a batter with a particular batting average getting a
hit when facing a pitcher with a particular opponents’
batting average.22 Finally, our framework might be
modified to provide the probabilities of various events
in situations characterized not by binary outcomes,
but rather by a set of several possible outcomes—say,
the probability of a particular plate appearance result-
ing in a strikeout, walk, home run, or ball in play,
given the individual propensities of the batter and the
pitcher to produce each outcome. Although the re-
quired extensions to the current framework may be
nontrivial, it is likely that they could be made on sim-
ilar theoretical grounds as employed here. �
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Notes
1. These rules exhibit the so-called “transitive property” that is sometimes

invoked informally in sports arguments (and rather more formally in
mathematical proofs). 

2. This derivation relies on the assumption that the winning percentages 
of Team A and Team B are neither both 0 nor both 1. If both teams have
winning percentages of 0 or 1, then we can simply take each team’s
probability of victory to be .500 (as would in fact be indicated by a
straightforward extension of this derivation). 

3. As suggested in passing at the beginning of this article, true team 
quality may be essentially unknowable (or, at least, not measurable 
to arbitrary precision). However, it is our contention that full-season 
winning percentage provides the best measurement of true, inherent, 
unobservable team quality. As such, the term “quality” will be used
throughout the remainder of this article to refer to full-season winning
percentage. 

4. It should be noted that this table, like the others in this article, presents
results for a much wider range of team qualities than is typically observed
even over the course of multiple seasons. The wide range of qualities
serves to illustrate trends and matchups that, while rare, are still histori-
cally relevant. 

5. Bill James, “Pythagoras and the Logarithms,” 1981 Baseball Abstract
(Lawrence, Kansas: self-published, 1981), 104–10. 

6. There has been considerable argument and discussion about whether 
the National Association actually qualifies as a major league. Somewhat
arbitrarily, it is treated as a major league here. Game total from 
Retrosheet game logs, available at www.retrosheet.org. 

7. In a 162-game season, the .500 bin encompasses teams that won 80,
81, or 82 games, while the .520 bin encompasses teams that won 83, 
84, or 85 games. Although finer distinctions are possible, they are not
necessarily statistically meaningful, and they would cloud the presenta-
tion of the results. 

8. Some of the “noise” apparent in Figure 3—that is, the fluctuation 
between counts in adjacent bins—is due to the non-constant number 
of discrete won-lost records that map to each bin in a fixed-length 
season. For instance, over a 162-game season there are three distinct
win totals (80, 81, and 82) that map to the .500 bin, and three distinct
win totals (83, 84, and 85) that map to the .520 bin. However, there are
four distinct win totals (86, 87, 88, and 89) that map to the .540 bin.
This leads to an inflation in the population of some bins that is unavoid-
able without choosing a bin width equal to an integer multiple of 1/162.
(Note also that any bin width enabling population by constant numbers
of discrete win totals in a 162-game season would not achieve this result
in a 154-game season.) 

9. These data were compiled from Retrosheet game logs, available at
www.retrosheet.org. 

10. For ease of presentation and interpretation, the very small number of
teams that ended a season with a winning percentage below .250 or
above .750 are aggregated into the .260 and .740 bins, respectively. 

11. Glenn W. Brier, “Verification of Forecasts Expressed in Terms of Probability,”
Monthly Weather Review, 78 (1), April 15, 1950, 1–3. 

12. When applied to a collection of probabilistic predictions and corresponding
outcomes over a set of N binary trials (i.e., trials in which only two out-
comes are possible), the Brier score takes the form B = ∑ N

i = 1 (Pi – oi )
2.

Here, Pi is the predicted probability of a given outcome in trial i, and oi
is an indicator variable that takes value 1 if the given outcome is realized
and value 0 otherwise. In our context, Pi is the predicted win probability
provided by P, and oi indicates whether victory was actually achieved. 

13. Allan H. Murphy, “Skill Scores Based on the Mean Squared Error and their
Relationships to the Correlation Coefficient,” Monthly Weather Review,
116 (12), December 1988, 2417–24. 

14. The Brier skill score S and the raw Brier score B are related by the 
equation S = 1 – 4B. 

15. A negative Brier skill score is also possible, indicating predictive power
worse than that of the naïve uniform-probability benchmark. 

16. Such a fully empirical predictor is, in a myopic sense, the highest-fidelity
predictor that is possible: its predicted win probabilities exactly match
the empirical probabilities in the system it seeks to model. In another
sense, however, a fully empirical predictor is highly suspect: its alleged
greater fidelity is actually only an encapsulation of specific random 
instances of statistical variability that fluctuate around a deeper, 
simpler trend, despite the fact that this variability would be expected 
to lessen as more and more data became available. Furthermore, the 
dubious improvement in fidelity achieved by a fully empirical predictor
would be achieved only at the cost of a dramatic increase in complexity. 

17. This appendix can be found at http://sabr.org/node/32297. 
18. This effect is even more pronounced if attention is restricted to even

smaller sample sizes, such as individual major league seasons—or, 
in the extreme, individual series or games. This does not imply that the
predicted probabilities of victory are less valid, or that the underlying
probabilities of victory are any different, over small samples. It simply 
reflects the fact that measurements obtained from limited samples 
are necessarily characterized by greater statistical variability. 

19. In fact, this revision does not quite achieve the desired result: because
each of the two arguments is adjusted independently, there will still be 
a slight discrepancy between P’(WPA ,WP~A,N ) and WPA (albeit much
smaller than the discrepancy of the original win-probability function)
whenever WPA is not .500. Additional modification of the win-probability
function might enable further reduction in the size of this discrepancy,
but only at the cost of the introduction of significantly more complexity.
Such modifications are not pursued here. 

20. The results in Table 8 and Table 9 were calculated using representative
values of league size N for each era. In particular, N = 8 was used for 
the pre-modern, dead-ball, live-ball, and integration eras; N = 11 was
used for the expansion era; N = 13 was used for the free-agency era; 
N = 15 was used for the interleague era. The value N = 12 was used 
for the entirety of major league history. 

21. In this case, the possibility of a no-decision would either need to be 
explicitly disallowed, or the framework would need to be modified to 
accommodate this possibility. 

22. As with the previous case, the possibility of a nondecisive outcome such
as a base on balls would either need to be explicitly disallowed, or the
framework would need to be explicitly modified to accommodate it.
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Predicting the results of matchups in baseball, or
any sport for that matter, is compelling not only
for the ability to possess seemingly prognostica-

tive powers, but also for its applications in simulated
games and evaluating players. In his 1981 Baseball Ab-
stract, statistician and sabermetrics pioneer Bill James,
in collaboration with Dallas Adams, introduced a for-
mula for predicting the winner of a matchup between
two teams. His formula for estimating the probability
that team X beats team Y, which James referred to as
the log5 method, is given by the following equation:

Here p is the winning percentage of team X and q is
the winning percentage of team Y.1

Later in The Bill James Baseball Abstract of 1983,
James extended the log5 method to individual player
matchups. He credited Dallas Adams for the following
equation, which evaluates the probability of a hit
when batter X faces pitcher Y:

Here x is batter X’s batting average, y is the batting av-
erage of batters facing pitcher Y, and z is the batting
average of the entire league.2

Both formulas have been observed to give accurate
estimates of the probabilities for their respective
events.3 As it is presented in James’ Abstracts, how-
ever, the log5 method can only estimate the
probabilities for a sample space which contains two
events—in the above examples, team X either wins or
loses and a hit either occurs or does not. The log5
method does not necessarily hold as a probability
function if a sample space is divided into more than
two events such as the events of a single, double,
triple, home run, etc. For this we must extend the
method to apply to matchups consisting of two parties
and a sample space partitioned into n parts. 

By examining Equation (2) we can see how this ex-
tension of the log5 method might be accomplished.
The numerator is made up of a three-variable term—
the batter’s probability is multiplied by the pitcher’s
probability and divided by the league average proba-
bility. For any event, we will refer to the value
obtained from this relationship between the batter,
pitcher, and league probabilities as the “base proba-
bility” of that event. The base probability alone is not
sufficient, however, because the sum of all possible
base probabilities may not equal one. Thus, we must
normalize the base probability by dividing it by the
sum of the base probabilities of all possible events. 
We can then imagine a general log5 formula that is
similar to Equation (2), but with additional base prob-
ability terms in the denominator—one for each of the
events into which the sample space is partitioned. In
order to prove its mathematical basis, we will derive
this general matchup probability formula and, by an-
alyzing data from the 2012 MLB season, show that it
is accurate when estimating the probabilities of a sin-
gle, double, triple, home run, walk, hit-by-pitch, and
out for a given batter-pitcher matchup.

DERIVATION OF GENERAL MATCHUP PROBABILITY FORMULA
Let E1,...,En be events partitioning the sample space S
of a given two-player matchup. Also let x=(x1,...,xn)
be the vector containing the event probabilities for
Player 1 where xi is the probability of event i
for i∈{1,2,...,n} , and let y=(y1,...,yn) be the same 
for Player 2. Note that since the sample space 
is partitioned, x1+...+xn=y1+...+yn=1, and also
P(E1)+...+P(En)=1. We can imagine the matchup
between Player 1 and Player 2 as a system where both
players independently choose events based on their 
respective event probabilities. If both players select 
the same event, the system terminates. Otherwise it is
restarted and both players choose again. This process
continues until both players pick the same event.

Let the random variable I be the number of itera-
tions the system goes through. Since we are now
assuming the players choose events independently, the
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probability that both players select event i on the first
iteration is given by 

P(Ei∩I=1)=xi yi (3)

The probability that the system terminates after a sin-
gle iteration is then given by

Thus, the probability the players choose different
events and must choose again is

P(I>1)=1–x⋅y (5)

Iterations of the system are independent from one an-
other, so we see that the probability that the system
terminates with event i in k iterations is given by 

P(Ei∩Ii=k)=(1–x⋅y)k–1 xi yi (6)

Summing over all possible values of k gives us the
probability of event i:

We now recognize that

is a geometric series and will converge to

We know that 1−x⋅y is a probability, implying
0≤1−x⋅y ≤1. Therefore, the only way the convergence
inequality would not be satisfied would be if
1−x⋅y=1⟺ x⋅y=0, in which case the system
would never have terminated in the first place. Thus it
is true that, barring a situation in which the system does
not terminate, the series converges and we have

This assumes that the average player’s probability
for each event is the same, i.e. all events have an equal
probability of being selected if an event were to be 
selected at random. Of course this is not true of batter-
pitcher matchups; an average batter facing an average
pitcher is far more likely to hit a single than a triple, for
example. To correct this, we must look at a player’s
event probability relative to that event’s probability for
an average player. We introduce the vector z=(z1,...,zn)
which contains the event probabilities of an average
player in the same way as x and y. It will later be
shown that Equation (8) does not accurately predict

matchup probabilities when the average probabilities
for each event are not equal, and this modification is
necessary to achieve an accurate prediction.

We now assume that Player 1’s event probabilities
are in actuality the probabilities that each event occurs
for Player 1 given that they are matched against an av-
erage player. We then wish to solve for the values x'i
for i∈{1, 2,…,n} of x'=(x'1,...,x'n), a modified vector
of Player 1’s event probabilities. For each of the n￼
events, we get

Notice that if we assume 

and solve for x'i, we obtain the result x'i=xi:

Now, adding the fact that x'1+...+x'n=1 to the
conditions stated in Equation (9) and writing in vector
notation, we obtain the following equation:

It can be shown that the solution for each x'i is

Now that we have a solution for x'1,...,x'n, we can
replace x with x' in Equation (8) and obtain

JUSTIFICATION OF GENERAL FORMULA
In order to ensure that Equation (13) is, in fact, a prob-
ability function as we claim, we must make sure that 
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and also that 0≤ P(Ei )≤1, for all i∈{1,…,n}. Summing
the probabilities of each event, we see that the total is
one as expected.

Furthermore, since every x'i and yi is a probability and
therefore nonnegative, we can see by inspection that
P(Ei)≥0. This fact also implies that P(Ei)≤1 since the
denominator contains the numerator, plus other non-
negative terms.

Now that we have established that our formula is
a probability function, there are a few more properties
we must test to ensure it makes sense for estimating
matchup probabilities. We expect, for example, that
the probability event i occurs when Player 1 faces
Player 2 would be the same as the probability of that
event occurring when Player 2 faces Player 1. In other
words, we want

Indeed, this can be shown by substituting

into the above equation.
Notice that the relation in Equation (15) implies an-

other property we would like our formula to
satisfy—that an average player with probability vector
z facing another player with probability vector x will
return P(Ei)=xi. After modifying z to obtain z' we get

We will now show that the log5 method is a special
case of our derived formula. Let the number of events
n=2, and let z=(z,1–z) be the vector containing the
probabilities of events one and two for an average
player, x=(x,1–x) be the vector containing the event
probabilities for Player 1, and y=(y,1–y) be the vector
containing the event probabilities for Player 2. Then
by Equation (13) we have

Notice that if we let x be the batting average of bat-
ter X, y be the batting average against pitcher Y, and z
be the batting average of the entire league, this is the
same formula seen earlier in Equation (2) for calcu-
lating the probability of a hit when batter X faces
pitcher Y.

Furthermore, if we wish to interpret this expression
as determining the probability that team X will beat
team Y, we can let x be the probability team X wins, i.e.
their winning percentage, and let y be the probability
team Y loses, i.e. one minus team Y’s winning percent-
age. We then let z be the average winning percentage
over the entire league. The value of zwill necessarily be
0.5 since every time one team wins, another team must
lose. Then, if team X has winning percentage p and
team Y has winning percentage q we get

This, of course, is the log5 formula shown in Equa-
tion (1) to predict the probability that team X beats
team Y given both team’s winning percentages.

PREDICTING RESULTS OF BATTER-PITCHER MATCHUPS
We will now use Equation (13) to predict the results of
batter-pitcher matchups in Major League Baseball and
compare our predictions to actual data obtained from
the 2012 MLB season. In this situation, the sample space
is plate appearances, each of which can result in a sin-
gle, double, triple, home run, walk, hit-by-pitch, error,
sacrifice hit, sacrifice fly, fielder’s choice, catcher’s in-
terference, or out. The batter will be called out if an out,
sacrifice hit, or sacrifice fly occurs. Additionally, an error
is recorded only if the batter would have been called
out had an error not occurred. Likewise, fielder’s choice
denotes that the batter could have been thrown out, but
the fielder instead elected to throw another runner out.
For the sake of simplicity, we can combine the events of
an out, sacrifice hit, sacrifice fly, error, and fielder’s
choice under the event out, which we will interpret as
the event that the batter is called out or would have
been called out under normal circumstances.

We will now take into account another factor. The
circumstances governing when pitchers intentionally
walk batters are not solely based upon the ability of
the pitcher or batter, but upon factors that are outside
the realm of the batter-pitcher matchup, such as the
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configuration of baserunners, the number of outs, etc.
In the same way, catcher’s interference is the result of
outside influences acting upon the matchup. For this
reason, we will ignore intentional walks and catcher’s
interference. For the remainder of this article, unless
otherwise specified, the terms “plate appearances” and
“batters faced” will refer only to those that did not re-
sult in an intentional walk or catcher’s interference,
and “walks” will refer only to unintentional walks.

We therefore have that each plate appearance can
be one of seven distinct events: a single, double, triple,
home run, walk, hit-by-pitch, or out. Let these corre-
spond to events one through seven respectively.
Probabilities of these events occurring for a given bat-
ter can then easily be calculated by dividing the number
of times the event occurred during one of his plate ap-
pearances by his total number of plate appearances. The
same can be said for a pitcher if we divide the number
of times each event occurred after one of his pitches by
the total number of batters he has faced.

We use event files obtained from Retrosheet to
count the number of singles, doubles, triples, home
runs, walks, hit-by-pitches, outs,4 and plate appear-
ances/batters faced for individual players during the
2012 MLB season. These event files contain a play-by-
play account of all games during an entire season
including the information we are interested in—the
pitcher, batter, and result—as well as other informa-
tion such as the score, number of outs, and baserunner
configuration.

We then look only at batters who have at least 502
plate appearances and pitchers who have faced at least
502 batters, this time including intentional walks. This
number was chosen because 502 is the minimum
number of plate appearances to be eligible for the
Major League Baseball batting title. This restriction
leaves us with 144 batters and 124 pitchers.5 During
the 2012 season, these 144 batters faced these 124
pitchers a total of 44,209 times.6

We then must find the sample proportion and num-
ber of occurrences we expect for each event if our

formula for determining batter-pitcher matchup prob-
abilities in Equation (13) is true. In the 2012 season
there were a total of 183,124 batters faced, the distri-
bution and league average probabilities of which are
shown below in Table 1. 

Table 1. League Average Probabilities7

Event Total Probability
Single 27,941 0.15258
Double 8,261 0.04511
Triple 927 0.00506
Home Run 4,934 0.02694
Walk 13,654 0.07456
Hit-by-Pitch 1,494 0.00816
Out 125,913 0.68758

�We now have all the variables necessary to use
Equation (13) to find the probability of event i for each
batter-pitcher matchup. Let B be the set containing the
batters with at least 502 plate appearances and P be
the set containing all the pitchers with at least 502 bat-
ters faced. Then BxP is the set containing all possible
matchups between the batters in B and pitchers in P.
Let Nl,k be the total number of times batter l faces
pitcher k . The expected number of occurrences of
event i is then

where Pilk is the probability of event i when batter
l faces pitcher k. The expected sample proportion of
event i is then 

Now that we have the expected sample proportion
and number of occurrences for each event, we can per-
form a one-proportion Z-test with significance level 
a=0.1� to determine the probabilities that the sam-
ple proportions and expected sample proportions are
equal. The results are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Event Totals8 and Z-test Results
Sample Expected Expected Sample

Event Total Proportion Total Proportion z-statistic p-value % Error
Single 7,189 0.16261 7,185868 0.16254 0.04037 0.96780 0.044%
Double 2,252 0.05094 2,215.547 0.05012 0.79462 0.42683 1.619%
Triple 233 0.00527 235.862 0.00534 -0.18683 0.85180 1.228%
Home Run 1,401 0.03169 1,420.752 0.03214 -0.53265 0.59428 1.410%
Walk 3,234 0.07315 3,198.490 0.07235 -0.65190 0.51446 1.098%
Hit-by-Pitch 338 0.00765 347.811 0.00787 -0.52817 0.59738 2.903%
Out 29,562 0.66869 29,604.670 0.66965 -0.66965 0.66612 0.144%

(19)

(20)



We also perform a c2 test with six degrees of free-
dom and significance level a=0.1 to determine
whether the distribution of the seven events is consis-
tent with our expected distribution. This test yields a
c2 statistic of approximately 1.64, and the probability
of observing this or a more extreme difference in ex-
pected and observed totals is 0.95. 

Note that if we were to use Equation (8) to calcu-
late the event probabilities for each batter-pitcher
matchup, we would obtain the results in Table 3.

Table 3. Unmodified Event Totals
Event Total Expected Total % Error
Single 7,189 2,229.893 68.982%
Double 2,252 203.768 90.952%
Triple 233 2.431 98.956%
Home Run 1,401 78.225 94.417%
Walk 3,234 489.175 84.874%
Hit-by-Pitch 338 5.845 98.271%
Out 29,562 41,199.663 39.367ˆ%

A c2 test with significance level a=0.1 of the above
data yields a c2 statistic of 113,417.71. Consultation of
the c2 distribution for six degrees of freedom shows
the probability of observing this difference is zero, 
and we can safely accept the alternative hypothesis
that Equation (8) does not accurately predict these
matchup probabilities.

SPECIFIC BATTER-PITCHER MATCHUPS
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of our formula is
its ability to predict the results of specific batter-pitcher
matchups. Alex Gordon faced Chris Sale a total of 22
times during the 2012 season, the most that any one
batter faced any one pitcher in the 44,209 plate ap-
pearances selected for our sample. Using Equation
(13) we can compare the expected results of Alex Gor-
don’s 22 plate appearances against Chris Sale to what
actually occurred.

The relevant statistics from the 2012 season for Alex
Gordon and Chris Sale are shown below in Table 4:

Table 4. 2012 Statistics for Alex Gordon and Chris Sale9

Statistic Alex Gordon Chris Sale
Plate Appearances
or Batters Faced 718 767

Singles 119 110
Doubles 51 37
Triples 5 1
Home Runs 14 19
Walks 70 76
Hit-by-Pitches 3 6
Outs 456 548

Using the above numbers to seed Equation (13)
gives us the probabilities for each of the seven events.
Finally, we multiply each of these probabilities by 22
to obtain the expected number of occurrences for each
event in 22 matchups between Gordon and Sale.

Rounding our expected results, we see that in 22
plate appearances against Chris Sale, we would expect
Alex Gordon to hit about three singles, two doubles,
zero triples, zero home runs, be walked twice, hit by
a pitch zero times, and called out 15 times. This is al-
most exactly what occurred. Gordon instead hit four
singles, two doubles, zero triples, zero home runs, was
walked once, hit by a pitch zero times, and called out
15 times—the only difference being that Gordon hit
one more single and was walked once less than ex-
pected.

In fact, seven batter-pitcher matchups in our
44,209-plate appearance sample occurred at least 20
times. The expected and actual results of these
matchups are summarized in Table 5 through Table 8
below.10 Note that with such a small sample size for
each matchup, the results cannot be considered con-
clusive and are presented for illustrative purposes only.

￼

Table 5. Specific Matchups (Singles and Doubles)
Times Singles Doubles

Batter Pitcher Faced Expected Actual Expected Actual

Alex Gordon Chris Sale 22 3.45 4 1.68 2
Mike Trout Yu Darvish 21 3.09 3 0.95 1
Jose Reyes R.A. Dickey 21 3.39 4 0.93 0
Austin Jackson Jake Peavy 21 3.45 2 0.91 0
Derek Jeter James Shields 21 4.69 3 0.77 1
Alcides Escobar Chris Sale 20 3.93 9 0.99 1
Miguel Cabrera Jake Peavy 20 3.29 5 1.07 1

Table 6. Specific Matchups (Triples and Home Runs)
Times Triples Home Runs

Batter Pitcher Faced Expected Actual Expected Actual

Alex Gordon Chris Sale 22 0.04 0 0.40 0
Mike Trout Yu Darvish 21 0.26 0 0.63 2
Jose Reyes R.A. Dickey 21 0.31 0 0.32 0
Austin Jackson Jake Peavy 21 0.31 2 0.63 1
Derek Jeter James Shields 21 0.00 0 0.42 0
Alcides Escobar Chris Sale 20 0.06 0 0.14 0
Miguel Cabrera Jake Peavy 20 0.00 0 1.47 3
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Table 7. Specific Matchups (Walks and Hit-by-Pitches)
Times Walks Hit-by-Pitches

Batter Pitcher Faced Expected Actual Expected Actual

Alex Gordon Chris Sale 22 1.74 1 0.09 0
Mike Trout Yu Darvish 21 3.03 4 0.30 0
Jose Reyes R.A. Dickey 21 1.22 1 0.00 0
Austin Jackson Jake Peavy 21 1.70 2 0.10 0
Derek Jeter James Shields 21 1.00 2 0.20 0
Alcides Escobar Chris Sale 20 0.62 1 0.24 0
Miguel Cabrera Jake Peavy 20 1.05 1 0.12 0

Table 8. Specific Matchups (Outs)
Times Outs

Batter Pitcher Faced Expected Actual

Alex Gordon Chris Sale 22 14.61 15
Mike Trout Yu Darvish 21 12.75 11
Jose Reyes R.A. Dickey 21 14.84 16
Austin Jackson Jake Peavy 21 13.91 14
Derek Jeter James Shields 21 13.91 15
Alcides Escobar Chris Sale 20 14.02 9
Miguel Cabrera Jake Peavy 20 13.00 10

CONCLUSION
The general matchup formula shown in Equation (13)
seems to be a good estimator of batter-pitcher
matchup probabilities. All p-values shown in Table 2
are greater than 0.1, so we reject the hypothesis that
the proportions for each event are unequal. That is,
the data do not support the claim that the proportions
are unequal. Likewise, the result of the c2 test indi-
cates we cannot conclude that the distributions are
unequal and must accept the null hypothesis that the
distributions are the same. These tests, along with the
small margin of error for each of the seven events, sug-
gest that the formula in Equation (13) can be used to
accurately predict the probabilities of the results of a
batter-pitcher matchup. �
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